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Abstract
All optical networks (AONs) are characterized by end-to-end optical connections that
are made between users without any intervening electronics. This is made possible
by the use of novel optical components. In this thesis, a computer simulation tool
to aid in the design and analysis of all optical networks is developed. Various op-
tical component models and network models for all optical networks are developed
for computer simulation. The effects of power loss, dispersion, bandwith limita-
tion, crosstalk, reflection, and propagation delay are predicted through simulation.
Comparisons between tool predictions and measured characteristics of real optical
networks are reported.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Lightwave technology offers the exciting possibility of Terabit optical networks. In
the past few years, second generation optical networks [Gre93] such as the fiber digital
distribution interface (FDDI) [SR94] for high-speed local area networks (LANs), the
queued packet and synchrounous switch (QPSX) [NBH88] metropolitan area network
(MAN), and synchrounous optical network (SONET) [BC89] for broadband ISDN
have been widely utilized. The interconnections between nodes of this generation
are via optical fibers, but the switching is electronic, requiring optical/electronic con-
versions of signal flows at each node. Typically, digital electronic switches operate
at rates of Gigabits per second per node. To support rates of Terabits per second
per node, the optical-electronic interfaces and electronic switches will be very costly
and complicated. Therefore, the inherent potential bandwidth of lightwave tech-
nology, throttled by an electronic switch, can not be economically exploited. This
cost/throughput trade-off [Bar93] is also called the "Electronic Bottleneck".
To open up this bottleneck, a new (third) generation of optical networks based on
wavelength 1 division multiplexing ( WDM ) technology is being developed. These
networks are being called all optical networks (AONs). All optical networks are
1Note that throughout the thesis, "wavelength" and "frequency" are used interchangably, and
wavelength is based on frequency in free space.
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characterized by end-to-end optical connections that are made between users with-
out intervening electronics. The only optical/electronic conversions are done at the
transmitter/receiver ends. This is made possible by the use of the novel optical com-
ponents. A typical all optical network consists of laser diodes as the transmitters,
optical fibers, connectors, couplers, star couplers, optical amplifiers, optical filters,
wavlength division multiplexers/demultiplexers, wavelengh routers, and receivers.
1.2 AT&T/DEC/MIT Consortium on AON
Recently, the American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T), Digital Equip-
ment Corporation (DEC), and Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) have
formed a consortium to address the challenges of developing a national AON capable
of providing flexible transport, common conventions, and common services [A+93].
This AON architecture employes a three-level hierarchy. The lowest level, Level-0,
can be viewed as a LAN. The intermediate level, Level-1, can be viewed as a MAN.
The highest level, Level-2, can be viewed as a WAN.
AON Level-0
The essential Level-0 AON architecture is shown in Figure 1-1. Optical terminals
(OTs) composed of tunable optical transmitters (XMTs) and tunable optical receivers
(RCVs) are user devices that attach to the Level-0 AON through a pair of optical
fibers. The 1310 nm wavelength is used for local control traffic, and this "control"
wavelenth can be re-used in other Level-0/Level-1/Level-2 AONs. The 1550 nm
"transport" wavelength set (192 to 193 THz) is divided into two groups: 1) the odd
frequencies such as 192.55 and 192.65 THz and 2) the even frequencies such as 192.50
and 192.60 THz. The even frequencies are used for communicating among different
Level-0 AONs connected to the same Level-i AON, and the odd frequencies are
used for local OT traffic. The 1310/1550 wavelength division multiplexers (WDMs)
multiplex the local control wavelength with the transport wavelengths, preventing
the control wavelength from entering the Level-i AON. The signals of odd and even
frequencies are directed into two different paths by the Mach Zehnder filter. Since
16
erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) introduce amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) noise, ASE filters are used to filter out the ASE power outside of the band of
interest to improve signal to noise power ratio. The star topology was chosen due to
its easy connection to a multiplicity of users by broadcasting optical power uniformly
through the network and small excess loss [RL93].
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Figure 1-1: AON Level-0 architecture
AON Level-1
The Level-1 AON architecture is shown in Figure 1-2. Level-i is basically a
wavelength router coupled with a star coupler. The wavelength router provides a
path from each input to every output port, which makes communication among all
connected Level-0 AONs possible. In addition, data communication from a locally
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connected Level-O AON to a Level-O AON connected to a different Level-1 can be
also accomplished by the use of wavelength routed path through a Level-2 AON. A
star coupler is also used at Level-i to enable multicast connections among the Level-O
AONs connected to a Level-1 AON.
From Level 2 To Level
Level-I Network
1310/1550 1310/1550
WDM WDM
IM ..... 
IxT....... --LXiMThLIli~..'
From Level 0 To Level 0
Figure 1-2: AON Level-1 architecture
AON Level-2
The Level-2 AON may be as simple as pairs of long-haul fibers or consist of EDFAs,
wavelength routers, switches, and frequency converters, that will allow the AON to
be scalable to a national or international size.
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1.3 Simulation as a Design Tool
The design of all optical networks is complicated because of many optical distortion
effects such as wavelength dispersion within fibers, ASE noise of optical amplifiers,
the interaction between optical signals and frequency sensitive optical components,
crosstalk from adjacent channels, multiple propagation paths and propagation delay.
These issues affect the practical implementation of a given network design. Because
of these multiple complex effects, it is impossible to analytically model the behavior
of a complex AON. Therefore, it is desirable to be able to investigate the performance
of alternative network designs with a computer simulation tool.
SPICE, a well-known electronic computer-aided design tool, is widely used in the
area of circuit analysis and IC design [Ban89]. Circuits are described in an input
file which consists of circuit component descriptions and which specifies how the
components are interconnected. Each component has a different name which indicates
what kind of simulation model is used. The characteristics of each component can
be specified parametrically. There is also information in the input file to indicate
circuit parameters such as temperature and the types of output data analysis. Given
the input file, SPICE can run a circuit simulation and print out predictions of the
circuit's performance.
This idea is the prototype for the AON simulation tool. The characteristics of
each optical component will be modeled and specified parametrically. Each optical
component model will be referred by its own name. The interconnections of various
optical component models will be described by a "topology definition". System pa-
rameters and output specifications will be included in the input file. Given the input
file, the AON simulation tool will predict the performance of this AON design. This
is similar to the process of the SPICE circuit design tool. In this way, one can analyze
and modify an AON design in a computer in order to satisfy a design objective.
19
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Chapter 2
Problem Description
2.1 All Optical Network Models
An all optical network (AON) model can be realized by the interconnections of mul-
tiple optical component models via "nodes". The characteristics of each component
can be modeled and specified parametrically to accomodate technology changes and
component advances. Arbitrary interconnections of these components can be speci-
fied in a computer to analyze alternative optical network designs. Users can specify
particular parameters for each component model according to their design require-
ments. Before we focus on all optical network models, we first describe some basic
concepts.
2.1.1 Component Models
We symbolize a component model as shown in the figure below.
I
2
n
n+l
N
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C
A component model has a certain number of ports. Each port is specified by a port
index which is an integer from 1 to N. As we will see in Chapter 4, some specification
rules on the port index are needed for the purpose of modeling and simulation in some
component models.
Let Pin be the power in a direction of flowing into port i of a component model,
and pi"t be the power in a direction of flowing out of port i of a component model.
Then for each port i, a particular 1 x N matrix Si exists such that
Piu t = [Si] iin (2.1)
where
pin
P
If we define
pout
pout =
PoututPKPt
then a N x N matrix S exists such that
P = [S]NXN pin (2.2)
If S is fixed then the component model is linear, however S could be a non-linear
function of Pin, time and wavelength.
2.1.2 Node Model
We use nodes to connect various component models. Figure 2-1 shows a typical
connection between port i of a component a and port j of a component b. Let
ppipout pin
[p: ] j
22
the power transfer function of the MZF. Note that the local maximums of the signal
power at one port are the local minimums of that at other port, which demonstrates
that the MZF is a 50 GHz FDM device. The extinction ratio of the MZF is about
-14 dB under this system state.
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Figure 5-7: Output signal as a function of frequency at two output ports of the MZF
Finally, we aligned the three lasers well to the MZF centers and pumped them all
into the system shown in Figure 5-6 (c). We recorded the power spectra at local port
of the MZF and "c" output port of the input star. Since we have measured path losses
in prior measurements, the power change of channel 10 signal between muxed input
and local output port of the MZF could be calculated. By excluding 1 dB excess loss
from this power change, the extinction ratio of the MZF from muxed input to local
output port was calculated to be -20.25 dB for the experimental system.
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5.2 The Simplified Level-0 AON System
The following experiments were carried out by operating at one to three channels on
the simplified Level-0 AON system shown in Figure 5-1.
5.2.1 One Channel Simplified Level-0 AON System
In the one channel system, we examine the output power distributions from the output
star coupler. The system was operating at channel 11 (odd frequency). We changed
input power generated from the HP laser from -45.46 dBm to -10.46 dBm with 5
dB increments and used 0.1 nm resolution in the Ando optical spectrum analyzer to
record the output power spectra.
Figure 5-8 shows both the experimental and simulation results of the one channel
system operating at channel 11. The channel 11 signal is supposed to appear at
the output of the output star. It clearly shows that as signal power increases, the
ASE output power decreases and the signal output power has a trend to become
saturated. In addition, the overall power gain becomes smaller as input power goes
up. The simulation results seem to be close to the experimental results in this case.
5.2.2 Two Channel Simplified Level-0 AON System
We still focus on the output power distribution at the output star. In this experiment,
channel 10 was given a fixed input power (-9.17 dBm). We investigate crosstalk effects
by changing the input power of channel 11 from -45.46 dBm to -10.46 dBm with 5
dB increments.
Channel 10 DBR laser had two side modes on channel 9 and 11 which passed
through the MZF and were amplified to show up at the output of the output star.
This side mode effect is evident when signal power at channel 11 becomes too small.
Therefore, we have first calculated the input powers of these two side modes and
included these into the input file to the simulator. Figure 5-9 shows both the ex-
perimental and simulation results. As we increase the power from channel 11 (odd
frequency), the input power of the EDFA increases and the gain of the EDFA de-
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Ideally, there is no power loss through a node. Thus,
pou t = ° 1 in (2.3)
1 0
However, nodes are often realized by connectors in the real world. Power losses
and power reflections are therefore inevitable. As we will see in the next chapter, the
AON simulator provides parameters to model real world connectors in order to create
a more realistic relationship between component input and output power.
out
D
P11Pi
in
pUL
Pj
Figure 2-1: Node
2.1.3 AON Test-Bed Network
An all optical network model design based on the baseline test-bed architecture [A+93]
is shown in Figure 2-2. Here L 1, L12, L13 , L 1 , and L22 are Level-O network models,
L1 and L 2 are Level-1 network models, and L2 is a Level-2 network model. This test-
bed model will form the basis of comparing our simulator predictions to experimental
results.
23
Figure 2-2: All Optical Network architecture
2.2 Simulation Goal
There are many important issues that need to be addressed in building an AON.
Among them is understanding the signal and noise power distribution throughout
the network. The primary goal in our simulation effort is to model the steady state
power distribution in a AON implementation. We assume the characteristcs of the
component models and other features of the network model do not vary over time,
namely, we will not explicitly simulate the real-time dynamics of the components in
the system. While we do not simulate the real-time dynamics of components, we
do simulate delay and dispersion of signals through fibers and other components to
model network time dynamics to a first order approximation. We also do not follow
24
the phase propagation of the optical signals through the AON. Finally, we are not
going to model non-linear effects which can be very important in optical networks.
Future enhancement of the simulation tool could add dynamics, phase simulation,
and non-linear optical effects.
We are interested in predicting the signal and noise power distribution as a func-
tion of frequency, source distribution of power, and propagation delay from initial
power source. Thus, given the input optical signals, the component models and the
network model, the simulation tool will be able to predict all these parameters.
The C programming language was used to develop the AON simulation tool, which
is designed in a modular fashion so that optical component models may be added and
enhanced in the future. The design of the AON simulation tool is discussed in the
following chapter. The component models are developed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5
describes the computer simulation tool's predictions for a simplified AON. Measure-
ments on the AON test-bed developed by the AT&T, DEC and MIT consortium are
compared with the simulator's predictions to test how well the simulator models a
real system. We conclude our thesis and propose some future work in Chapter 6.
25
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Chapter 3
Computer Simulation Tool
Simulation is a very powerful and useful technique for providing a way to predict
the performance of a real system which is too complex to be modeled analytically.
Using simulation, a designer can evaluate different design alternatives and decide an
appropriate way to realize a system. However, simulation can produce unreasonable
or misleading results as pointed out in [Jai91]. Therefore, it is suggested that simple
models be used in the first stage of developing a simulation tool to enable simple
validation of the tool and the models. There are many different kinds of simulation
methods including Monte Carlo Simulation [Eva88], Trace-Driven Simulation [Jai91],
Knowledge-Based Simulation [FM91], and Discrete-Event Simulation [Eva88, Jai91].
Based on our needs to model light flow through an AON, we believe a discrete-event
simulation method is the most appropriate choice.
3.1 General Approach
We first introduce some basic terms used in a discrete-event simulation, then explain
how a discrete-event simulation works. The definitions are based on those used in the
book [Jai91].
State variables are defined as the variables whose values define the state of the
system. In our AON simulation, the state variables are the output optical powers
of distinct frequencies at each component port in an AON. A change in the system
27
state is called an event. In our AON simulation, an event occurs at a time when
there is a significant change in a state variable. Since state variable values in our
AON simulation are discrete, we can use discrete-state models. A simulation using
discrete-state models of the system is called a discrete-event simulation. Typically, a
discrete-event simulation has a basic structure composed of the different components
as shown in Figure 3-1.
Figure 3-1: Discrete-event simulation structure
Input routines process the input model parameters. Initilization routines initialize
the state of the system and the event list. Event routines update the system state
and generate new events. Trace routines monitor the desired state variables and help
debug the simulation program. Output routines compute estimates of the variables
of interest and print them out. For each possible event, the event scheduler deter-
mines where to put an event into a time ordered event list. Whenever an event is
processed, the state of the system is updated, and the simulation clock will advance
the simulation time to the time of the next event (the earlist event on the event list)
which then will be executed. In this way, we can ensure that future events will get
triggered in the correct time order. This process is continued until some prespecified
stopping condition is eventually satisfied. Since the simulation time is always equal to
28
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the time of current processing event, time periods when no events occur in a system
are skipped over. A time-advancing mechanism organized in this fashion is called the
event-driven (event-oriented) approach.
As an example, consider a very simple optical system composed of a transmitter,
an optical fiber, and a receiver as shown in Figure 3-2 below. Here, we neglect power
reflections and nonlinear effects. The state variables (output powers) are initially set
Pin  Pout|0I vH H1 time 1 [-- 0.5P -] time
0 1 2 4 5 7 8 3 4 6 7 9 10
TRANSMITTER U OPTICAL FIBER > RECEIVER
Pin Put.
Figure 3-2: A simple optical system
to be zero. Suppose that we transmit a signal with its power function defined in
Figure 3-2 through this system. We are interested in the output power of the fiber
as a function of time. At first, The input processor produces an initial event list
containing a stopping event and 6 active events, occurring at time 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8.
Assume that the fiber has a 2 unit time delay and 3 dB power loss. Since no events
occur in the interval between time 0 and time 1, this period of time is bypassed.
When the transmitter turns on at time 1, the first event occurs, the simulation clock
jumps directly from time 0 to time 1. After passing through the fiber, this event
produces a new event (state change) which occurs at time 3 with power equal to
0.5P. The event scheduler adds this new event into the event list. The updated event
list then consists of a stopping event and 6 active events, occurring at time 2, 3, 4,
5, 7, and 8. Notice here that only the event at time 3 occurs at the fiber's output
port. The simulation clock then advances the time to time 2. Since the event at time
2 has zero power, a new event at time 4 with power 0 is produced and added into
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the event list. Therefore, the current event list is composed of a stopping event and
6 active events, occurring at time 3, 4, 4, 5, 7, 8. Note that the two events occurring
at time 4 are different state changes because they happen at different ports. The
simulation clock now increments to time 3 where the output power of the fiber is set
to 0.5P. There is no new event produced because of the receiver. The simulation
clock then increments to time 4. One of the two events in the event list at time 4
occurs at the receiver end so that no new event is produced. The other then repeats
the same process as occurred with the event at time 1. The process proceeds in this
way until the simulation is finally terminated when the stopping event in the event
list is processed. The resulting output power function at the receiver end is shown in
Figure 3-2.
This example provides a basic illustration of how the discrete-event simulation
method is used to model the output power over time of a simple optical system.
Much more complicated systems such as the test-bed AON are simulated in the same
way but need to also consider individual power sources to distinguish different events.
A detailed description is given in Section 3.3.3. Our simulation tool will be designed
in a modular fashion. Communication between modules is via interfaces which consist
of input/output variables and data structures. We now describe the data structures
used in the AON simulation tool and show how they interact with the simulation
system software modules.
3.2 Data Structures
A major task of a simulation tool is to transfer correct and up-to-date state infor-
mation between various modules while system speed and memory requirements are
satisfied. Therefore, choosing proper data structures plays a very important role in
developing a simulation tool. The following are the primary data structures developed
for implementing the AON simulation tool.
* System Parameters List
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* Component Characteristics Table
* Source Table
* Network State Table
3.2.1 System Parameters List
This data structure consists of global variables available to all modules. The elements
of this data structure, called system parameters, are used to provide the specifications
of the AON model system being simulated. The function of each system parameter
is explained as the following.
maxsim length this parameter specifies the "simulated" stopping time in seconds.
The simulation starts at time = 0.0 second.
lowfrequency/highfrequency these two parameters specify the boundary values of
the transport frequency band (1550 nm) of interest. TeraHz is used for the
frequency unit.
nsegment this parameter is important only for systems with EDFAs. It specifies the
total number of ASE frequencies that will be traced during the simulation.
Pmin/Pmax these two parameters specify minimum and maximum power in AON
simulation model. If a power greater than P.max occurs, simulation stops and
an error message is printed out. If a power smaller than Pmin occurs, this
power is set to be zero. Power is defined in units of /Watts.
Pchange this parameter specifies a significance measure for the relative power dif-
ference between the previous (old) and current (new) state variables of a port.
If the relative change is smaller than Pchange, no new events will be produced.
Therefore, this parameter has a very important impact on the total number of
events, which the simulator has to process.
sourcetableclass this parameter specifies what kind of source table is used. The
meaning of source table will be explained later.
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conloss this parameter specifies the power loss through a connector. In the current
AON simulation system, all component connections are via connectors. Power
loss is defined in units of dB.
conrefl this parameter specifies the power reflection produced by a connector. Power
reflection is defined in units of dB.
delay this parameter specifies the time delay in seconds for power flow passing through
a component model.
unportrefl this parameter specifies the power reflection produced at an unconnected
port. Power reflection is defined in units of dB.
3.2.2 Component Characteristics Table
Since the characteristics of each optical component model are specified parametrically,
a data structure is required to store the parameters of each component for further
reference. To distinguish each component model, a component number is added to
the data structure. To specify the type of component model, a component name is
included. In addition, useful information such as model order (which we will describe
in the next chapter) and component port count are also stored.
The component characteristics table data structure is constructed to store
the information described above for all the components in an AON simulation. Table
3.1 describes the composition of this data structure. The component index is used
to access each component in the component characteristics table. The simulator
allows users to define any component numbers but they have to be in order in the
input file. For example, in Table 3.1, component numbers 1-2-3-6-...-N are acceptable.
3.2.3 Source Table
Optical power in an AON originates at a source component. In the AON simulator,
there are two kinds of source components - a transmitter (Laser Diode) and an erbium
doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) which produces ASE noise power. Optical power can be
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component component
number model name
model component
order port count
Table 3.1: Component characteristics table data structure
tracked independently for these two components. The purpose of creating a source
table data structure is to provide a quick way of associating the frequency of an
optical power source to its source component number. There are two elements in this
data structure: the component number and the frequency of the component source.
We use three classes of source tables to indicate how many optical sources are to
be tracked by the simulator.
The lowest source table class (class 0) is used to track power by frequency only,
not by individual optical source component. With this source table, the origin of
the power of a signal is unknown and there is no way to tell signal and noise powers
apart at any frequency.
The intermediate source table class (class 1) is used to track power for all trans-
mitter signal sources but not the individual ASE sources of each amplifier. Signal
and ASE noise power are traced separately so that we can see what fraction of an
output power comes from each signal source and what fraction comes from all ASE
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The highest source table class (class 2) is used to track all transmitters and each
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power information of class 1 but we can know what fraction of the ASE noise power
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Table 3.2: Source table data structure (assume nsegment = 20)
The source table data structure is constructed to store the frequency and compo-
nent number of all the sources in the AON model. Table 3.2 describes the composition
of this data structure for these three classes. The source index, similar to the compo-
nent index, is used to access each source in the source table. Notice that in class 0,
zeros are used to indicate that source component numbers are unknown, and the total
number of sources is equal to the system parameter nsegment. In class 1, zeros are
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also used for unknown ASE sources. In class 2, each amplifier creates ASE sources
whose total number is equal to the system parameter nsegment.
3.2.4 Network State Table
The Network state table data structure is built up for the following purposes.
First, in Section 2.1.1, we have shown how to describe a component model. To access
a port of a component in the AON model, the comp (component number) and port
index both need to be specified. To simplify this process, we use a single index called
the network port index to specify each port in the AON model. The relation between
the network port index, port index, and comp (component number) will be explained
later. Second, at each port, state variables such as the powerout (output power),
powerin (input power), phaseout (output phase) and phasein (input phase) need
to be stored. Third, some variables are stored to help control the execution of the
simulation program.
The map table data structure is developed to relate the port index, component
number and network port index. An example of the map table data structure is
shown in Table 3.3. If we assume comp (component number) starts from 1 in an AON
map component network
comp number port count port index
0 O
1 0 2 . .--- 2
2 2 - ---------- 2
3 3 5 -. 3
4 8 0 ( 4
5 8 0 5
6 8 -- 2. 6
7
Table 3.3: Map table data s ructure
Table 3.3: Map table data structure
model, the map number for comp 0 and comp 1 is always zero. The map number of
comp j is calculated by adding the map number of comp j-1 to the component port
count of comp j for any 2 < j N. For example, in Table 3.3, the map number of
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comp 2 is two which is the sum of the map number of comp 1 which is zero and
the component port count of comp 1 which is two. The component port count of a
component number which is not used is set to zero. The map number is the starting
network port index of a component. Also, the following equation shows how to relate
the port index, component number and network port index by the map table.
port index = network port index - map number of comp + 1
One network state table data structure is established for each source defined
in the source table. Optical power of each source is therefore tracked in a separate
network state table. Table 3.4 illustrates S + I sets of network state table data
structures.
The network port index is used to access each port in the AON model in each
network state table which was created for each source. The network source index
is the same as the source index defined in the source table. By using these two
indexes, information about any port at each source frequency can be stored and
retrieved. The comp (component number) in the network state table is used to
obtain the corresponding component information with respect to the network port
index in the component characteristics table. Notice that the port index is not
included because we have developed an equation using a map table to calculate it
once the comp and network port index are available. In Table 3.4, it should be clear
that component 1 has two ports, component 2 has one port and component 3 has five
ports.
Also stored in the network state table are three simple structure types: the
out state, in state, and monitor state. Each of these is composed of one set of
two variables: the network source index and network port index. The out state deals
with output power only and the in state deals with the input power only.
Input power changes at some ports of a component will cause output power
changes at some ports of this component. Output power changes at some ports
of a component will cause input power changes at connected ports of other compo-
nents or at the same ports of this component due to two kinds of power reflections,
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NETWORK STATE TABLE
network
source index S
network
source index 2
network
source index I
I 
.
0. I
network
source index 0 
OUT STATE IN STATE
network network network network
port source port source
index index index index
w 3 II II
v
MONITOR STATE
network network
port source
index index
I IX
output output input input out link out link in link in link monitor monitor
comp power phase power phase index source index source tl_link model base index source
1 2 3 0
1 3 3 0
2 0 5 2
3 3 2 1 7 3
3 7 3
3 7 3
3 -1 7 3
3 8 7 3
6 7 3 8
6 3 8
N -1
Table 3.4: Input/output/monitor state and network state table data structure
reflections from connectors and reflections at unconnected ports. There can be sev-
eral input/output power changes at ports of different components at the same time.
Since we can only process one event at one time by using an event-based simulation
approach, it is necessary to develop a method to be able to establish a linked relation
among the events which need to be processed. Four variables in the network state
table in conjunction with the out state and in state data structures are used to
achieve this goal.
The out state and input state data structures are used to indicate which out-
put event and input event are currently being processed. The out-link index and
outlinksource, two control variables, are included in the network state table to link
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together the out state data structure. Similarly, the inklinkindex and inlinksource
variables are used for the in state data structure. For example, in Table 3.4, current
variables of the out state data structure are (3, 0), which means the output power
in the network port index 3 of the network source index 0 is being processed. After
processing this out state , the simulator will process the output power in the net-
work port index 3 of the network source index 2, and according to the outlinkindex
and outlinksource of the network state table whose network port index is 3 and
network source index is 2, simulator will process that output power after processing
the output powers of (3, 0) and (3, 2). By stepping through the in state and out
state linked lists, the simulator will process all the events occurring at the same time.
Further details on how these linked relations are established will be explained later.
The dashed lines in Table 3.4 indicate that the out state or in state interacts with
all the network state tables by using the network source index.
The tllink is used to tell which other port each port in the network state table
is connected to. For example, in Table 3.4, the port with network port index 3 in the
network state table is connected to the port with network port index 1, but the
port with network port index 6 is unconnected, indicated by using a special flag like
minus one here.
The type of a component model (model) stored in the network state table is
used to access the correct component model program for simulation. In the AON
simulation tool, all component models are given a particular index number. The
base element is used to tell the starting network port index of a component, which
is helpful for running component model simulation. The monitor state is a linked
list used to keep track of output power changes occurring at ports being monitored.
Using the monitor state linked list, output data to be monitored can be printed
out. The contents of the four topology variables (comp, tllink, model, and base) in
each network state table for each source are identical.
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3.3 Main Simulation Processor Modules
The overall structure diagram of the AON simulation tool is illustrated in Figure
3-3. The arrows indicate the interactions between different modules. The MAIN
PROGRAM controls the process flows of the AON simulation tool. The advantages
of employing modular desgin should be clear in Figure 3-3. For example, component
models can be added or enhanced in this tool easily. Individual modules can be
enhanced in the future without interfering with the other modules. The functions of
each module are explained below.
3.3.1 Input Processor
The functions of the INPUT PROCESSOR (IP) are to process input file data into
the predefined system data structures, to allocate memory dynamically, to initialize
the event list, and to create the first events.
The input file contains the specifications of the AON design we want to simulate.
It consists of four main parts: system parameters, a component list, a topology
definition, and an output specification.
System parameters: The IP first reads the input system parameters. Before
storing these parameters into the system parameters data structure, the IP checks
if the total number of system parameters is correct. The IP also verifies if the system
parameters are reasonable. If both checks are passed, the system parameter data
values are stored in the data structure.
Component list: The component list is a set of data describing the characterstics
of all components. The IP reads the input data of one component at a time, checks if
the data are reasonable, stores the data into the component characteristics table
data structure. The IP then builds a source table data structure according to the
sourcetableclass system parameter. The network state table data structures are
then established and initialized.
Procedures are done at this time to make sure that the data references among the
network state table, source table, and component characteristics table data
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Figure 3-3: The diagram of the AON simulation tool
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structures are selfconsistent.
Topology definition: The topology definition describes the interconnections
between the ports of all components. After checking the data for selfconsistency,
the IP produces the network port indexes of connected ports and stores them into
the tl_links of the network state table data structure. In addition, flags indicating
unconnected ports are stored in the appropriate tllinks of the network state table.
Output Specification: The output specification specifies which ports are to
be monitored. After reading the data, the IP produces a unique flag called MONI-
TORYES to indicate the need of being monitored and stores it in the related element
monitorindex of the network state table.
Finally, the IP initializes the event list and calls the appropriate model program
to create the first events from transmitters and ASE sources.
3.3.2 Model Processor
The MODEL PROCESSOR (MP) serves as a link between various component
models and the IP or SIMULATION PROGRAM (SP).
The IP performs the tasks of data checking such as the correct total number of
parameters needed or ports for a component, the MP provides the paths to defined
component models for the IP. Similarly, as the SP needs to execute the model simu-
lation, it transfers data information to the related component model program through
the MP. The advantages of implementing the simulator this way is to decouple the
SP from the component models and to enhance the simplicity of changing or adding
component models in the future.
3.3.3 Event Processor
The major function of the EVENT PROCESSOR (EP) is to perform event sched-
uling. There are several methods to schedule future events such as linked list, heap,
and tree. Here, we choose double linked circular list (DLCL) for its simple implemen-
tation in spite of its possible slower running speed.
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The basic data structure for an event is composed of three parts: data information,
a pointer to the entry of next event, and a pointer to the entry of previous event. In
this way, any event in the event list can be referenced from its previous or next event.
After allocating a fixed amount of memory for an event list, we create a stopping
event with the time set to the system parameter maxsimulength. The event list is
composed of two lists: the free list (empty storage space) and the active event list
which contains simulation events to be processed.
The EP performs three tasks. One is to report the time of the earliest event in
the event list, another is to get an event from the active event list, and the final task
is to store an event into the active event list in time order.
To get an event from the event list, the EP gets the data from the earliest event
in the event list, sets the event pointer to the next event, unlinks this event from the
active event list and links it to the end of the free list. This implements a circular
buffer which aids in debugging.
To store an event into the active event list, the EP sequentially searches forward
in time order to find a proper position to store it. The procedure of storing an event
in the event list is illustrated in Figure 3-4. Note that events are compared by their
time, network port index, and network source index to avoid duplicate time events
from being created.
3.3.4 Simulation Program
The basic job of the SIMULATION PROGRAM (SP) is to keep track of optical
power flows propagating through the AON in a correct time order. An event is
characterized by time, network port index, network source index, and power. An event
represents a state variable change in the simulation program. The SP is basically
composed of the following three sections:
Out-list routine
In-list routine
Output routine
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Figure 3-4: The event-store method
Each routine will be explained while we describe the main loop of the SP. The flow
diagram of the SP is shown in Figure 3-5. Two data structures (out state, in state)
are initialized to empty by using a special flag called END symbolizing there are no
events to be processed. The monitor state data structure is also initialized to empty
by a special flag called EMPTY. The globaLtime (simulation clock) is initialized to
the time of the earliest event in the event list.
The main simulation loop begins with retrieving events from the event list. Since
we have predefined a stopping event, any new events with time greater than the time
of the stopping event will not be stored in the event list. Comparing the earliest
event time obtained by using a function called eventlisttimeread() with the system
parameter max-simu length, the SP determines when the simulation terminates. If
the stopping event is encountered, the SP prints out simulation termination messages
and completes the AON simulation. Otherwise, the SP retrieves events occurring at
the current global-time by using a function called eventlistgetevent() and establishes
a linked list of all the new events by using a function called simustoreoutlistO.
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Figure 3-5: The flow diagram of the AON simulation program
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The simustoreoutlist() function reads the old power value from the appropriate
network state table entry. A power-checking routine is called and checks three
parameters. First, if the power value is smaller than Pmin, the powerout in the
related network state table is set to be zero. Second, if the power value is greater
than Pmax, the simulation stops and an error message will be printed out. Third,
if the power change is not significant (smaller than Pchange), this event will not be
stored.
After finishing the power-checking routine, the simustoreoutlist() stores the
power value of the event into the element powerout of the appropriate network
state table and establishes a linked list of all these new events by the following two
steps. First is to store current values of the network port index and network source
index of the out state to the outlink-index and outlink-source of the network
state table whose position is determined by the network port index and network
source index of the event. Second is to link the current event to the out state by
storing the network port index and network source index of the event into the variables
of the out state. Recursively in this way, the out state list which consists of all
the new power out events is established. However, this procedure is not completely
correct. We need to be aware that duplicate out state events may occur because
of power reflection, which would result in a linking error. To make sure that every
new event will be processed, we mark the last element of the out state list with a
flag called END. This is different from a flag called EMPTY which is used to mark
unlinked elements (outlink-index, out linksource) of the network state table. The
function checks if the outlinkindex is EMPTY before linking an event to the out
state list. By doing this, a correct linked list of all the events occurring at the same
time is established. For the purpose of convenience, we call the out state list as the
"out-list". Similarly, the "in-list" is used when we refer to all such linked events in
regard to the input power.
We define a cycle as having processed the out-list routine and the in-list routine
once. Cyclecount, a debug variable, is used to calculate the number of cycles at a
given time. Maxcycle count, also a debug variable, is used to record the maximum
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number of cyclecount. MAXSIMUCYCLE, a constant, is predefined to be the
maximum number of simulation cycles the SP allows. Thus, if the maaxcyclecount
is greater than MAXSIMUCYCLE, the simulation will stop and a warning message
will be printed out. Exceeding MAXSIMUCYCLE could be the result of an unstable
AON design. The SP begins with the out-list routine.
Out-list routine
The flow diagram of the out-list routine is illustrated in Figure 3-6. A function called
simugetoutlist( works as the following. It first checks if the out-list is empty. If
yes, the out-list routine is finished. If not, the network port index and network source
index of the out state are retrieved to be processed, the out state is updated by
storing the outlinkindex and outlinksource of the related network state table
determined by the network port index and network source index of the current out
state, and these two elements are reset to be EMPTY to represent this out state
has been processed.
The topology link is now found and checked. If the port is connected, two power
values, called orgrcvpower and orgxmtpower, are calculated to simulate the function
of a connector.
[ org]xmtpower conloss con-refl [ orgout-power (3.1)
org-rcvpower conrefl conloss desoutpower
where orgout-power is the output power at orign port, dst outpower is the output
power at destination port, orgxmtpower is the transmitted output power through a
connector, and orgrcvpower is the received including reflected output power through
a connector. Figure 3-7 shows this concept. If the port is unconnected, a new reflected
power orgrcv-power is calculated by
orgrcvpower = orgoutpower x un-port-refl (3.2)
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Figure 3-6: The flow diagram of the out-list routine
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A function called simustoreinlist( is used to establish a linked list of all the
new events with respect to input power. Since we have used a "in-list" description,
an equivalent way of saying the purpose of this function is to store an event into
the "in-list". The process of this function is very similar to the simustoreoutlist()
described as above. The difference is that the instate is used and the new input
powers are stored. A function called checkmonitor is included in this function to
check if the new events need to be monitored. If the related element monitorindex
of the network state table is equal to MONITOR-YES, the event is linked to the
monitor state data structure. A linked list which contains all the events to be
monitored can be established in this way. Each event in this linked list is printed out
at the end of this simulation clock cycle. A debug variable total_ outputsubcyclecount
increments one after processing an event from the out-list.
Output routine
This routine is used to write the output data into the output file whenever network
port index of the monitor state is not EMPTY. The data in the network state
table which is linked by the current monitor state are retrieved and printed out.
Recursively by retrieving the values of monitorindex and monitorsource of the net-
work state table, data of all the monitored events are printed out. The element
monitorindex of the network state table whose data are printed out is reset to
MONITOR-YES.
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In-list routine
This routine starts running after all (significant) new output state variables changes
have propogated through connectors and have reached the inputs of components. The
flow diagram of the in-list routine is illustrated in Figure 3-8. A variable called time
is defined to be the sum of global-time and the system parameter delay. Since the
propagation time is very important to the users in the high speed communication
networks, it is useful to include the the time delay through each component in the
simulation. The SP determines if time is greater than the time of the earliest event in
the event list. If true, this means that the input events will produce the new output
events which occur at a time after the earliest event in the event list. Therefore, a
flag called eventliststore is set to be TRUE to indicate that the new output events
produced through component model simulations by the input events of the in-list
have to be stored in the event list instead of the out-list. Otherwise, event_liststore
is set FALSE.
The function simugetinlist() works the same way as simugetoutlist() except
that the in state and two elements (inlinkindex, in linksource) of the network
state table are used. After getting an event from the in-list, the SP performs the
component model simulation by calling Model-simulation() passing necessary data to
the corresponding component model to perform the simulation. New output events
which are produced after running the model simulation are stored using the function
simustoreoutlist O. The value of the eventliststore flag is checked to decide if these
new events should be stored in the out-list or the event list. Using the out-list is much
faster than using the event list, so it is prefered if possible. This test is performed
after finishing the power-checking routine and before storing the new output power
values into the element powerout of the network state table. A debug variable
totalinputsubcyclecount increments after running the component model simulation
each time.
After processing all the input events in the in-list through the component model
simulations, the SP examines the value of the eventliststore flag to decide if the
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IN-LIST ROUTINE
Figure 3-8: The flow diagram of the in-list routine
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global time needs to be increased because of passing through individual component
models. In this way, the out-list/in-list method can increase the global time by
simulating the time delay through a component model without storing events into
the event list.
Having reset the the eventliststore flag, the SP examines if there are new output
events in the out-list. If yes, the SP goes back to perform the out-list routine, and
continues until there are no new output events in the out-list. This means that
the SP has to get new events for processing from the event list and therefore the
globaltime will be increased to the time of the earliest event in the event-list. If the
event retrieved is the stopping event, the simulation stops and the AON simulation
comes to an end.
3.4 Software Implementation
The C programming language, well-known for its efficiency, portability, and accessi-
bility, was chosen as the software to implement the AON simulation tool. Since we
employ a modular design in developing the AON simulation tool, each module was
implemented by an individual program. Interaction between different program files
are via passing pointers, variables, and data structures.
All the C program files are listed in the Appendix B. The relations between the
program name and its function are listed below.
aoncad.c serves as the main program of the AON simulation tool. It controlls the
basic order of processing among all other program files.
input.c serves as the input processor.
model.c serves as the model processor.
event.c serves as the event processor.
simu.c serves as the simulation program.
model###.c serves as an optical component model for component "###".
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Chapter 4
Component Models
In this chapter, we describe the component models of the AON simulator. We consider
two degrees of model complexity for the simulation of optical components. A zero
order model is used for diagnostic purpose, namely, to get simple (ideal) simulation
results and to check if there are any logical errors in the simulation program. As the
simulation program becomes larger and more complex, it is important to have simple
models to find out possible or unexpectable side effects. A first order model is a
more complete model and includes factors which better approximate real component
behaviors and achieves more accurate simulation results.
An all optical network ( AON ) is composed of various optical components. Here
is a list of the optical components needed to implement the baseline AON architec-
ture. The three letters inside the brackets are the component's symbol used in the
simulation program.
1. Laser Diode Source (transmitter) [XMT]
2. Optical Fiber [FIB]
3. Fused Biconical Coupler [FBC]
4. Star Coupler [CUP]
5. Optical Amplifier [AMP]
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6. Optical Filters
6.1. ASE Filter [FIL] (model order = 0)
6.2. Fiber Fabry Perot Filter [FIL] (model order = 1)
6.3. Mach-Zehnder Filter [MZF]
7. Wavelength Division (De)Multiplexer [WDM]
8. Wavelength Router [ROU]
9. Receiver [RCV]
model model wavelength power power crosstalk
name order sensitive reflection loss
XMT 0 No
F I B 0 No No Yes
I Yes No Yes
F B C 0 No No Yes No
I No Yes Yes Yes
C UP 0 No No Yes No
I No Yes Yes Yes
AMP 0 No No Yes No
I Yes No Yes Yes
F I L 0 Yes No Yes No
I Yes No Yes Yes
MZF 0 Yes No Yes Yes
W DM 0 Yes No Yes No
I Yes Yes Yes Yes
R O U 0 Yes No Yes No
I Yes No Yes Yes
R CV 0 No
Table 4.1: Two degrees of component model complexity
Table 4.1 illustrates the component models with their complexity. Four issues,
wavelength sensitivity, power reflection, power loss, and crosstalk are highlighted to
emphasize the differences between the two degrees of model complexity. More detailed
representations of the component models can be developed in the future.
In Section 3.2.4, we described how the state variables such as power_out and
power_in in the network state table are stored by individual sources defined in the
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source table. In the component models described below, pout and pi" defined in
Section 2.1.1 refer to individual sources.
4.1 Laser Diode Source (transmitter) [XMT]
We consider the semiconductor laser diode as our light source model. Since the gain
in laser diodes is a function of wavelength, they are classified into single-mode (single-
frequency) and multimode. A typical single-mode laser diode's linewidth is less than
1 GHz which is much smaller than the channel bandwidth used in AON (50 GHz).
For the purpose of high-speed AON networks, single-mode lasers are used. There are
two basic types of single-mode lasers, the DBR (distributed Bragg reflector) and the
DFB (distributed feedback). The detailed explanations of physics and structures of
these can be found in [Kei91, Gre93]. Based on our thesis objective, we focus our
attention on the power distribution of the single-mode lasers as a function of time.
Since we are initially focusing on quasi-static modeling, we neglect any frequency
chirping effect on the laser diodes. Figure 4-1 shows a symbol of a transmitter model.
1XMT
Figure 4-1: A symbol for transmitter
zero-order model
We model the output power generated by a laser diode as a constant (P0 ) at a
fixed frequency. There is no time delay from power zero to power Po when a laser
turns on, which is shown in Figure 4-2.
out
P (w)
t(ps)
ti tf
Figure 4-2: Zero order transmitter model
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4.2 Optical Fiber [FIB]
Optical fibers play a unique and important role in the optical communication field.
Figure 4-3 shows a symbol of a fiber model.
FIB 2
Figure 4-3: A symbol for fiber
As the first step in building up the fiber model, it
basic laws and definitions of optics.
The index of refraction (or refractive index) n of
n = c/vp
is necessary to understand some
a medium is given by
(4.1)
namely, it is the ratio of the speed of light in vacuum c to the phase velocity vp
in medium. Note that in vacuum, c = Af, where A and f are the wavelength and
frequency of light. The phase velocity vp can be also expressed as
vp = w/ (4.2)
where w = 27rf in (radians per second) is the temporal angular frequency of the light
wave and = 27rn/A is phase constant in the medium. We also define the group
velocity vg and the group index N as
v9 = d w/df
N = c/v.
After some manipulations, we can obtain the following results:
N = n-Adn/dA
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(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
Cn- X dn/dA (4.6)
We are concerned with the two most important properties of an optical fiber: the
signal attenuation (fiber loss) and the time dispersion.
4.2.1 Signal Attenuation
Signal attenuation a(dB/length) of a fiber is defined as the ratio of the optical output
power P,,ut to the optical input power Pin along with a fiber of length L.
log P/I/Pouta(dB/length) = 10 (.L
Attenuation in optical fiber is caused by two major mechanisms: absorption and
scattering [Gow84, Kei91, Kas93]. Attenuation factors include Rayleigh scattering
loss, imperfection in fiber structure, impurities, and intrinsic absorption. Figure 4-4
shows the typical attenuation as a function of wavelength of single-mode fibers, in
which only one propagation mode exists. As we can see, the attenuation is minimized
at about 1.55 m.
3.0
2.5
E
0
oI
r.
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
wavelength ( m )
1.6 1.8
Figure 4-4: Attenuation v.s. wavelength, from [Gre93]
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4.7)
4.2.2 Time Dispersion
As the signal propagates through a fiber, each spectral component of the signal will
undergo a different amount of time delay, this is called time dispersion. Recall from
equation (4.6), since the index of refraction is a function of wavelength, different
wavelengths will propagate with different group velocities, and time dispersion thus
occurs. When dispersion shows up, the received signals will suffer time smearing
which may cause intersymbol interference and uncertainty at the receiver end. There
are three kinds of dispersion in fibers: material dispersion, waveguide dispersion, and
modal dispersion [Gow84, Kei91]. For single-mode fiber, there is no modal dispersion.
Therefore, both material dispersion and waveguide dispersion are important, but the
material dispersion is dominant. Figure 4-5 illustrates three parameters n(A), N(A),
and 6(A) for a typical fiber. The quantity 6(A) is the dispersion in single-mode fibers
given in picoseconds per kilometer per nanometer. The dispersion is zero at about
1.3 ,um.
1.49
120
1.48
80
N1.47 - 40
z
1.46 0 ..
-40
1.45- 
-80
1.44 -120
I ,' I I I
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
wavelength ( m )
Figure 4-5: Dispersion (6), the refractive index (n), and the group index (N) v.s.
wavelength, from [Gre93]
zero-order model
We model the attenuation of a fiber as a constant for all wavelengths (see Figure
4-6) and ignore time dispersion effects.
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adB attenuation
(nm)
Figure 4-6: Attenuation in zero order fiber model
Let
pout pinpout = p 1 pin =
pout pin
The power relation of the zero-order model of a fiber is given by
0 10 1
ou t (t) [ O 10 -- ' P(t - T(L)) (4.8)
L
T(L) = l (sec) (4.9)c/n,
where ao(dBKm - ) is attenuation, L (Km) is fiber length, c is light speed in the
vacuum, n is the index of refraction of a fiber, and (L) (sec) is propagation delay
through a fiber of length L, which is the same for all wavelengths.
first-order model
We approximate dispersion of a fiber as a linear function of wavelength. Atten-
uation is still modeled as independent of wavelength. As shown in Figure 4-7, the
dispersion (A)(Kmnm) is modeled by
(A) = A (2 - )+ (4.10)
The propagation delay of a signal of wavelength A through a fiber of length L is
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6 8(X ) sion
)
l1
Figure 4-7: Dispersion in first order model
modeled by
L
7(A, L) = L + 0.5 6(A) L ( - Ao) 10-1 2 (sec) (4.11)
c/n,1
where A0 is the wavelength of zero dispersion and given by
61 A2 - 6 2 1 (4.12)Ao = (4.12)61 - 62
L, nl, 61, Al, 62 and A2 are specified independently to the simulator for each fiber.
The power relation of the first order model of a fiber is given by
P°ut(t) 1]-' L P(t - (A, L)) (4.13)10 10 0
where A (nm) is signal wavelength and T(A, L) is given by equation 4.11. The deriva-
tion of equation (4.11) will be shown in the Appendix A.
4.3 Fused Biconical Coupler [FBC]
The fused-fiber coupler is composed of fibers that are fused into a tapered section
and then back to separate fibers [Gre93]. Here, we consider the simplest case, a 2 x
2 biconical coupler. Figure 4-8 shows a symbol of a 2 x 2 coupler model. We label
integers 1, 2 on one side and 3, 4 on the other side of a coupler to emphasize the
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symmetry property on the S matrix defined in equation 2.2.
Figure 4-8: A symbol for fused biconical coupler
The following equation describes the relation of complex electric field strengths
between two iputs and two outputs [Gre93].
a] [ l- l-aa (4.14)
a4 j L a2j
where a is a coupling ratio, al, a2 are the input field strengths, and a3, a4 are the
output field strengths. There is a 7r/2 phase shift from input 1 to output 3 relative to
that of output 4, similarly for input 2 to output 4 relative to that of output 3. With
a proper design of the component structure, any desired value of a between 0 and 1
can be achieved [Kas93].
zero-order model
Let
POut = , pin 
ppout p
From equation (4.14), we obtain the following equation representing the relation
between input and output power vectors.
0 0 1- a a
pout _ O 1 - a pin 
wherea ) isecs poes a n a i a poe culnra(4.15)1 a - a 0 0
where a~1 = 10 - " 1(d ) / l° is excess power loss, and is a power coupling ratio.
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first-order model
We consider power reflectivity R(dB) in the first order model. Therefore,
f R R k(l - a) ka
out f ka k(l - a)p( a l - -) kt R (4.16)
ka k( - a) R R
where R = 1 0 R(dB)/10 , and k = 1- 2R.
4.4 Star Coupler [CUP]
In a multi-user communication network, it is often desirable to broadcast the messages
from a transmitter to several receivers. An integrated N x N star coupler is suitable
for achieving this purpose in optical networks. The detailed structure and physical
properties of an star coupler can be seen in [D+89]. The input power from each port
of one side is approximately uniformly radiated to each port of the other side. The
transmission loss mainly consists of the splitting loss and excess loss [D+89]. Figure
4-9 shows a symbol of a star coupler model. The port indexes of a star coupler are
specified as shown in Figure 4-9 for the same purpose described in the FBC model.
1
2
N
N+1
N+2
2N
Figure 4-9: A symbol for star coupler
zero-order model
We consider both the splitting loss and excess loss of a star coupler.
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o o ... 0 1/N 1/N ... 1/N
o o ... 0 1/N 1/N ... 1IN
o o ... o 1/N 1/N ... 1/N
1/N 1/N ... 1/N 0 0 ... 0
1/N 1/N ... 1/N 0 0 ... 0
1/N 1/N ... 1/N 0 0 ... 0
pi"(4.17)
(2N) x (2N)
where al = 10-(dB)/1 ° is excess power loss.
first-order model
We include the effect of the power reflection R(dB) within a star coupler.
aa a a b b b b
aa a ... a b b b b
aa a ... a b b b b
b b b ... b a a a
bb b ... b a a a
bb b ... b a a a
pin (4.18)
(2N)x(2N)
where a = N/R, b = 1-N , and R = 10 R(dB)/10
4.5 Optical Amplifier [AMP]
The use of optical amplifiers has become very important in the high speed WDM
broadband networks. There are essentially two kinds of optical amplifiers: semi-
conductor laser diode amplifier (LD amp) and doped-fiber amplifier (DFA) [Kas93].
Signal attenuation in optical networks can be compensated for with suitable opti-
cal amplifiers. Figure 4-10 shows a symbol of an optical amplifier. We assume that
the optical amplifier is a one-directional device, which can be realized by adding an
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pout = a
pout = O Z
optical isolator.
Figure 4-10: A symbol for optical amplifier
For the AON simulation, we are interested in modeling the behaviors of an Erbium-
doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). The EDFA has been popularly utilized because of some
advantages such as high and flat gain in the wavelength between 1525 and 1560 nm
and polarization independence [Gre93].
zero-order model
We assume that the optical amplifier has a constant gain G(dB) and there is no
ASE noise. Therefore,
pout = [0 ] pin (4.19)
where G = 10 G(dB)/10.
first-order model
Since the gain of an EDFA depends on the total input power within the frequency
band, significant input power changes at any frequency results in gain change and
output power is therefore changed at all frequencies. Unlike other component models
whose relations between pout and pin are independent of the source table class, it
is necessary to develop the first order EDFA model dependent on the specification of
source table class.
The power gain is modeled by an equation that relates the amplifier gain G(Wi,)
to the total input power and saturation input power.
G(Win) = (4.20)
1 (4.20)w
where Go = 10Go(dB)/10 is the power gain in the absence of light input, Wi =
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E all sources Pi [ 1 0 ] is the total input power, and Psat is the saturation input
power. The derivation of the above equation can be seen in [Gre93]. The practical
ASE noise model for an EDFA in the bandwidth of interest is given by [C+91]
PASE(G(Win), f ) = G(Win) h f N 6f (4.21)
where G(Win) is the power gain derived by the equation (4.20), h is planck's constant
(6.626x 10-3 4 (Joulesseconds)), f (Hz) is the signal frequency, N = 10 N(dB)/1° is the
noise figure, f (Hz) is the optical bandwidth, and PASE(G(Win), f) (Watt) is the
ASE noise power. The first order EDFA model can be thought as shown in Figure 4-
11. The total number of ASE sources in Figure 4-11 depends on the system parameter
sourcetableclass and nsegment.
m- Q m
Figure 4-11: First order EDFA model
For source table class 0,
pout 0
G(W,,)
o 1 pin + 0 ) 1
0 [ PASE(G(Win), f) J (4.22)
For source table class 1,
pout = 0] pin + PASE(G(W K
- (Win) o PASE (G (Win), f) IC (4.23)
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, --
ISO
-
,v~~'-q
where
O if transmitter source
1 if ASE source
For source table class 2,
pou t = [ G(Win) O] P + [ PASE(G(Winp),af) ] (4.24)
where
K _ O if transmitter source or ASE source coming from other EDFAs
1 if ASE source coming from the same EDFA
It is important to note that if G(Win) changes significantly, the output powers of
all sources going through the amplifier must be recalculated. This can create many
new events for the simulator to process.
4.6 Optical Filters
An optical filter is used to select channels or filter out the ASE noise. We model
three kinds of optical filters. Figure 4-12 shows a symbol of an an optical filter model
([FIL]).
1 2
FIL
Figure 4-12: A symbol for filter model [FIL]
4.6.1 ASE Filter [FIL] (model order = 0)
The ASE filter is used to filter out the ASE noise produced by EDFAs. It is a type
of multi-coated etalon filter[Gre93] with the power transmission function similar to
a bandpass filter. We model the ASE filter as an ideal square filter. Figure 4-13
shows the power transfer function of the ASE filter model, where fo, fl, and fk are the
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channel frequencies of the filter (fi = fo + i FSR for i = 0,
bandwidth of the filter, and FSR is the free spectral range.
- (f \
a
1,..., k), Q is the 3 dB
fo f 
Figure 4-13: ASE filter model
The filter has an insertion power loss (a = 10 -a(dB)/10° )
assume that the extinction ratio is so small that the output
is set to zero if signal is out of filter bands. Therefore,
pout _ [G)
- G(f) G(f)0 pin
within filter bands and
power through the filter
(4.25)
where
G(f) = a if 0 < If - fi < Q/2 for some fi
0 otherwise
4.6.2 Fiber Fabry Perot Filter [FIL] (model order = 1)
The FFPF is a tunable optical filter suitable in WDM optical communication systems.
The basics of a FFPF is well described in [Gre93, HZ79]. The power transfer function
of a FFPF is determined by its finesse F which is defined as the ratio of the FSR to
its 3-dB bandwidth (W).
F = FSR/W (4.26)
The power transfer function of a FFPF for different values of finesse can be seen in
[Gre93, HZ79]. We model a FFPF with high finesse, and the power transfer function of
this kind can be approximated as repeated square pulses. The ratio of the maximum
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(Tmax) to minimum (Tmin) of the power transfer function is given by
1
Tmjn/Tmax = 11+F (4.27)
Figure 4-14 shows the power transfer function of a FFPF model, where a = 1 0 - a(dB)/1 °
is insertion power loss. Therefore,
a
to tl f 2
x
+Ff
Figure 4-14: FFPF filter model
pout
T(f) a
1+F
- [ 0T(f) T(f)0 ] pin (4.28)
if 0 < If - fi < W/2 for some fi
otherwise
4.6.3 Mach-Zehnder Filter [MZF]
The Mach-Zehnder filter (MZF) is widely utilized in integrated optical devices because
of its negligible reflections and low excess loss. Figure 4-15 shows a symbol of a MZF.
MZF
2 4
Figure 4-15: A symbol for Mach-Zehnder filter
In the central section of a MZF, One waveguide differs from the other in length
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where
so that there is a wavelength dependent phase shift between the two output ports of
a MZF [Gre93]. Ideally, the power transfer function G(f) (from port 2 to port 4) and
C(f) (from port 2 to port 3) of a MZF can be mathematically described by a sin2
(for G(f)) and a cos2 (for C(f)) functions. Here, we establish a more realistic model
by letting
G(f) = [(1- k)sin2(f - o 7r) + k] (4.29)
where f is the signal frequency, fo is a frequency where G(f) has a minimum, FSR
is the free spectral range, k = 10 k(dB)/10° G(f),j is the extinction ratio which should
be small enough so that G(f) is close to a sin 2 wave and a = 10- (dB)/10 is excess
power loss.
Figure 4-16 shows the shape of the function G(f). A typical MZF has a very small
extinction ratio, which result in better crosstalk performance.
k
G( f)
FSR
_____________________ ,
- 1
fo
Figure 4-16: Zero Order MZF model
Let pout and pin be defined as the same as described in the FBC model. We can
model the relation between input and output power vectors of a MZF by
- 0 0 G(f) C(f)
pout_ 0 0 C(f) G(f) pin
- G(f) C(f) O O (430)
C(f) G(f)  0 0 
where C(f) = (1 + k)a - G(f). Note that based on equation 4.30, it is clear that
fo is supposed to pass through a MZF from port 2 to port 3 or port 1 to port 4 with
maximum power transfer and vice versa. To preserve energy conservation, (1 + k)oa
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should be no greater than one.
4.7 Wavelength Division (De)Multiplexer [WDM]
The Wavelength Division (De)Multiplexer [WDM] is a wavelength sensitive compo-
nent that can be used to multiplex/demultiplex the optical signal at two different
wavelength bands. In the AON, 1310/1550 nm WDMs are used [ZL86]. This device
can prevent the local control wavelength 1310 nm from entering the Level-i network,
and provide the function of frequency re-use in the other Level-0 or Level-2 AONs.
1 3
Figure 4-17: A symbol for wavelength division multiplexer
Figure 4-17 shows a symbol of a WDM. Note that port 1 is the default port used
to receive the 1550 nm signals and port 2 is the default port used to receive the 1310
nm signals in our model.
The power transfer function of a 1310/1550 WDM, shown in Figure 4-18, is a
sinusoidal function with max and min at the 1310/1550 nm depending on the input
port. Because of the approximate flat response at the vicinity of 1310 or 1550 nm,
we assume a constant response in the the bands of interest.
T(X) depend on the input port
1310 1550 nm
Figure 4-18: The power transfer function of a 1310/1550 WDM
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Let
p out ] Pin 1
pout = pZout pin= pin
pout p3in
zero-order model
The 1310/1550 WDM serves as an ideal (de)multiplexer except for insertion power
loss.
At signal frequency = 1330 nm,
0 0 0
pout n o 0 pout = a 1 pin (4.31)
0 1 0
At signal frequency = 1550 nm,
0 1pout = a [ 10 0(4.32)
1 0 0
where a = 10 -a(dB)/1O is insertion power loss.
first-order model
The power reflections and crosstalks are taken into account. In usage domain,
there is no difference between using a WDM as a multiplexer or a demultiplexer. But
it is desirable that demultiplexers are used with lower crosstalk(e.g. -26 dB) while a
slightly higher crosstalk parts(e.g. -20 dB) are often used as multiplexers.
At signal frequency = 1330 nm,
R R C
pout = a[ R  1-C pin (4.33)
C 1-C R
At signal frequency = 1550 nm,
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R R 1-C-
pot = R R C (4.34)
1-C C R
where R = 1 0 R(dB)/10 is the power reflection and C = 10 C(dB)/1 0 is the crosstalk.
4.8 Wavelength Router [ROU]
The wavelength router, typically based on grating multiplexer/demultiplexer, is used
to route a set of input optical signals with different wavelengths into a set of output
ports which are determined by the wavelengths of the signals. Separate optical signals
from different input ports with distinct wavelengths are combined onto a common
output port [Gre93, Dra91]. The detailed design of a router is described in [Dra91].
Since the wavelength router is capable of distributing almost all of the input signal
power of wavelength i to the corresponding output port, it is very useful for WDM
networks. In addition, it can allow considerable frequency reuse. Figure 4-19 shows a
symbol of a wavelength router. Note that we label the port index of the wavelength
router in the same way as a star coupler.
1
2
N
N+1
2N
Figure 4-19: A symbol for wavelength router
We assign each carrier frequency within the bands of the interest as shown in Fig-
ure 4-20, where N is the number of input (output) ports or the number of frequencies
per free spectral range (FSR).
zero-order model
The wavelength router is modeled as an ideal router except for insertion power
loss ( = 10 -(dB)/10). The power transfer functions gl ,g 2 through gN are defined
as in Figure 4-21, where Q is the channel bandwidth, fll is the minimum channel
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FSR
f 12 21 22
11ll 12t I t j1 tI22
f f f
2N 31 32
..... ttt
Figure 4-20: The assignment of each channel frequency
frequency, f12 is the next smallest channel frequency, and fiN is the Nth channel
frequency adjacent to f21, a frequency "wrap around" to appear at the same output
port as fil.
%
f
f
o6
. f
Figure 4-21: The power transfer functions for zero order router model
Figure 4-22 illustrates the routing pattern for an ideal 10 x 10 router. The set of
functions g1, 92 through N is used to model the routing pattern between input and
output ports of a wavelength router.
Therefore, the power relation of the zero order model of a router is modeled by
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
91 gN
92 91
93 92
U 91 9N 9N-1
.. 0 92 91 gN
93 92 91
... 0 0 9N 9N-1
9N-1 ... 92 0 0
9N ... 93 0 0
91
gN 9N-1 N-2
9N-2
0
0
·.. 94 0 0 0
... 9g 0 0 0
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f3N
..... I . ..
pout = 
... 92
... 93
... 94
... 91
* O
Pin (4.35)
1
1
..
( f f ff f f f f f19 f 0
(f2 f2 f2 f2 f2 f2 f2 f2 f2 f 2
12 13, 14 , 15 ,16 17 , 18 , 19, 1 1
f f f f 4f 4fl f 4 f f 3
I , 12 ,13, 14 , 15 16, 6 , 17 18, 19 1
(f, l ,f, ,fl f , l 7 f f,7 ,  , f, 7)
( fl8 fl 8 fl 8 fl 8 fl 8 fl 8 fl 8 fl 8 8 )_ _ _
(f9 f9 f9 f9 f f9 f f9 f,9 f, ,o11, 12, 13 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 11
f f1 f flll ffi fI fo f) .
-11 ,12 ,13 , 14 ,15 , 16 ,17 , 18 , 19, 11(
1 11
2 12
3 13
4 14
5 15
6 16
7 17
8 18
9 19
10 20
f1l ft 9fi 8f 7f 6 f 5 f4 f 3 f 2 )fl, 1 ,fl3, , f ,f 16 f17 ,f18 9
fIf f I f9 f 8 f7 f6 5S f4 f 3 )
' ( 11, 12,f13 ,14, 5 , 16, 17, 18, 19,11( )
3 2 f1 f1i f 9 f 8 f7 f6 f 5 f 4)
11 , 12 , f1 ,f1, 14 ,1 5 f16 , 7 ,1 , 1 ,19 , )( 4 3 ri2 fl f 9 f8 7 6 5
I 2 , 1 6 1,7 ,8 ,9 ,, , )
S f4 f3 f2 f f1 9 c8 f 7)
.f f f 2 f f 1 f f 6 ) 11 12, 13, 14 15, 16 7 18,9.> 6 fro4 f3 2 I f9 8 fl )
11 12,13,4 15 6 9,
(f8 f7 f6 f5 f4 f3 f2 f fl fo 9
' 9 f8 f7 f6 f f4 f3 f2 f, f1 )
f f 8 f7 f6 f5 f4 f f2fI f )1 12, 13, f4 5, 6 ,7 8, 19 1111
Figure 4-22: The routing pattern for a 10 x 10 router
where a = 10-a(dB)/l° is insertion power loss.
first-order model
In addition to the insertion loss, we consider crosstalk effects of a router. The
extinction ratio is included so that there are no nulls in the power transfer function.
We also assume there are no power reflections within a router. The router we will
use for the AON test-bed was developed by AT&T. The power transfer function for
an input port to an output port is given approximately by [I [Nn(N 12)] 1 [Dra9l], where
= 2irf is phase difference. Since the typical crosstalk is less than -16 dB for N =
10 optimized router, the power relation of the first order model of a router can be
established from equation 4.35 by changing the function gi(f) as
l sin((LF+Ri )12
gi(f) = a (1 - k) +ksin((f-(fl+if)))  (4.36)
where 0 i < N- 1, 6f is the frequency range between two adjacent channel fre-
quencies, FSR is free spectral range, ca = 1 0 - (dB)/10 is insertion power loss, and
k = 10 k(dB)/10 is extinction ratio. Figure 4-23 shows this kind of function. Perfor-
mance much better than equation 4.36 are achieved by advanced router construction
techniques[Dra91] ].
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Figure 4-23: An example of gi in first order router model with N = 4
4.9 Receiver [RCV]
There are three different types of the receivers: direct detection with a photodiode,
coherent heterodyne reception and coherent homodyne reception [Gre93]. Figure 4-24
shows a symbol of the receiver model.
1RCV 
Figure 4-24: A symbol for receiver
zero-order model
The zero-order receiver model is a unique component in that no output power
changes (events) are produced when there are input power changes at the receiver.
Therefore, the receiver model serves as an "end" component which does not further
propagate power flows in the simulation.
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Chapter 5
Simulation Results
In this chapter, we present some simulation results and compare them against ex-
perimental results to see how well the simulator predicts the performance of a real
optical system.
The first experimental system simulated is a simplified Level-0 AON shown in
Figure 5-1. This system was developed and built at the MIT Lincoln Laboratory.
Two optical terminals (OTs) (Finch A, Finch B) and one HP tunable laser diode
transmitter (Hewlett Packard Model No. 8168A) are used to present three different
optical signal channels operating in the vicinity of 1550 nm. In our experiments, Finch
A, Finch B, and the HP tunable laser are set to operate at channel 9 (192.43625
THz), channel 10 (192.48625 THz) and channel 11 (192.53625 THz) respectively.
The Finch B consists of a DBR laser whose two side modes show up at channel 9
and channel 11. The 1310 nm local control wavelength in Level-0 AON is not utilized
in our experiment. FC-PC singlemode fiber connectors, characterized by their low
insertion loss (<0.3 dB), long life, and wide operating temperatrure range, are used
to interconnect almost all components in the system except that fusion splices are
used between the stars and WDMs.
The second experimental system is simply composed of an EDFA, an ASE filter,
a 4 x 4 wavelength router and receivers as shown in Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-1: The simplified Level-0 AON experimental system
EDFA ASE filter
ROUTER
Figure 5-2: The router experimental system
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In the first experimental system, we investigate the power transfer function of the
Level-0 hub with the EDFA in and out of saturation. Power is injected on from one to
three channels into the input star of the Level-0 hub. Wavelengths are measured with
a wavemeter (Burleigh Model No. WA20) and input powers are measured with a HP
power meter (Hewlett Packard Model No. 8153A Lightwave Multimeter). An optical
spectrum analyzer (Ando Model No. AQ6312B Optical Spectrum Analyzer) is used
to measure output power spectrum of the output star and store data information. In
the second experimental system, we measure the routing pattern of a 4 x 4 router and
the resulting crosstalks occurring at other channels with the Ando spectrum analyzer.
input power output power
H P 
Attenuator EDFA
Figure 5-3: The system for measuring characteristics of the EDFA
5.1 Measurements of Component Characteristics
Before performing the experiments on the first system, we measured the characteris-
tics of individual components. These measurements provide the component parame-
ters to be specified in the input file to the simulator.
5.1.1 Characteristics of the EDFA
The experimental set up is illustrated in Figure 5-3. We varied the HP laser's output
power at wavelength 1557.484 nm (192.48510 THz) via a HP attenuator (Hewlett
Packard Model No. 8157A Optical Attenuator) so that input power changed from
-50.46 to -10.46 dBm with 5 dB increments. The peak output power was recorded
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Figure 5-4: The EDFA characteristics
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from the Ando optical spectrum analyzer. The ASE output power at wavelength
1557.484 nm was caliberated approximately by averaging the ASE output power in
its vicinity, which is appropriate because the ASE output power of an EDFA varies
little between 1553 to 1561 nm. Consequently, the signal output power at 1557.484
nm was obtained by subtracting the estimated ASE output power from the peak
output power. In addition, the gain of an EDFA is assumed approximately constant
within that bandwidth.
The maximum power gain and saturation input power of the EDFA in our exper-
imental set up can be determined by analyzing the gain curve as a function of input
power. Figure 5-4 shows the gain and output power of the EDFA as a function of
input power respectively. The maximum gain of the EDFA is about 30.2 dB. The
saturation input power is obtained by seeking the input power where the gain is 3 dB
away from the maximum gain. Therefore, it is about -23.2 dBm. Interestingly and
importantly, Figure 5-4 clearly demonstrates that the ASE output power decreases
as input power increases and so does the gain of the EDFA.
5.1.2 Characteristics of the ASE Filter, Stars and WDMs
By connecting the HP laser to the ASE filter (see Figure 5-5 (a)) and measuring the
input and output power of the ASE filter with the HP power meter, the insertion
loss of the ASE filter was measured to be about 4 dB, which is independent of input
power and wavelengths within the ASE filter bandwidth (about 191.8 to 193.2 THz).
Next, we measured the insertion loss of the input star coupler and the path losses
from different inputs of the input star to the output of the WDM (demultiplexer).
The experimental system is shown in Figure 5-5 (b). The loss is obtained by simply
subtracting input power from output power. The insertion loss of the input star is
independent of input power and wavelengths but depends on which input and output
ports are used. This is due to the non-uniformity of the star in practical construction.
Since the optical channels in our experiments operate in the vicinity of 1550 nm, the
loss through the 1310/1550 WDM is considered to be constant. Therefore, the path
loss is constant but depends on which input port is used because of the input star.
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Figure 5-5: Three Systems for measuring characteristics of the ASE filter, stars and
WDMs
The experimental results are shown in Table 5.1.
We also examined the path losses from each output of the output star to the
input of the WDM (multiplexer) (see Figure 5-5 (c)), and we found that the output
star is also not uniform (see Table 5.1). Since the simulator treats star as a uniform
componet, we have to adjust the input powers of transmitters in the simulator to
reflect this fact.
input power = -10.39 dBm
measured output power
A B C E
1 -16.8 -16.0 -17.0 -19
2 -17.7 -17.0 -17.4 -19.7
3 -16.5 -16.5 -16.0 -19.4
4 -17.1 -17.2 -16.6 -20.4
output star
input power = -10.4 dBm
measured output power
1 2 3 4
A -19.4 -19.2 -20.4 -18.8
Table 5.1: Measurements for input star, output star and WDMs
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5.1.3 Characteristics of the MZF
Many characteristics of a MZF can be determined by performing experiments on a
system consisting of an EDFA cascaded with a ASE bandpass filter and a MZF as
shown in Figure 5-6 (a). With no input power, an EDFA produces maximum ASE
power uniformly over 1550 nm band of interest. After passing through the ASE
filter, the ASE output power spectrum at output ports of a MZF has the shape like
sin2 function over the filter bandwidth. For the MZF used in our experiments, the
measured output power has local minimums at 1548.20 and 1567.61 nm. The output
power spectrum showed that there are 24 modes between 1548.20 and 1567.61 nm.
Therefore, the measured FSR is 1567.61-1548.20 = 0.80875 nm which corresponds to24
99.88 GHz.
Next, we measured the insertion losses of the MZF from each input port to each
output port under the condition that there is a 3 dB splitting loss. The excess loss
is obtained by subtracting 3 dB loss from the insertion loss. It turns out that the
excess loss is approximately 1 dB and there are slight differences on which input and
output ports were used.
Changing the voltage fed to a MZF causes phase change in the power transfer
function, which results in output power change for some wavelengths. This charac-
teristics is useful for us to investigate the extinction ratio of a MZF. We connected
the HP laser to the MZF with polarization control at its inputs as shown in Figure
5-6 (b). We tested at each input port by changing the polarization state and the
voltage. We found that the extinction ratio at Level 1 input port is less than -9.4 dB
while it is less than -12 dB at muxed input port over all polarization state.
To see how the MZF functions, we performed an experiment on the system shown
in Figure 5-6 (c). A fixed input power was injected from the HP laser while the Finch
A, B were off. We changed signal frequency and measured the output powers at two
output ports (remote, local) of the MZF with the HP power meter. The experimental
and simulation results are shown in Figure 5-7 (in dBm unit). The output signal power
(linear value) behaves like a sinusoidal function of input power, which characterizes
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Figure 5-6: Systems for measuring the characteristics of the MZF
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Figure 5-9: Two channel system (channel 10 and 11)
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creases, which results in the output power of channel 10 going down. If we requires
at most -15 dB crosstalk from the adjacent channel , Figure 5-9 suggests that the
input power of channel 11 be at least -15.46 dBm while the input power of channel
10 is -9.17 dBm for this AON design, i.e., the input power of channel 11 should not
be 6.3 dB lower than the input power of channel 10. In addition, we can see a side
mode from channel 10 (the DBR laser) shows up at channel 9. The predictions of the
simulator are reasonably close to experimental results.
5.2.3 Three Channel Simplified Level-O AON System
In this experiment, channel 9 and channel 10 were given fixed input powers (-10.35,
-9.17 dBm). We examine crosstalk effects by changing the input power of channel 11
from -45.46 dBm to -10.46 dBm with 5 dB increments.
Figure 5-10 shows both the experimental and simulation results. We can see that
the output powers of channel 9 and channel 10 decrease very little as the input power
of channel 11 increases. This is due to the fact that the EDFA is in saturation state
because of large input power. By comparing Figure 5-10 with Figure 5-9, the output
power of channel 11 in the three channel system is therefore smaller than that in the
two channel system for the same input power. The overall power gain for channel 11
in the three channel system is approximately 0 dB (the output power in channel 11
for input power -40.42 dBm is due to the side mode from channel 10), which gives
us a hint that as more channels are operating at the same time, a possible power
shortage problem may occur at the receiver end. Again, the simulator predicted the
output power distribution of the system with reasonable accuracy.
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5.3 Router System
In this experiment (see Figure 5-2), we investigate the routing pattern of a 4 x 4
router (N = 4). With no power at the input port of the EDFA, The maximum ASE
output power generated from the EDFA is filtered by an ASE bandpass filter, and the
resulting power spectrum is approximately flat over the filter 3 dB bandwidth. This
is used to serve as a constant power source over the channel bandwidths of interest.
The router then transmits each channel signal to a particular output port depending
on its frequency and input port. The output power as a function of frequency at each
port is periodic with a period equal to N 6f, where f is the channel spacing.
Figure 5-11 illustrates the experimental and simulation results. The crosstalk of
this router is lower than -23 dB. The channel spacing is about 196 GHz, which is
approximately two times of the 3 dB channel bandwidth of this router. In addition,
the sidelobes have a maximum in the middle portion of two main lobes.
Here, we only show the simulation results on port 2 and 3 in order to see the
differences between simulation and experimental results more clearly. The dashdot
and dotted curves are the curves that best fit the groups of points "o" and "x" from
simulation. The predicted channel bandwidth is too wide. The predicted sidemodes
are exaggerated and simplified into two modes only. Therefore, the simulation results
demonstrate that the router model is indeed very poor and has to be modified.
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Figure 5-11: Router system
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
The objective of this thesis was to develop a computer simulation tool capable of
predicting the optical power distribution in an all-optical network (AON) design. The
underlying system formulation of this simulation tool was motivated by the SPICE
CAD tool.
The design and data structures of this simulation tool were presented. The func-
tions and interactions of four main processor modules were described. A discrete-
event simulation was applied in the simulation tool to simulate the time dynamics of
network models. To model optical networks, several optical component models were
developed to a first order degree of complexity.
The simulation tool was written in the C programming language. In Chapter 5, ex-
perimental results demonstrated that the simulation tool can successfully predict the
power performance of real optical systems when good models of optical components
are found. The router model showed that a poor model leads to poor predictions.
The results show that simulator has the potential to become a powerful tool for the
design and analysis of AONs. Since the simulation tool was developed in a modular
fashion, further enhancement on individual modules can be accomplished.
Much future work can be done to the simulator. A better router component model
is needed. Presently, we do not take phase changes into account and all component
models are deterministic. By adding the randomness in each component model and
tracing the signal phase change, the simulator should be able to provide more insights
93
for system designers. In addition, the current event scheduling method is considered
to be inefficient in dealing with large number of events, a more efficient scheduling
method is required. Furthermore, each component model can be enhanced and new
models can be incorporated. For example, non-linearities in fiber are important issues
and should be included in a more complicated fiber model.
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Appendix A
Formula derivation
Here, we show how to derive equation 4.11.
Let 6(A) be a function as shown in Figure 4-7. By extending the 6(A) line between
Al1 and A2, there exists a point A0 where (A) is zero and A0 is given by equation 4.12.
From equation 4.10,
6(A) = 62 (- - )
A2 - Al
Let T(A, L) be the time that a signal of wavelength A takes to propagate through
a fiber of length L. Then
T( + ) -T(A) = 6( 1) ( + -A) L
where A < A1 < A + e. Let - 0,
T(A2) = T(A1)+ j
= T(A)+ j
= T(A) + j
= T(A1) + 0
= T(A1) + 0
then d T = (A) L.
(AX d T
-- dA
(A2 (A) L dA
Al
(A2 0 (A - Ao)L dA
1
.5 60 L ( - Ao)2 12
1.5 o L (A2 - A1 )(A 2 + Al-2Ao)
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Let A1 = A, A2 = A, then
T(A) = T(Ao) + 0.5' (A) L (A-Ao) (ps)
= ci- +0.5 (A) L (A - Ao) 10 - 12 (se)
c/nl
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Appendix B
C Source Codes
Here, we show an example of input text file and present all the C program files used
to implement the AON simulation tool. Here is a list of a Makefile, C codes(.c) and
header files(.h).
* aoncad.c,
* input.c,
* event.c,
* model.c,
* simu.c,
aoncad.h.
input.h.
event.h.
model.h.
simu.h.
* modelxmt.c,
* modelfib.c,
* modelfbc.c,
* modelcup.c,
* modelamp.c,
* modelfil.c,
* modelmzf.c,
* modelwdm.c,
* modelrou.c,
* modelrcv.c,
modelxmt.h:
modelfib.h:
modelfbc.h:
modelcup.h:
modelamp.h:
modelfil.h:
modelmzf.h:
modelwdm.h:
modelrou.h:
modelrcv.h:
XMT model.
FIB
FBC
CUP
AMP
FIL
MZF
WDM
ROU
RCV
model.
model.
model.
model.
model.
model.
model.
model.
model.
* Makefile: compiles and links all C codes.
* boolen.h: defines constant values.
* token.h: defines constant values.
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B.1 An Example of Input Text File
/** EXPERIMENT 2 INPUT TEXT FILES **/
/** SYSTEM PARAMETER **/
1.0 -> maximum time length(sec)
191.73625 -> lowest frequency of available transmitter(THz)
193.18625 -> highest frequency of available transmitter(THz)
30 -> number of frequencies used to trace power
le-4 -> minimum power(uW)
3e5
0.001
1
0.25
-45
5e-9
-14
-> maximum power(uW)
-> relative power difference
-> source table class
-> connector loss(dB)
-> connector reflection(dB)
-> port delay(sec)
-> reflection(dB) for unterminated ports
/** COMPONENT LIST **/
1 XMT 0 1 192.48625 115.61 0.0 le-4 1.0
2 XMT 0 1 192.43625 88.105 0.0 le-4 1.0
3 XMT 0 1 192.53625 2.649 0.0 le-4 1.0
4 CUP 1 8 0.4 -50
5 WDM 1 3 2.0 -20 -60
6 FIB 1 2 0.25 1.468 0.01 1553.3288 1561.419
7 MZF 0 4 192.48625 0.09988 1.0 -20.25
8 AMP 1 2 30.2 -23.2 5.5
9 FIL 0 2 192.5 2.0 1 1.5 4
10 WDM 1 3 2.1 -26 -60
11 CUP 1 8 0.3 -50
12 RCV 0 1
17.5809 18.1691
30
/** TOPOLOGY DEFINITION **/
1141
2142
3143
4400
4500
4600
4751
4800
5200
5361
6272
7100
7300
7481
98
40
50
10
20
8291
92101
10 2 0 0
10 3 11 7
111 0 0
11 200
11 300
114 12 1
11500 60
11600
118 0 0
/** OUTPUT SPECIFICATION **/
11 4
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B.2 Main Simulation Processor Codes
aoncad.c
/ ** This is the main routine of the computer simulation
/ ** tool for all-optical network.
/ ** aoncad. c
/* author: Li-Chung Chang May 27, 94 */
/ * modified: Steve Finn May 27, 94 **/
#include <time.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h> o10
#include <string.h>
#include "boolen.h"
#include "input .h"
#include "event.h"
#include "simu.h"
/ * external file pointers */
/ ** definition **/
FILE *outputfilel, *output file2; /* pointers to output file */
char sim_name[20]; 20
int global main dispersion;
int global_mainsource_table;
/ * main routine '/
void main()
{
char input[2];
static char outfile[2][20];
99
int numberevent = 0;
long int dynamic_memory-required = 0; 30
struct tm *ptr;
time_t current_time;
clock_t start, end;
current_time = time(NULL);
ptr = localtime(&current_time);
printf("\n AON SIMULATION: current time\n ");
printf(asctime(ptr));
/ **** one input file: contents in order * /
/ **** SYSTEM PARAMETER ***/ 40
/ ** COMPONENT LIST **
/ "*" TOPOLOGY DEFINITION **
/ ** OUTPUT SPECIFICATION */
do
/ read in input file name */
printf("\n\n Enter Simulation File Name: ");
scanf ("%s", simname);
strcpy(outfile[O], sim_name);
strcat(sim_name, ". txt"); 50
printf(" Input File Name: %s\n", sim_name);
/ read global dispersion parameter */
global_main_dispersion = TRUE;
printf("\n Enable Dispersion in Simulation ? (y/n): ");
scanf("%s", input);
if (strcmp(input,"n") == 0)
{
global_main_dispersion = FALSE;
printf(" Dispersion Disabled \n"); 60
}
else printf(" Dispersion Enabled \n");
/ read global source table parameter */
global_main_source_table = 0;
printf("\n Select Simulation Wavelength Tracking (1/m/h): ");
scanf(" %s", input);
if (strcmp(input, "m") == 0)
{
global_mainsource_table = 1; 70
printf(" Track all XMT sources \n");
}
else if (strcmp(input, "h") == 0)
{
global_mainsource_table = 2;
printf(" Track all XMT & AMPLIFIER ASE sources\n");
}
else printf(" Track by wavelength only, not by sources\n");
printf("\n Input parameters OK ? (y/n): "); 80
scanf( "%s", input);
printf(" \n");
100
} while (strcmp(input, "n") == 0);
start = clock();
/ * read input file Y initialize aoncad simulator data structures */
inputaoncad_begin(sim_name, &dynamic_memoryrequired);
/ * create & initialize event list */ 90
eventlist initial create(&dynamic memory_required);
/ * create the first XMT C& AMP ASE events on event list: */
inputfirsteventcreate(&numberevent);
/ * end of simulator set up */
end = clock();
printf("\n Input processor has finished work\t time used %e seconds\n",
((double) (end-start))/ CLOCKS PER_SEC);
printf(" Simulation begin with %d initial events\n", number_event); 100
/ * open output files */
strcpy(outfile[1], outfile[0]);
if ((output filel = fopen(strcat(outfile[0],"_l.txt"), "w")) == NULL)
{
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(l);
}
if ((outputfile2 = fopen(strcat(outfile[1],"_2.txt"), "w")) == NULL)
{ 110
printf("cannot open file\n");
exit(l);
}
fprintf(output filel, "\n\t");
fprintf(output_filel, "Simulation results of file s\n", sim_name);
fprintf(output_filel, "==
\n");
fprintf(output filel, "comp port src s(f) time power_out
power_in phase phase \n");
fprintf(output_filel, " (c) (THz) (msec) (dBm) \ 120
(dBm) out in \n");
fprintf(output_filel, "======================================
\n");
start = clock();
/ * begin simulation of network */
simulation-cycle();
/ * simulation complete */
end = clock(); 130
/ * write final data into output file */
fprintf(output_filel, " dynamic memory required = %d (Kbytes)\n",
dynamic_memoryrequired/1000);
fprintf(outputfilel, "\n====================================
====================\n? tt 4 
101
/ * close output file */
fclose(outputfilel);
fclose(outputfile2); 140
/ * write to screen 4 end */
printf(" simulation running time used %e seconds\n",
((double) (end-start))/ CLOCKS_PERSEC);
printf(" dynamic memory required = %d (Kbytes)\n",
dynamic_memoryequired/1000);
printf("\n==== end AON simulation program ====\n");
/ ************************************************************************/ 150
/ * function aoncaderrmsgO: print out error message *// ****** ****** *************************************/
void aoncad_err_msg(char *errormessage)
{
printf(error_message);
) / * end of function aoncad_err_msg() */
aoncad.h/ * *** *******  *** *********/
/ ** aoncad.h **
/** author: Li-Chung Chang June 27, 94 **/
/** Modified: Steve Finn (comments) May 6, 94 **/
/ *********************** * * **/
/ * characteristics of a component */
typedef struct comp_chars
{
int comp; /* sequence number of a component */ o10
char comp name[4]; /* component name */
int modelorder; / * component model order */
int portnumber; / * total number of ports of a component /
float datal; / * parameters of a component */
float data2;
float data3;
float data4;
float data5;
float data6;
float data7; 20
float data8;
float data9;
float datalO;
float datall;
float datal2;
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
} Comp_chars;
102
30
/ * system parameters */
typedef struct sysc pars
{
float max_sim_length;/ * (sec) maximum time length for simulation */
float low_frequency; / * (THz) the lowest freq. of transmitter */
float highjfrequency;/ * (THz) the highest freq. of transmitter */
int n segment; / * number of frequencies used to trace power */
double P_min; /* (uW) minimum power */
double P max; /* (u W) maximum power */
double Pchange; /* relative power difference 40
I Pnew - P_old 
P_change =-
Pold + Pmin */
int sourcetable_class; / O0: no source ID,
1: with source ID but not ASE ID,
2: with source ID and ASE ID. */
float con loss; / * (dB) all component connections are via connectors */
float conrefl; / * (dB) power reflection for connectors */
float delay; /* (sec) port delay */
float un-port refl; / * (dB) power reflection for unterminated ports */ 50
} Sysc pars;
/ * define network state structure */
typedef struct network_state
int comp; / * sequence number of a component */
double powerout; / * output power */
float phase_out; / * output phase */
double power_in; / * input power */
float phase_in; / * input phase */ 60
int out_link_index;/ * next process index for out state */
int out_linksource;
int in linkindex; / * next process index for in state */
int in_link_source;
int tl_link; / * index number for topology */
int model; /* predefined model number
int base; /* beginning index of a component */
int monitorindex; / * if it equals one, the data will
be written in output file */
int monitorsource; 70
} Network state;
/ * define source table */
typedef struct sourcetable
{
int comp; / component source number */
float frequency; / * frequency of a source */
} Source_table;
/* define output state structure */ 80
typedef struct outputstate
{
int index; /* network state index for a source /
103
/ * source index number */
} Output_state;
/ * define input state structure */
typedef struct inputstate
{
int index;
int source;
} Input_state;
/ * network state index for a source */
/ * source index number */
typedef struct monitoringstate
I
int index;
int source;
} Monitoringstate;
/ * network state index for a source */
/ * source index number */
extern void aoncad errmsg(char *error_message);
input.c
/ ** This is the input processor for storing input file's */
/ ** datas into structure or arrays. */
/ * input. c */
/* author: Li-Chung Chang Aug 15, 94 **/
/** Modified: Steve Finn May 25, 94 */
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdio.h>
# include "aoncad.h"
#include "model. h"
#include "boolen.h"
#include "token.h"
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
MAXNUMBERCHARS 100 / * maximum number of characters for parsing */
MAX_NUMBER COMPS 400 / * maximum number of components */
MAXNUMBERPORTS 30 / * maximum number of ports in a component */
MAX_NUMBER DATAS 20 / * maximum number of data in a component */
NUMBER_SYS_PARS 12 / * number of system parameters */
seps" \n" / * separation symbols for parsing */
textsep "---" / * text separation symbol */
text_begin "/""**" /* text begin symbol */
CLOSE_FILE if (fclose(fp)) perror("Close Failed\n")
/ * external structures/pointers/variables to all functions and files */
extern int global_main source_table; / * read in at system init time, defined in main */
/ ** definitions **/
Compchars *Charpt; / * structure pointer to component characteristics */
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int source;
Sysc pars SYS PARAM; / * structure pointer to system parameters */
Networkstate **Netstate; / * structure pointer to network states */
Source table *Src table; / * structure pointer to a source table */
int *map; / * pointer to a map table */
int total_numberport = 0; / * total number of ports */
int total number source = 0; / * total number of sources */
int total_number comp = 0; /* total number of components */
int monitor_index xview; / * used for graphic representation */
int number xmt = 0; / * total number of transmitters */ 40
int numberamp ase source = 0; / * total number of amplifier models
producing ASE noise */
/ * static external variables */
static FILE *fp;
static long int offset;
static char *w, *word(MAX NUMBER DATAS], p[MAX NUMBERCHARS];
/ * function declaration */
void getinput sys parameters(long int *mem used); 50
void getinput-components(long int *mem used);
void getinput topology(void);
void getinput port monitorlist(void);
/ * function input_aoncad_begin(): input processor main routine */
void input aoncadbegin(char *file, long int *mem used)
{ / * file: file pointer, mem_used: total dynamic memory used */
register int i, j; /* index */ 60
int k;
int n = 0, m = 0;
/ * open filename for input, return NULL if problem */
fp = fopen(file, "r");
if (!fp)
{ aoncaderrmsg(" ERROR: open of input file failed\n"); exit(1);}
printf(" SYSTEM PARAMETERS .. ");
getinput sys parameters (mem used); 70
printf(".. processed\n");
printf(" COMPONENT LIST ..");
getinput components (mem used);
printf(".. processed\n");
/ * build a one-dim "map" array */
map = (int *) malloc( ((Char pt+total number comp-1)->comp+l1)*sizeof(int));
if (!map)
{ 80
aoncaderr msg(" WARNING: Memory request failed for map\n");
exit(1);
}
*memused += ((Char pt+total number comp-1)->comp+1) * sizeof(int);
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*map = 0;
/ * fill in map array */
for (i = 0; i< (Charpt+totalnumber comp-1)->comp; i++)
{
if ((Charpt+n)->comp == i)
k = (Charpt+n)->portnumber;
}
else k = 0;
*(map+i+l) = *(map+i) + k;
I
/* end of building a one-dim map array */
/ * build a network state structure */
printf(" NETWORK STATE TABLE .. ");
Netstate = (Network_state **) malloc(total number_source *
sizeof(Networkstate *));
for (i = 0; i< total_number source; i++)
{
Netstate[i] = (Networkstate *) malloc(total number port *
sizeof(Network state));
if (!Net_state[i])
{
aoncad_errmsg(" WARNING: Memory
exit(1);
}
*mem_used += (long)total numberport *
* (long)sizeof(Network state);
request failed for Net_state\n");
(long)totalnumbersource
/ * initialize network state structure */
for (i=0; i< total_numbersource; i++)
for (j=0; j< total_numberport; j++)
(Netstate[i]+j)->power_out = 0.0;
(Net_state[i]+j)->phase out = 0.0;
(Net_state[i]+j)->power_in = 0.0;
(Netstate[i]+j)->phase_in = 0.0;
(Net_state[i]+j)->out_link_index = EMPTY;
(Net_state[i]+j)->out_linksource = EMPTY;
(Net state[i]+j)->in_link_index = EMPTY;
(Net_state[i]+j)->inlink_source = EMPTY;
(Netstate[i]+j)->monitor_index = MONITOR_NO;
/ * store elements "model" "comp" "base" of network_state: first portion */
n = m = 0;
for (i = 0; i< total_number_comp; i++)
{
k = model-comp-search((Char-pt+i)->comp name);
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for (j = n; j< m + (Charpt+i)->port number; j++) 140
{
(Net_state[O]+i+j)->base = i + m;
(Net_state[O]+i+j)->model = k;
(Net_state[O]+i+j)->comp = (Char-pt+i)->comp;
n = j;
}
m = n;
} / * end of storing first portion */
printf(".. processed\n"); 150
printf(" TOPOLOGY DEFINITION ..");
getinputtopology();
printf(".. processed\n");
printf(" OUTPUT SPECIFICATION .. ");
getinputport monitor_listO;
printf(". processed\n");
/* store elements "model" "comp" "base" of Networkc_state: second portion */ 160
for (i=1; i< total_number source; i++)
{
for (j=O; j< total number port; j++)
{
(Net state[i]+j)- >comp = (Net_state[O]+j)- >comp;
(Net state[i]+j)->model = (Net state[0]+j)->model;
(Net state[i]+j)->base = (Netstate[O]+j)->base;
}} / * end of storing */
} / * end of function input aoncad_begin() */ 170
/ ************************************
/ * function inputfirstevent create(): for XMTFJAMP, create an event list */
/ ************************************************************************
void input firstevent_create(int *a)
{
register int i, j; /* index */
int m;
switch(SYS PARAM.sourcetable_class) 180
{
case 0:
if (!number amp ase source)
{
for (i=O; i< totalnumber_source; i++)
{
m = (Src table+i)->comp;
if (m >= totalnumber comp) m = total_number comp-1;
while (TRUE)
{ 190
if ((Charpt+m)->comp == (Srctable+i)->comp)
*a += model_event create(XMT, Char-pt+m, i);
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break;
I
else m--;
}
else 200
for (i=O; i< total_number comp; i++)
if (!strcmp((Char_pt+i)- >comp_name, "XMT"))
for (j=0; j< totalnumber source; j++)
{ / * find source number index j */
if ((Srctable+j)->frequency == (Charpt+i)->datal)
*a += model_event create(XMT, Char pt+i, j); 210
break;
}
else if (!strcmp((Char_pt+i)- >comp name, "AMP"))
*a += model_event_create(AMP, Char pt+i, 0);
}
break;
case 1: 220
for (i=0; i< numberxmt; i++)
m = (Srctable+i)->comp;
if (m >= total_numbercomp) m total_number_comp-1;
while (TRUE)
{
if ((Charpt+m)- >comp == (Src table+i)- >comp)
{
*a += model event_create(XMT, Char pt+m, i);
break; 230
else m--;
for (i=O; i< total_number_comp; i++)
{
if (!strcmp((Char_pt+i)- >comp name, "AMP"))
*a += model_event create(AMP, Charpt+i, number xmt);
break; 240
case 2:
for (i=O; i< numberxmt; i++)
{
m = (Src table+i)->comp;
if (m >= total_number comp) m = totalnumber_comp-1;
while (TRUE)
{
108
if ((Char pt+m)->comp == (Srctable+i)->comp)
{
*a += model_event_create(XMT, Charpt+m, i); 250
break;
else m--;
I
for (i= numberxmt; i< totalnumber source; i += SYS_PARAM.n segment)
m = (Src table+i)->comp;
if (m >= total_number_comp) m = total number comp-1;
while (TRUE) 260
if ((Char-pt+m)- >comp == (Srctable+i)- >comp)
{
*a += model_event_create(AMP, Char pt+m, i);
break;
else m--;
break; 270
default:
aoncad err msg(" ERROR: Invalid source table class number\n");
exit(l);
break;
if(! *a)
{
aoncaderrmsg(" ERROR: no initial events created\n");
exit(l);
280
} / * end of function input first event create() */
/ * function getinputsys_parameters(): process input system parameter */
void getinput sys parameters(long int *mem used)
int nw = 0; / * number of words founded */
char s[MAX_NUMBER_DATAS][MAX_NUMBER_DATAS];
290
/ * Read input file stream */
while (fgets(p, MAXNUMBER_CHARS, fp) != NULL)
{
w = strtok(p, seps);
if (!w) continue;
if (!strcmp(w, textbegin)) continue;
if (!strcmp(w, textsep))
{ offset = ftell(fp); break; }
strcpy(s[nw++], w);
300
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/ * check if number of system parameters is correct */
if (nw != NUMBER SYS PARS)
{
aoncad_err_msg(" ERROR: number of input data is wrong in SYSTEM PARAMETER\n");
exit(1);
}
/ * store information in a structure /
SYS PARAM.maxsimlength = (float)atof(s[0]);
SYS PARAM.low frequency = (float)atof(s[1]);
SYS PARAM.highfrequency= (float)atof(s[2]);
SYSPARAM.n_segment = atoi(s[3]);
SYS PARAM.Pmin = atof(s[4]);
SYS PARAM.P max = atof(s[5]);
SYS PARAM.P_change = atof(s[6]);
SYS PARAM.sourcetableclass = global main_source_table;
SYS PARAM.con loss = (float)atof(s[8]);
SYS PARAM.conrefl = (float)atof(s[9]);
SYS PARAM.delay = (float)atof(s[10]);
SYS PARAM.unport refl = (float)atof(s[11]);
/ ** check if data's reasonable **/
if (!model check_data syspars()) exit(l);
*mem_used += sizeof(Sysc-pars);
} / * end of function getinput_sys_parameters() */
/ * function getinput_components(): process input component list file */
/ ***********************************************************************/
void getinputcomponents(long int *mem used)
{
register int i, j; / * index */
int nw = 0; / * number of words found */
int comp type; / * componant type code "/
int comp number; / * component number */
int modelorder; / * component model order */
float delta_f; / * difference between two adjacent traced frequencies */
Comp chars *ptrl;
Source table *prl;
/ * Memory allocation */
Char-pt =(Compchars *) malloc(MAX_NUMBER_COMPS * sizeof(Compchars));
if (!Char-pt)
{
aoncad err_msg(" WARNING: Memory request failed for Charpt\n");
exit(l);
}
ptrl = Charpt; / * set a start pointer */
if (fseek(fp, offset, SEEKSET))
{
aoncad_err_msg(" ERROR: fseek function failed in accessing COMPONENT LIST\n");
exit(1);
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} / * set the file position */
/ * Read input component list file stream */
while (fgets(p, MAX NUMBERCHARS, fp) != NULL)
360
nw = 0;
w = strtok(p, seps); /* find first word */
if (!w) continue;
if (!strcmp(w, text_begin)) continue;
if (!strcmp(w, text_sep)) { offset = ftell(fp); break; }
total_number_comp++;
while (w)
{
if (!strcmp(w, textbegin)) break; /* end if comment in line */
word[nw++] = w; 370
w = strtok(NULL, seps); / * find next word */
}
/* error checking : note that word[O]-> component sequence number
word[]-> component name
word[2]-> component model order
word[3]-> component port number */
/** check if component sequence number is in order **/
compnumber = atoi(word[0]);
if (comp number < total_number_comp) 380
{ aoncad_err_msg(
" ERROR: component number is not in order in COMPONENT LIST\n");
exit(l);
/ ** check if component name is meaningful **/
comp_type = modelcomp-search(word[1]);
if (!comp_type) / * if FALSE, componant named does not exist */
{
printf( 390
" ERROR: No match with the component name %s in component %d\n",
word[1], comp number);
exit(l);
}
/** calculate total number of transmitters ***/
if (comptype == XMT) number_xmt++;
/ ** check if input data number is correct **/
model order = atoi(word[2]); 400
if (nw != model_number_data(comp_type, atoi(word[2]), compnumber))
{
aoncad_err_msg(" input file error");
printf(" ERROR: # of data parameters read is wrong for component %/.d\n",
atoi(word[O]));
exit(1);
}
/* store data into a structure array *]
111
for (i = nw; i< MAX NUMBER DATAS; ++i) word[i] = "0.0";
/ * fill out input list */
Char pt->comp = comp number;
strcpy(Char pt->compname, word[l]);
Char pt->model order = model_order;
Char pt->port_number = atoi(word[3]);
Char pt->datal =
Char pt->data2 =
Char pt->data3 =
Charpt->data4 =
Char-pt->data5 =
Charpt->data6 =
Char pt->data7 =
Charpt->data8 =
Char pt->data9 =
Charpt->datalO =
Charpt->datall =
Charpt->datal2 =
Charpt->datal3 =
Char pt->datal4 =
Char pt->datal5 =
(float)atof(word[4]);
(float)atof(word[5]);
(float)atof(word[6]);
(float)atof(word[7]);
(float)atof(word[8]);
(float)atof(word[9]);
(float)atof(word[10]);
(float)atof(word[l 1]);
(float)atof(word[12]);
(float)atof(word[13]);
(float)atof(word[14]);
(float)atof(word[15]);
(float)atof(word[16]);
(float)atof(word[17]);
(float)atof(word[18]);
total_numberport += Char pt->port number;
/ ** check if data is reasonable **/
if (!model checkdata(comptype, compnumber, Charpt)) exit(l);
/ * find number of amplifier models producing ASE noise **/
if (!strcmp(Char-pt->comp_name, "AMP"))
{
switch(Char pt- >model-order)
{
case O:
case 1:
case 2:
break; / * no ASE produced */
number_amp_ase source++; break;
break;
Charpt++;
}
*mem_used += (long)total number_comp * (long)sizeof(Comp_chars);
Char pt = ptrl; / * reset pointer to the start position */
/ * realloate unused memory allocation */
Char_pt = (Comp chars *) realloc(Char pt, total number_comp*
sizeof(Compchars));
/ * build a source table */
/** calculate total number of sources **/
switch (SYS PARAM.sourcetable_class)
{
case O:
if (!number_amp_asesource)
/ * No ASE noise produced, use sourcetable class 0 */
totalnumber source = numberxmt;
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else
total number source = SYS_PARAM.nsegment;
break;
case 1:
total_number_source = SYS_PARAM.n segment+ numberxmt;
break;
case 2: 470
total_number source = SYS_PARAM.n segment* number_amp_ase_source
+ numberxmt;
break;
default:
aoncaderrmsg(" ERROR: invalid source table class number\n");
exit (1);
break;
}
/** memory allocation **/ 480
Src_table = (Source table *) malloc((total_number source+l1) *
sizeof(Source table));
if (!Src_table)
{
aoncaderrmsg(" WARNING: Memory request failed for Srctable\n");
exit(l);
}
prl = Src_table;
/ ** fill in source table data structure **/
deltaf = (SYS PARAM.highfrequency - SYS PARAM.low_frequency) / 490
(SYS_PARAM.nsegment - 1);
switch(SYS PARAM.sourcetable_class)
{
case 0:
if (!numberampase source)
{
for (i = 0; i< total numbercomp ; i++)
if (!strcmp((Char-pt+i)->comp name, "XMT"))
500
Src table->comp = (Char pt+i)->comp;
Src table->frequency = (Char pt+i)->datal;
Srctable++;
*mem used +=
(long)totalnumber source * (long)sizeof(Source table);
}
else
510
for (i= 0; i< SYSPARAM.n segment; i++, Srctable++)
{
Src_table->frequency = SYSPARAM.lowfrequency+ delta_f*i;
Src_table->comp = FALSE;
I
Srctable = prl;
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/ * if no source table frequency is equal to signal frequency,
change the closest source table frequency to signal frequency */
for (i = 0; i< total number_comp ; i++) 520
{
if (!strcmp((Char pt+i)- >compname, "XMT"))
{
for (j= 0; j< SYS_PARAM.n_segment-1; j++)
{
if ((Src_table+j)->frequency == (Char pt+i)->datal)
break;
if ((Src table+j+1)->frequency <= (Charpt+i)->datal)
continue;
if ( ((Src_table+j+1)->frequency - (Char pt+i)->datal) > 530
((Char pt+i)->datal - (Src table+j)->frequency) )
{(Srctable+j)- >frequency = (Char_pt+i)->datal;
break;
else
{ (Src_table+j+1)->frequency = (Char_pt+i)->datal;
break;
540
*memused += (long)SYS PARAM.nsegment *
(long)sizeof(Sourcetable);
}
break;
case 1:
if (!number ampase source) 550
{
aoncaderr msg(" ERROR: Use sourcetable class 0 instead\n");
exit (1);
for (i = 0; i< total number comp; i++)
{
if (!strcmp((Char-pt+i)- >comp name, "XMT"))
{
Srctable->comp = (Char pt+i)->comp;
Srctable->frequency = (Char pt+i)->datal; 560
Src table++;
for (i = 0; i< SYSPARAM.n segment; i++, Srctable++)
{
Src table->frequency = SYS PARAM.low frequency+ deltaf*i;
Srctable->comp = FALSE;
*mem used += (long)(number xmt + SYS PARAM.n segment) *
(long)sizeof(Source table); 570
break;
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case 2:
if (!number ampase source)
aoncaderrmsg(" ERROR: Use sourcetable class 0 instead\n");
exit(l);
}
for (i = 0; i< totalnumbercomp ; i++)
if (!strcmp((Char pt+i)- >compname, "XMT")) 580
Src table->comp = (Char pt+i)->comp;
Src_table->frequency = (Char pt+i)->datal;
Srctable++;
}
for (i = O; i< total_number_comp; i++)
if (!strcmp((Charpt+i)->comp name, "AMP"))
590
switch((Charpt+i) - >model order)
{
case 0: break;
case 1:
for (j = 0; j< SYS PARAM.nsegment; j++)
{
Src_table->comp = (Char pt+i)->comp;
Srctable->frequency = SYS PARAM.low_frequency +
deltaf * j;
Src table++; 600
}
break;
case 2: break;
default:
aoncaderrmsg(" ERROR: invalid model order number\n");
exit(l);
}
}
*mem used += (long) (totalnumber source+1) * (long)sizeof(Src table); 610
break;
default:
aoncaderr msg(" ERROR: invalid source table class number\n");
exit(l);
break;
/ ** reset pointer to the start position **/
Src_table = prl;
/ * end of building a source table */
620
} / * end of function input comp() */
/ **function getinput*****************************topology: process input topology definition*****************************************
/ * function getinput_topology(): process input topology definition file... */
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/ * note that if a port(say 4 1) is not connected */
/ * (4 is component number & 1 is port number), */
/* then use "4 1 0 0" as an input line...begin */
void getinput_topology(void) 630
{
int nw = 0; / * number of words found */
int a, b, c, d, e, f, g = 0;
register int i, j;
int total_number link = 0; / * number of lines in topology file */
int total_number_unlink = 0; / * number of unlinked ports */
int *h; / * store topology index for error checking */
h = (int *)malloc(total_numberport*sizeof(int));
if (!h) 640
{ aoncad_errmsg(" ERROR: memory requested failed for h\n"); exit(l); }
if (fseek(fp, offset, SEEK_SET))
{
aoncad_err_msg(
" ERROR: fseek function failed in accessing TOPOLOGY DEFINITION\n");
exit(1);} / * set the file position */
/" Read input topology definition file stream */ 650
while(fgets(p, MAXNUMBERCHARS, fp) != NULL)
{
nw = 0;
w = strtok(p, seps); /* find first word /
if (!w) continue;
if (!strcmp(w, text_begin)) continue;
if (!strcmp(w, text_sep)) offset = ftell(fp); break; )
total_number_link++;
while (w)
{ 660
word[nw++] = w;
w = strtok(NULL, seps); /* find next word */
I
/ * error checking: first part */
if (nw != 4) / * check if only four words */
{
aoncad_errmsg("Topology definition error \n");
printf(" ERROR: bad format in line %d of TOPLOGY DEFINITION \n",
total_number_link); 670
exit(l);
/ ** check if component number is reasonable **/
if (atoi(word[O]) > (Charpt+total_number_comp-1)->comp I
atoi(word[2]) > (Charpt+total number_comp-1)->comp)
aoncad_err_msg("Topology definition error \n");
printf("ERROR: component number in line %d of TOPLOGY DEFINITION\n",
total_number_link);
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exit(1); 680
}
/ ** check if port number of a component is reasonable "/
if (!modelnumberport(word, &total_numberunlink)) exit(1);
/ * store info in element "tl_link" of net_state: first portion */
a = atoi(word[O]);
b = atoi(word[ll);
c = atoi(word[2]);
d = atoi(word[3]);
e = *(map+a) + b - 1; / * calculate index for the first comp & port*/ 690
f = *(map+c) + d - 1; /* calculate index for the other comp ~& port*/
if (e == EMPTY)
{
aoncaderr msg(" ERROR: 0 0 X X bad topology format found\n");
exit(l);
I
if (f == EMPTY)
{
for (i=O; i<total number_source; i++)
(Net_state[i]+e)- >tl_link = EMPTY; 700
*(h+g) = e; / * store data to h array for error checking */
g++;
}
else
(Net state[O] + e)->tl link = f;
(Net state[O] + f)->tllink = e;
for(i=1; i< total number source; i++)
{
(Net state[i]+e)- >t link = (Net state[O] + e)- >tl link; 710
(Net state[i]+f)->tllink = (Net state[O] + f)->tl_link;
*(h+g) = e;
*(h+g+l) = f;
g += 2;
/ * error checking: second part */
/ ** check if number of input lines is correct **/
if (2 * total number link != (total number-port + totalnumber_unlink)) 720
{
aoncad_errmsg(" ERROR: number of input lines in TOPOLOGY DEFINITION\n");
exit(1);
}
/ ** check if index number is distinct with one another **/
for (i = O; i< total numberport- 1; i++)
{
for (j = i+1; j< total_numberport; j++)
{
if (*(h+i) == *(h+j)) 730
{
aoncad_err_msg(" ERROR: some sets of component and port number \
are used more than once in TOPOLOGY DEFINITION\n");
117
exit(l);
}
}
) / * end of function getinputtopology() */
/ ************************************************************************/ 740
/ * function getinput_portmonitorlist(): process output specification file *// ******~~**************~*******/**
void getinput port monitorlist(void)
int nw = 0; / * number of words found */
int monitoryes_index; / * index to be monitored */
register int i;
int k = TRUE, m;
Comp_chars *ptr;
750
if (fseek(fp, offset, SEEK_SET))
{
aoncad_err_msg(
" ERROR: fseek function failed in accessing OUTPUT SPECIFICATION\n");
exit(l);
) /* set the file position */
/ * Read input output specification file stream /
while (fgets(p, MAX NUMBER_CHARS, fp) != NULL)
760
k = TRUE;
nw = 0;
w = strtok(p, seps);
if (!w) continue;
if (!strcmp(w, textbegin)) continue;
if (!strcmp(w, text sep)) { offset = ftell(fp); break; )
while (w)
{
word[nw++] = w;
w = strtok(NULL, seps); 770
if (nw != 2)
{
aoncad_err_msg(" ERROR: bad formet in OUTPUT SPECIFICATION\n");
exit(l);
/** check if component number is reasonable **/
if (atoi(word[O]) > (Char-pt+totalnumber comp-1)->comp)
{
aoncad_errmsg(" ERROR: component number in OUTPUT SPECIFICATION\n"); 780
exit(l);
/ ** check if port number of a component is reasonable **/
m = atoi(word[0]);
if (m >= totalnumbercomp) m = total_number comp-1;
while(k)
{
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if ((Charpt+m)->comp == atoi(word[O]))
{
ptr = Charpt+m; / * pointer to Char pt[i]; */
k = FALSE;
I
if (k)
{
if (m == FALSE)
{ aoncad_err_msg(
" ERROR: component number in OUTPUT SPECIFICATION\n");
exit(l);
}
if (atoi(word[1]) > ptr->port number)
{
aoncaderr msg(" ERROR: port number in OUTPUT SPECIFICATION\n");
exit(l);
}
else
/ * store info in element "monitor" of Network_state */
monitoryes index = *(map+atoi(word[0])) + atoi(word[1]) - 1;
for (i=O; i< total_numbersource; i++)
(Net state[i]+monitor-yes index)- >monitor_index= MONITORYES;
}
monitor_index_xview = monitoryesindex; / * the last component of
output specification will be
monitored by graph */
CLOSEFILE;
} / * end of function getinput_portmonitorlist() */
input.h
/ ***** ***********************************************
/ ** input.h **/
/** author: Li-Chung Chang April 22, 94 */
extern void inputaoncad begin(char *file, long int *mem used);
extern void inputfirst eventcreate(int *a);
event.c
/ ~**~**** ************** * ** ** */
/ ** This program deals with event processing **/
/ ** event. c */
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/** author: Li-Chung Chang April 29, 94 **/
/ ** modified: Steve Finn (event counts) May 4, 1994 **/
/include <stdio.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "aoncad. h" 10
#include "boolen.h"
#include "model. h"
#include "event .h"
#define MAX NUMBER EVENTS 10000
/ * static external pointers */
static Event *event_listmem ptr; / * pointer to memory allocation */
static Event *event_list_start-ptr; / * pointer to first entry in event list */
static Event *event list end ptr; / * pointer to last entry in event list */ 20
static Event *freelist-ptr; / * pointer to first entry in free list */
static Event *free list end_ptr; / * pointer to last entry in free list */
static Event *currentptr;
static Event *priorptr;
static Event *newptr;
/ * external variable's declaration */
/** it was defined in input. c **/
extern Syscpars SYSPARAM;
30
/ ** definition **/
int max_events queued = 0;/* maximum number of queued events at a given time */
int cur_events_queued = 0; /* current number of queued events */
long int tot_events_queued = 0; / * total number of queued events */
/* function event_list_initial_create(): create an initial event list */
/* and a free list
void event_listinitialcreate(long int *a) 40
{
register int i;
/ * memory allocation */
event_list_mem_ptr = (Event *)malloc(MAX NUMBER_EVENTS * sizeof(Event));
if (!event list_mem-ptr)
{ printf("Memory request failed for event_list_mem_ptr\n");
exit(l);
}
*a += MAXNUMBER EVENTS * sizeof(Event); 50
free listptr = eventlistmemptr+l;
free_listptr->prior = NULL;
for (i=1; i< MAX NUMBEREVENTS-1; i++)
{
(event listmem ptr+i)- >next = event_list_mem_ptr+i+1;
(event_list_mem_ptr+i+1)->prior = event_listmem_ptr+i;
120
}
freelist_end_ptr = eventlist_memptr + (long) (MAXNUMBEREVENTS -1);
free_list_end_ptr->next = NULL; 60
event_list_merm_ptr->time = SYS PARAM.max_sim_length * 1.00001;
eventlist_menmptr->index = END;
eventlistmemptr->source = END;
event_list_memptr->prior = NULL;
eventlist_menm_ptr->next = NULL;
event_list_start ptr = event_list_end ptr = event_list_memptr;
) / * end of function event_listinitial_create() *
/ * function event_list_time_read(): return current time of the event */ 70
double eventlist_time_read(void)
{
double time;
time = event list startptr->time;
return time;
) / * end of function event_list_time_read() */
/ ****************************************************************************/ 80
/ * function eventlist_get_event(): get an event from top of the event list */
/ ***************************************************************************/
void event_list-get event(double *time, int *index_get, int *sourceget,
double *power, float *phase)
{
if (event list start-ptr- >time == event list endptr->time)
{ printf(" ERROR\n"); exit(1);}
/* read data from top event */
*time = event_list_startptr- >time; 90
*index-get = event_liststart_ptr->index;
*sourceget = eventJlist start ptr->source;
*power = event_list_start ptr->power;
*phase = eventliststart-ptr->phase;
cur events_queued--;
/ * unlink old start event from event list and set a new start pointer */
current ptr = event_list start_ptr;
event_list_start ptr = currentptr->next;
event_liststart_ptr->prior = NULL; 100
/ * link old start event to the end of free list */
current ptr->prior = free_list_end_ptr;
current ptr->next = NULL;
freelist end_ptr->next = currentptr;
free_list end_ptr = currentptr;
) / * end of function eventlist_getevent() */
/ **************** ********o r ******************
/ * function event_list_store event(): store event in time order */ 110
/ *****************************************************************
121
void eventliststore event(double time, int index_store, int sourcestore,
double power, float phase)
{
if (time > SYS PARAM.maxsimlength) return;
prior ptr = NULL;
current_ptr = event_list_start_ptr;
/ * search for insert position in time order from the beginning of the
event list */ 120
while (time >= current ptr->time)
{
/ * test for redundant event with new power &4 phase */
if (time == current_ptr->time && index-store == current ptr->index
&& source_store == currentptr->source)
{
currentptr->power = power; /* overwrite old event */
current ptr->phase = phase; 130
return;
}
prior ptr = current ptr;
current-ptr = currentptr->next;
/ * found place to put new event- get a free event element */
newptr = freelistptr;
if (!freelist ptr->next)
{ 140
printf(" ERROR: not enough event list memory\n");
exit(l);
}
/ * put new event data in the new event element data block */
newptr->time = time;
new_ptr->index = index_store;
new_ptr->source = source-store;
new_ptr->power = power;
new_ptr->phase = phase; 150
free_list ptr = freelist-ptr->next;
freelist_ptr->prior = NULL;
/ * update count of events on event list */
totevents_queued++;
curevents_queued++;
if (cur events_queued >= max_events_queued)
maxevents_queued = cur_events_queued;
/* put new event on the event list */ 160
if (current_ptr->prior) /* insert a new middle element */
prior-ptr->next = new_ptr;
new_ptr->next = currentptr;
new ptr->prior = prior-ptr;
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currentptr->prior = new_ptr;
return;
}
new_ptr->next = current_ptr; /*insert a new first element */
new_ptr->prior = NULL;
currentptr->prior = new_ptr;
event_list_startptr = new_ptr;
return;
) /* end of function event_list_store_event() */
event.h
/ ** event.h **/
/"** author: Li-Chung Chang April 29, 94 **/
/ * define event list structure */
typedef struct event
{
double time;
int index;
int source;
double power;
float phase;
struct event *r
struct event *1
} Event;
iex
)ri(
/ * start time */
/ * index number of network state */
/ * source index number */
/ * magnitude of output power
/ * phase of light */
.t; /* pointer to next entry */
)r; / * pointer to previous entry
extern double event list time read(void);
extern void event listget event(double *time, int *index get,
int *source-get, double *power, float *phase);
extern void event_liststore event(double time, int index_store,
int source_store, double power, float phase);
extern void event_listinitialcreate(long int *a);
model.c
/ ** model.c **
/** author: Li-Chung Chang Aug 14, 94 **/
/** modified: Steve Finn May 27, 94 **/
/ l**********************************
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<string.h>
"aoncad. h"
"boolen. h"
"modelxmt. h"
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170
10
20
10
#include "modelf ib. h"
#include "modelrcv. h"
#include "modelcup.h"
#include "modelfbc.h"
#include "modelfil. h"
#include "modelwdm.h"
#include "modelrou.h"
#include "modelamp. h" 20
#include "modelmzf .h"
#include "token.h"
/ * external pointers/variables' declaration */
/** Defined in input.c **/
extern Network_state **Net state;
extern Comp_chars *Charpt;
extern Sourcetable *Src_table;
extern int total_number_comp;
extern int total_number_source; 30
extern int number xmt;
extern int numberamp_ase_source;
extern Sysc pars SYSPARAM;
/* Defined in simu.c */
extern double globaltime;
/ ******************** ********* ****/
/ * function model_comp_searchO: search component model name */
/ ******S*****~************~*****~****************** ******/ 40
int model_comp_search(char *comp_type) / * component type code */
if (!strcmp(comp{ype, "AMP")) return AMP;
if (!strcmp(comp_type, "CUP")) return CUP;
if (!strcmp(comptype, "FIB")) return FIB;
if (!strcmp(comp_type, "FIL")) return FIL;
if (!strcmp(comp_type, "FIWDM")) return WDM;
if (!strcmp(comp type, "RCWDMV")) return RCV;
if (!strcmp(comp_type, "ROUCV")) return ROU;
if (!strcmp(comptype, "FBC")) return FBC; 50
if (!strcmp(comptype, "XMT")) return XMT;
if (!strcmp(comp type, "MZF")) return MZF;
return FALSE;
} / * end of function model_comp_search() */
/ * function model_checkdata_syspars(): check the system parameters *// **** ******l***************
int modelcheck_data_syspars(void)
{ 60
if (SYS_PARAM.low frequency > SYSPARAM.highfrequency)
{ printf(" ERROR: low_frequency and high_frequency\n"); return FALSE;}
if (SYS_PARAM.P_min > SYS_PARAM.P_max)
{ printf(" ERROR: P_min and Pmax\n"); return FALSE;}
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if (SYS PARAM.Pchange > 0.5)
{ printf(" WARNING: power change is too lagre\n"); return TRUE;}
if (SYS_PARAM.con loss > 0.6) 70
{ printf(" WARNING: connector loss is too large\n"); return TRUE;}
if (SYSPARAM.con_refl > 0 11 SYSPARAM.un-portrefl > 0)
{ printf(" ERROR: power reflection\n"); return FALSE;}
if (SYSPARAM.delay > le-4)
{ printf(" WARNING: port delay is too large\n"); return TRUE;}
return TRUE;
} / * end of function model_check_data_syspars() */ 80
/ * function model_numberdata(): check number of data of component models */
int model_number data(int comptype, / * component type code */
int model order, / * component model order */
int comp_number) / * component number */
switch(comptype)
{ 90
case AMP: return modelamp_number data(model order, comp number);
case CUP: return modelcup_number_data(modelorder, comp-number);
case FBC: return modelfbcnumber data(model_order, compnumber);
case FIB: return modelfibnumberdata(modelorder, comp number);
case FIL: return modelfil_number data(model order, comp number);
case RCV: return modelrcv_number_data(modelorder, comp_number);
case ROU: return modelrou_number_data(modelorder, comp number);
case WDM: return modelwdm numberdata(model order, comp number);
case XMT: return modelxmt numberdata(model order, comp-number);
case MZF: return modelmzf numberdata(modelorder, comp number); 100
default: break;
return FALSE;
} /* end of function model_number_data() */
/ * function model_check_data(): check parameters of component models */
int model_check data(int comptype, /* component type code */ 110
int compnumber, /* component number */
Comp hars *compptr) / * pointer to component storage
structure */
{
int c; / * success flag for data check */
switch(comp type)
{
case AMP: c = modelampcheckdata((AMP_TYPE *)comp-ptr); break;
case CUP: c = modelcupcheckdata((CUP TYPE *)compptr); break; 120
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case FBC: c = modelfbc_check_data((FBC_TYPE *)comp_ptr); break;
case FIB: c = modelfib_check data((FIB TYPE *)comp_ptr); break;
case FIL: c = modelfil_check_data((FIL_TYPE *)comp_ptr); break;
case RCV: c = modelrcv_check_data((RCV_TYPE *)compptr); break;
case ROU: c = modelrou_check_data((ROU_TYPE *)comp_ptr); break;
case WDM: c = modelwdm_check_data((WDM TYPE *)comp_ptr); break;
case XMT: c = modelxmt_checkdata((XMT_TYPE *)comp_ptr); break;
case MZF: c = modelmzf_check_data((MZF TYPE *)compptr); break;
default: break;
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if (c == FALSE) printf(" component number is %d\n", compnumber);
return c;
} / * end of function model_check data() */
/ ** **** *****************************************************/
/ * function model_number port(): check port number of component models */
/ * for topology input data, return T or F */
int model_number_port(char **word, / * pointer to input word[] array */ 140
int *n) / * number_power unlink /
{
register int i;
int compl, portl, comp2, port2, f;
int k = TRUE, m;
Compchars *ptr[3];
compl = atoi(*word); / * component 1 /
portl = atoi(*(word+l)); / * port I */
comp2 = atoi(*(word+2)); /* component 2 */ 150
port2 = atoi(*(word+3)); / * port 2 */
f = *n; / * # of unconnected ports */
for (i=O; i<3; i += 2)
{
m = atoi(*(word+i));
if (m == FALSE) continue;
if (m >= total_number_comp) m = total_numbercomp-1;
while(k)
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if ((Charpt+m)->comp == atoi(*(word+i)))
{
ptr[i] = Charpt+m; / * pointer to Charpt[i] */
k = FALSE;
}
if (k) m--;
}
k = TRUE;
}
if (compl> 0 && portl> 0 && comp2>0 && port2>0) 170
if (portl > ptr[0]->port number II port2 > ptr[2]->port_number)
{
printf(" ERROR: port number in %.d 7 %d d of TOPOLOGY DEFINITION\n",
126
compl, portl, comp2, port2);
return FALSE;
}
else return TRUE;
}
else 180
{
*n = f + 1;
return TRUE;
} / * end of function modelnumberport() */
/ **************************************************************************/
/ * function model_event_create(): create initial events */
/ **********~***********************************************~****/
int modelevent_create(int modelorder, /* component model order */ 190
Comp_chars *comp_ptr, / * pointer to component storage
structure */
int srcjidx) / * source index */
{
int e; / * number of events created */
switch(modelorder)
{
case AMP: e = modelamp_event_create((AMP_TYPE *)comp ptr, src_idx);
break; 200
case XMT: e = modelxmt_event_create((XMT TYPE *)compptr, src idx);
break;
default: break;
return e;
} / * end of function model_eventcreate() */
/ ***** *********************************************************/
/ * function model_simulation(): calculate output powers */
/ *************************************************************************/ 210
void modelsimulation(int src_idx, /* source index */
int in idx, / * input port index */
double *time) / * golbal time */
Network_state *net; / * pointer to network_state[] */
Comp_chars *comp_ptr; / * pointer to Charpt[i] */
float freq; / * frequency of source */
int k = TRUE, comp_number, temp; / * component number */
freq = (Srctable+srcidx)- >frequency; 220
net = Net_state[src_idx]+in_idx;
comp-number = (Net state[src_idx]+in_idx)->comp;
temp = comp_number;
if (temp >= total_number comp) temp = total_numbercomp-1;
while(k)
{
if ((Char-pt+temp)->comp == comp_number)
127
{
comp_ptr = Char pt+temp; 230
k = FALSE;
if (k) temp--;
}
switch(net- >model)
{
case AMP: modelampsimulation(net->base, (AMPTYPE *)comp_ptr,
inidx, total_number_source, number_xmt, src idx);
break;
case CUP: modelcup_simulation(net->base, (CUP-TYPE *)compptr, 240
injidx, srcidx);
break;
case FBC: modelfbc_simulation(net->base, (FBC_TYPE *)compptr,
injidx, src idx);
break;
case FIB: modelfib_simulation(net->base, (FIB_TYPE *)comp_ptr,
in idx, time, freq, srclidx);
break;
case FIL: modelfil_simulation(net->base, (FIL_TYPE *)compptr,
inidx, freq, srcidx); 250
break;
case RCV: modelrcv_simulation((RCV_TYPE *)comp-ptr); break;
case ROU: modelrou_simulation(net->base, (ROU_TYPE *)compptr,
inidx, freq, srcidx);
break;
case WDM: modelwdm_simulation(net->base, (WDM_TYPE *)compptr,
inidx, freq, srcidx);
break;
case XMT: modelxmt_simulation((XMTTYPE *)comp_ptr); break;
case MZF: modelmzf_simulation(net->base, (MZF_TYPE *)comp_ptr, 260
inidx, freq, srcidx);
break;
default: break;
) / * end of function model_simulation() */
model.h
/ ***************************************/
model.h **/
/** author: Li-Chung Chang May 17, 94 **/
/** modified: Steve Finn May 11, 94 **/
/ *******************************
extern int modelcheck_data_syspars(void);
extern int model_number_data(int comptype, int model_order, int compnumber);
extern int model_checkdata(int comptype, int comp_number,
Compchars *compptr); 10
extern int model_numberport(char **word, int *n);
extern int model_compsearch(char *comptype);
128
extern int model_event_create(int model-order, Comp_chars *compptr,
int src idx);
extern void modelsimulation(int src idx, int in idx, double *time);
simu.c
/ ***********************************************************/
/ ** This is the simulation program part **
/ * i u.c **
/* author: Li-Chung Chang Aug 15, 94 **/
/** modified: Steve Finn May 27, 94 **/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h> 10
#include "aoncad.h"
#include "event .h"
#include "model. h"
#include "boolen.h"
#include "token. h"
#define MAX_SIMUCYCLE 100000
/ * external file pointer's declaration */
/** they were defined in aoncad.c / 20
extern FILE *output filel, *output file2;
/ * external variables' declarations */
/** they were defined in input.c **/
extern Network state **Netstate;
extern Sysc-pars SYSPARAM;
extern int *map;
extern Source table *Srctable;
extern int total number source;
extern int monitor index xview; 30
extern int number xmt;
extern int total_number-port;
/ ** it was defined in event list.c */
extern long int totevents-queued;
extern int max events queued;
extern int cur_eventsqueued;
/ * static external variables */
static long int cycle count; / * cycle count of a given time */ 40
static long int max cyclecount = 0; / * maximum number of cyclecount */
static long int totalcycle_count =0; / * cycle count when simulation is finished */
static long int total_event_count = 0; / * total number of events */
static long int total output subcycle count = 0; / * cycle count within out state */
static long int total input subcycle count = 0; /* cycle count within in state */
static long int totalmonitorfilewrites = 0; / * number of writng ouput file */
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static long int outcount=0,dup outcount=0, chg_out_smallcount=0;
static long int in count=0,dup in count= , chgin smallcount=O;
static Input_state in-state; / * index of in state */
static Outputstate outstate; / * index of out state */ 50
static Monitoring_state monitor state; / * index of monitor state */
static int outindex, out_source, inindex, insource;
static int port outindex, source-index,
port in index, source_index; /* current state */
static int eventliststore = FALSE;
static double power, conloss, conrefl, un portrefl,
time, global_time = 0.0, starttime;
static float phase;
/ * function declaration */ 60
int simu get out list(int *index-get, int *source get);
int simu get in list(int *index get, int *source get);
void simu store out list(int port_index, int sourceindex, double power);
void simustore inlist(int portinindex, int port outindex,
int source_index, double power);
void check monitor(int index, int source);
void writeoutput file(void);
/ **********************************************  **********
/ * function simulationcycle(): main routine for simulation */ 70
void simulation_cycle(void) / * (outstate->in_state) == a cycle */
{
double org_rcv power, org_xmt power; /* power xmt'd & rcv'd through connector /
double org_outpower; /* origin port out power */
double dstout power; /* destination port out power */
/ * initialize out state, in state and monitor state */
outstate.index = END;
out_state.source = END; 80
in_state.index = END;
in_state.source = END;
monitor_state.index = EMPTY;
monitor_state.source = EMPTY;
starttime = global_time = eventlist_timeread();
printf(" start_time = %e second\n", start_time);
/ * change dB value */
con loss = pow(10.0, -SYS_PARAM.con loss/10.0); 90
conrefl = pow(10.0, SYS PARAM.conjrefl/10.0);
un_portjrefl = pow(10.0, SYS_PARAM.un_port refl/10.0);
/ * main simulation loop begins here */
while (event_listtime_read() < SYS PARAM.maxsim_length)
while (event listtimeread() == globaltime)
{
eventlistget event(&time, &port_out_index, &source_index,
&power, &phase); 100
130
simu_store_out_list(port out_index, sourceindex, power);
/************ debug message start *******************/
printf(" time = %e (sec) events %ld max q /d cur q %d \r",
globaltime, totevents queued, max events queued, curevents queued);
/************* debug message end *****************/
cyclecount = 0;
do 110
{
while (simu get outlist(&portout_index, &sourceindex))
{
totaleventcount++;
/ * find topology link */
portinindex= (Netstate[sourceindex]+port outindex)- >tllink;
org out_power= (Net_state[sourceindex]+port_outindex)- >powerout;
/* check if the port is connected */ 120
if (port in index != EMPTY)
{
dstout power=(Netstate[sourcejindex]+portin index)->power out;
org_xmt_power=orgoutpower*con loss + dst out power*con refl;
orgrcvpower=dst outpower*conloss + orgout power*conrefl;
/ * process transmitted power through connector (splice) */
simu_storeinlist(portinindex, port_outindex,
source_index, org.xmt power);
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/ * process received power through connector (splice) */
sirnustorein list(port_out_index, port in index,
sourceindex, orgrcvpower);
else
{
org rcv-power = org-out power * un-port refl;
simu_storeinlist(port_outindex, port out index,
source_index, orgrcv_power);
140
total outputsubcycle count++;
}
write_outputfile(); /* write data into output file */
/* we deal with port delay here */
/ * if next event is sooner then port delay, then */
/* move events from "output list" to event list */
time = global time + SYSPARAM.delay;
if (event_list_time read( < time ) event_list_store = TRUE;
150
/ * Process new input powers to componants */
while (simuget in_list(&port in index, &sourceindex))
/
/ * find the model and execute simulation */
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/ * output events put on the "output list" */
model_simulation(source_index, port in index, &globaltime);
total_input subcycle_count++;
}
if (!event list store) 160
/ * use "output list" to process events after a port delay */
global_time = time;
if (cycle_count++ > MAX_SIMU_CYCLE)
{ printf(" ERROR: infinite out/in loop\n"); exit(l); }
if (cycle_count > maxcyclecount) maxcycle_count= cyclecount;
event list store = FALSE;
} while (out_state.index != END);
global_time = event_listtimeread();
total_cycle count++; 170
printf("\n Simulation completed\n");
fprintf(outputfilel,"
\n\n");
fprintf(output_filel," Simulation completed\n");
fprintf(outputfilel," start time = %9.4e (sec) end time = %9.4e (sec)\n",
starttime, time);
fprintf(output_filel, " Maximum number of queued events = %d\n",
max_events_queued); 180
fprintf(outputfilel," Total cycle count = %d\n", total_cycle_count);
fprintf(outputfilel," Maximum cycle count for a given time = %d\n",
max cyclecount);
fprintf(output_filel," Total number of events = %d\n", total_event_count);
fprintf(outputfilel," Total output subcycle count = %d\n",
total_output_subcyclecount);
fprintf(output_filel," Total input subcycle count = %d\n",
totalinputsubcycle_count);
fprintf(outputfilel," Total monitor file writes = %d\n",
total_monitor_file_writes); 190
printf(" Total number of events = %d\n", total_eventcount);
} /* end of function simulation cycle() */
/ * function simugetoutlist(): get an out state from out state list */
int simugetout list(int *index get, int *source get)
{
if (out_state.index == END) return FALSE; 200
*indexget = outstate.index;
*source_get = outstate.source;
out_index = (Netstate[out state.source]+out state.index)- >out_link_index;
outsource = (Net state[out state.source]+out_state.index) - >out_link_source;
/* change to the next out state */
(Net state[out_state.source]+out_state.index)->out_link_index= EMPTY;
(Net state[out state.source] +outstate.index)- >outlink_source= EMPTY;
out_state.index = out_index;
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out_state.source = out_source;
return TRUE; 210
} /* end of function simu_get_outlist() */
/ ************************************* ** ** /
/ * function simu_get_in_list(): get an in state from in state list */
int simu getin list(int *indexget, int *source-get)
{
if (instate.index == END) return FALSE;
*indexget = in_state.index;
*source-get = in_state.source; 220
inindex = (Net state[in_+in-e.source]+instate.index)->in linkindex;
in_source = (Net_state[in state.source]+instate.index)->in_link_source;
/ * change to the next in state */
(Net state[in state.source] +in_state.index)- >in_link_index= EMPTY;
(Netstate[instate.source] +in state.index)- >in_link_source= EMPTY;
in_state.index = in_index;
in_state.source = in_source;
return TRUE;} / * end of function simuget inlist() */ 230
/ *********************** *******/
/ * function simustoreout_listo: store out state list *// *********************************** *** * *** */
void simu_store out list(int portindex, int source_index, double power)
{
double old_power;
out count++;
/ * read old output_power value*/ 240
old_power = (Net state[source_index]+portindex)->powerout;
/ * check power: P.min, P.max */
if (power < SYS_PARAM.Pmin) power= 0.0;
if (power > SYS_PARAM.Pmax)
{
printf(" ERROR: power value exceeds maximum\n");
exit(l);
} 250
/ * check if power change is not "significant" */
if (fabs(power - oldpower) / (old-power + SYS_PARAM.P_min) < SYS_PARAM.P change)
{ chgout_small_count++; return; } / * ignore if too small */
/* check if event_list_store == TRUE */
if (event list store)
{
event liststoreevent(time,
portindex, 260
source index,
power,
133
(Net state[source index] +
port_out index) ->phase-out);
return;
}
(Net state[sourceindex]+portindex)- >powerout = power;
/* check, if already on the out_list - do not add again */ 270
if ((Net state[sourceindex]+port index)- >outlink index != EMPTY)
{ dupoutcount++; return; 
/ * read the power of the event into the network_state structure */
(Net state[source_index]+port_index)->out_linkindex = out_state.index;
(Net state[sourceindex]+portindex)->out link source = out_state.source;
/ * put current out_state to outlink */
outstate.index = port_index;
outstate.source = sourceindex; / * change outstate */
} /* end of function simu_store out list( */ 280
/ * function simustoreinlist(): store in state list for model processing *// **************** ***************************/
void simustore_inlist(int portinindex, int portoutindex,
int sourceindex, double power)
{
double old_power;
incount++; 290
/ * read old input power value &@ transfer outputpower into inputpower */
old_power = (Netstate[sourceindex]+port in_index) - >power in;
/ * check power: P. min, P. max P. change */
if (power < SYS_PARAM.P_min) power= 0.0;
(Net state[sourceindex]+portinlindex)->powerin= power;
if (power > SYSPARAM.Pmax)
{
printf(" ERROR: power value exceeds maximum\n"); 300
exit (1);
if (fabs(power - oldpower) / (oldpower + SYS_PARAM.P_min) < SYS_PARAM.Pchange)
{ chgin small_count++; return; } /* ignore if too small */
/* check, if already on the inlist - do not add again */
if ((Net state[source index]+portinindex)->in link index != EMPTY)
{ dupin count++; return; }
310
/ * check if this needs to be monitored */
check_monitor(port out_index, source-index);
/* not on list: add to in_list */
(Net state[sourceindex]+port inlindex)->in linkindex = in_state.index;
(Net state[sourceindex]+portinlindex)- >in_link_source = in_state.source;
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/ * put current in_state to in_link */
in_state.index = portinindex;
in_state.source = sourceindex; / * change in_state */
} / * end of function simu_store_in_list() */ 320
/ * function check_monitor(): check if this needs to be monitored */
/ ****************************************** ***************************
void check monitor(int portindex, int source-index)
{
if ((Net state[sourceindex]+port index)- >monitor index == MONITORYES)
{
(Netstate[source index]+port index)- >monitorindex = monitorstate.index;
(Net state[source index]+port index)->monitor_source = monitorstate.source; 330
monitor_state.index = port_index;
monitorstate.source = source index;
) / * end of function check monitor() */
/ * function writeoutputjfile(): write output data into output file */
void writeoutput file(void)
340
double power out, powerin, totalpower = 0.0;
float phaseout, phasein;
static int c, p;
Monitoringstate monitor;
int write file2 = FALSE;
register int i, j;
while (monitorstate.index != EMPTY)
{
if (monitorstate.index == monitor index xview) writefile2 = TRUE; 350
c = (Netstate[monitor state.source] +monitorstate.index) - >comp;
powerout = (Net-state[monitor_state.source]+
monitorstate.index) - >powerout;
power in = (Net state[monitor state.source]+
monitor_state.index)- >power in;
phase-out = (Netstate[monitorstate.source] +
monitorstate.index)- >phase-out;
phasein = (Net_state[monitor state.source]+
monitorstate.index)- >phase in;
p = monitor state.index - *(map+c) + 1; 360
monitor.index = (Net state[monitorstate.source]+
monitor state.index) - >monitorindex;
monitor.source = (Net state[monitor state.source]+
monitor_state.index) - >monitor source;
(Netstate[monitor state.source] +monitor state.index)- >
monitor index = MONITOR YES;
/** WRITE (c, p, (Srctable+monitor_state.source)->comp,
(Src_table + monitor_state. source)-> wavelength, 370
135
time, power_out, power in, phase_out, phasein) **/
fprintf(output_filel,
"%4d %3d %4d %8.2f %14.9f %13.7f %13.7f %7.2f %7.2f\n",
C,
P(Srcablemonitortate.source) -,
(Srctable+monitor_state.source) -> fcomp,
(Srctable+monitor state.source)- >frequency,
globaltime*1000,
10*loglO(power out*O0.001),
10*loglO(powerin*0.001), 380
phase-out,
phase in);
monitorstate = monitor;
total_monitorfile_writes++;
}
if (write file2)
{
/ * compare with experiment results */
/* simulation: 50 GHz(0.4049 nm), experiment: 12.35 GHz(O.lnm) */
/ we modify the ASE value from 0.4045 -> 0.1 nm here */ 390
write file2 = FALSE;
switch(SYS PARAM.sourcetable class)
{
case O:
/ ** only for the same resolution use **/
for (i=O; i<total_number_source; i++)
{
fprintf(output_file2, " %12.6f %12.6f\n", (Src_table+i)->frequency,
10*loglO((Net state[i]+monitorindexxview) - >power_out*0.001)); 400
rewind(output file2);
break;
case 1:
for (j=number xmt; j<total_number_source; j++)
{
c = FALSE;
for (i=O0; i<number_xmt; i++)
{
if ((Src table+j)- >frequency == (Srctable+i)- >frequency) 410
{
fprintf(output_file2, "%12.6f %12.6f\n",
(Src table+j)->frequency,
10*loglO((Net statej]+monitor_index xview)- >powerout
*0.001 /4.049+ (Netstate[i] +monitorindex_xview) - >
power out*0.001));
c = TRUE;
break;
}
420
if (c == FALSE)
fprintf(output file2, "%12.6f %12.6f\n",
(Src_table+j) - >frequency,
10*loglO((Netstate] +monitor_index_xview) ->power_out
136
*0.001/4.049));
rewind(outputfile2);
break;
case 2:
for (i=O; i<number_xmt; i++)
{
fprintf(outputfile2, "%12 .6f %12 .6f\n", (Src_table+i)->frequency,
10*loglO((Netstate[i]+monitorindex xview)- >power out*0.001));
I
for (i=number_xmt; i<number xmt+SYS PARAM.nsegment; i++)
{
for (j=O; j<total_number source-SYS PARAM.n_segment;
j+=SYSPARAM.n-segment)
totalpower+= (Net state[i+j]+monitorindex_xview) - >powerout;
fprintf(outputfile2, "%12.6f %12.6f\n", (Src_table+i)->frequency,
10*loglO(totalpower*0.001/4.049));
}
rewind(outputfile2);
break;
of function writeoutputfile( */
simu.h
/ ** simu.h **/
/** author: Li-Chung Chang April 15, 94 **/
extern void simulation_cycle(void);
B.3 Component Model Codes
modelxmt.c
/ *****l******************
modelxmt. c
/** author: Li-Chung Chang Aug 14, 94 **/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "aoncad. h"
#include "boolen. h"
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440
}
}/* end
I **
#include "event .h" 10
#define XMT MAX_FREQUENCY 240 /* 240 THz */
#define XMT_LOW FREQUENCY 220 /* 220 THz */
/* characteristics of a transmitter */
typedef struct
{
int comp_number; /* sequence number of component */
char name[4]; /* component name == XMT */
int modelorder; / * xmt model order */
int port count; / * total number of ports of component */ 20
float frequency; / * frequency of transmitter */
float maxpower; /* maximun power of transmitter */
float init_phase; / * initial phase of transmitter */
float start_time; / * start time of transmitter */
float end_time; / * end time of transmitter */
float max-power_time_begin; / * begin time of maximum power*/
float max_power_time_end; / * end time of maximum power */
float interval; / * fixed simulation time interval */
float factorl; / * coefficient */
float factor2; / * coefficient */ 30
float datal 1;
float datal2;
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
} XMTTYPE;
/ * external pointers' declaration */
/** they were defined in input.c **/
extern Syscpars SYSPARAM; 40
extern int *map;
/ * function modelxmtnumber data(): check number of data of */
/ * transmitter model
/ *****************************************/
int modelxmtnumber_data(int model_order, int comp number)
{
switch(model_order)
{ 50
case 0: return 9;
case 1: return 12;
case 2: return FALSE; / * model order # 2 not defined yet */
default:
printf(" ERROR: Invalid model order for component %d\n", compnumber);
return FALSE;
}) / * end of function modelxmtnumberdata() */
/ ** *********************************************************************** 60
/ * function modelxmt_check_data(): check parameters of transmitter model */
/int modelxmtcheckdataXMTTYPE *************************************************************************
int modelxmt_checkdata(XMTTYPE *xmt)
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if (xmt->port_count != 1)
{ printf(" ERROR: transmitter is a one-port component\n"); return FALSE;}
if (xmt->frequency > XMT MAX FREQUENCY I
xmt->frequency < SYS PARAM.lowfrequency)
{ printf(" ERROR: frequency value\n"); return FALSE;) 70
if (xmt->frequency < XMTLOWFREQUENCY &&
xmt->frequency > SYS PARAM.highfrequency + 1.0)
{ printf(" ERROR: frequency value\n"); return FALSE;)
if (xmt->max power > SYS PARAM.P max)
{ printf(" ERROR: power value\n"); return FALSE; }
if (xmt->start_time > xmt->end time)
{ printf(" ERROR: start time > end time\n"); return FALSE;) 80
switch(xmt- >model_order)
{
case 0: break;
case 1: if (xmt->max_power_time_begin > xmt->max power time end)
{
printf(" ERROR: time order of maximum power\n");
return FALSE;
if (xmt->interval > xmt->max.powertime_begin - 90
xmt->start time 
xmt->interval > xmt->end time -
xmt - > max power time end)
printf(" ERROR: interval value is too large\n");
return FALSE;
case 2: return FALSE;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n"); 1oo
return FALSE;
/ * pre-calculate some transmitter parameters */
if (xmt->model_order == 1)
{
xmt->factorl = xmt->max power/
(xmt->max power_timebegin- xmt->start time);
xmt->factor2 = xmt->max power/
(xmt->maxpower_time_end- xmt->end_time); 110
}
return TRUE;
} / * end of function modelxmtcheck_data() */
/* function modelxmtevent createO: create events for simulation */
139
/ ******* *******************************************/
int modelxmtevent create(XMT_TYPE *xmt, int srcidx)
120
int number_event = 0; /* number of events created */
double time;
if (xmt->maxpower == 0.0 11 xmt->starttime == xmt->endtime)
return numberevent;
switch(xmt- >model_order)
{
case 0:
event_liststoreevent( (double)xmt- >start_time, 130
*(map+(xmt->compnumber)), srcidx,
xmt- >maxpower,
xmt - > initphase);
event_liststore_event((double)xmt- >endtime,
* (map+(xmt->compnumber)), srcidx,
0.0,
xmt- >init_phase);
numberevent = 2; / * produce two events */
break;
case 1: 140
time = (double)xmt->start_time + (double)xmt->interval;
while (time< (double)xmt->maxpower_timebegin)
eventlist_storeevent(time,
*(map+(xmt->compnumber)), src idx,
(time- xmt->starttime)* xmt->factorl,
xmt- >initphase);
time += (double)xmt->interval;
numberevent++;
150
eventlist_storeevent((double)xmt- >max_power_time_begin,
* (map+(xmt- >compnumber)), srcidx,
xmt - > max-power,
xmt- >initphase);
numberevent++;
time = xmt->max_power_time_end;
while (time< (double)xmt->end time)
eventliststoreevent(time,
*(map+(xmt->compnumber)), srcidx, 160
(time- xmt->endtime)* xmt->factor2,
xmt- >init_phase);
time += (double)xmt->interval;
number_event++;
eventliststore event((double)xmt->end_time,
*(map+(xmt->comp number)), srcidx,
0.0,
xmt- >initphase);
number event++; 170
break;
140
case 2: /* not yet implemented */ break;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
exit(l);
break;
}
return number_event;
} / * end of function modelxmt_event_create() */ 180
/ * function modelxmt_simulation: *// *******************"*******'**** ***/
void modelxmt_simulation(XMT TYPE *xmt)
{
switch(xmt- >model_order)
case0: break;
case : break; 190
case 2: /* not yet implemented */ break;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
exit(l);
break;
}
} / * end of function modelxmt_simulation() */
modelxmt.h
/ ** modelxmt.h **/
/** author: Li-Chung Chang June 27, 94 **/
/* characteristics of a transmitter */
typedef struct
{
int compnumber; / * sequence number of component */
char name[4]; /* component name == XMT */ 10
int modelorder; /* xmt model order */
int port_count; / * total number of ports of component */
float frequency; /* frequency of transmitter */
float max power; / * maximun power of transmitter */
float init_phase; / * initial phase of transmitter */
float starttime; /* start time of transmitter */
float endtime; / * end time of transmitter */
float maxpower_time_begin; /* begin time of maximum power*/
float max-power time_end; /* end time of maximum power */
float interval; /* fixed simulation time interval */ 20
float factorl; / * coefficient */
float factor2; /* coefficient */
float datall1;
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float datal2;
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
} XMT TYPE;
extern int modelxmt_numberdata(int model_order, int comp_number);
extern int modelxmt_check_data(XMT TYPE *xmt);
extern void modelxmt_simulation(XMTTYPE *xmt);
extern int modelxmt_event_create(XMT_TYPE *xmt, int srcidx);
modelfib.c
/ ** modelfib.c **/
/** author: Li-Chung Chang May 17, 94 **/
/** modified: Steve Finn May 27, 94 **/
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<math.h>
"aoncad. h"
"event .h"
"boolen. h"
/ * external structures/pointers/variables to all functions and files */
extern int globalmain_dispersion; / * read in at system init time, defined in main */
/ * characteristics of a fiber */
typedef struct
{
int
char
int
int
float
float
float
float
comp_number;
name[4];
modelorder;
port_count;
attenuation;
index refraction;
length;
wavelength_low;
float wavelength_high;
float dispersionlow;
float dispersionhigh;
float power-loss;
float propagationtime;
/ * sequence number of component */
/ * component ame == FIB /
/ * fib model order */
/ * total number of ports of component */
/ * power attenuation (db/km) */
/ * index of refraction of a fib */
/* fiber length (km) */
/ * lowest wavelength in the graph of
dispersion characteristics (nm) */
/ * highest wavelength in the graph of
dispersion characteristics (nm) */
/ * lowest dispersion in the graph of
dispersion charcs. (ps/nm/km) */
/ * highest dispersion in the graph of
dispersion charcs. (ps/nm/km) */
/ * power loss through a fib */
/ * propagation time through a fib with no
dispersion */
float wavelength zerodisp; / * zero dispersion
float factorl; /* coefficient */
30
10
20
30
wavelength */
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float factor2; / * coefficient */ 40
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
) FIB_TYPE;
/ * external pointers 'declaration */
/** it was defined in input. c* */
extern Networkstate **Netstate;
extern void simustoreout_list(int indexstore, int sourcestore,
double power); 50
/** 299792.453: light speed */
/ * function modelfib_number data(): check number of data of fiber model /
int modelfibnunber_data(int modelorder, int comp_number)
{
switch(model order)
{ 60
case 0: return 7;
case 1: return 11;
case 2: return FALSE; / * model order # 2 not defined yet */
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order for component %d\n", comp number);
return FALSE;
}
} / * end of function modelfibnumberdata() */
/ *******************************************************************/' 70
/* function modelfibcheck data(): check parameters of fiber model */
int modelfib_check_data(FIB TYPE *fib)
{
if (fib->port_count != 2)
{ printf(" ERROR: fiber is a two-port component\n"); return FALSE;)
switch(fib- >model_order)
{
case 0: break; 80
case 1:
if (fib- >wavelength_low > fib- >wavelength high)
(printf(" ERROR: wavelength value\n"); return FALSE;)
if (fib->dispersionlow > fib->dispersion_high)
{ printf(" ERROR: dispersion value\n"); return FALSE;)
break;
case 2: return FALSE;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
return FALSE; 90
/ * pre- calculate some fiber parameters */
143
fib->power_loss = (float) pow(10.0, -0.1 * fib->length * fib->attenuation);
fib- >propagation_time = (float) ((double)fib- >length *
(double)fib- >indexrefraction/
299792.453);
if (fib->model_order == 1)
{
fib- >wavelengthzero disp = 100
(fib- >dispersion low * fib- >wavelengthjhigh - fib- >dispersionhigh *
fib->wavelength low) / (fib->dispersionlow - fib->dispersion_high);
fib->factorl = (float) (0.5 * ((double)fib->dispersion_high -
(double)fib- >dispersionlow) /
( (double)fib- >wavelength_high -
(double)fib- >wavelengthlow) *
(double)fib->length * le-12);
fib->factor2 = (float) (0.5 * (double)fib->dispersion_high *
(double)fib->length * le-12);
110
return TRUE;
} / * end of function modelfib_check data() */
/ *********************************************** *************
/ * function modelfib_simulation(): calculate output power
void modelfib_simulation(int baseidx, / * base index of fiber */
FIB TYPE *fib, / * ptr to fiber data structure */
int inidx, / * input port index */ 120
double *time, / * global time */
float freq, / * frequency of source through fiber */
int srcidx) / * source index */
double power, time_dispersion;
float phase;
int mode = 0;
/ * calculate output power */
power = (Net_state[srcidx]+inidx)->powerin * fib->power_loss; 130
phase = 0.0; / * method of calculation phase will be developed later */
/ * if global dispersion switch is TRUE simulate dispersion */
if (global_main_dispersion) mode = fib->modelorder;
/* switch(fib->modelorder) */
switch(mode)
{
case 0:
/ * add a new event into event list */ 140
if (in_idx == base_idx)
{
if (fib->length == 0.0)
simu_store_out_list(base_idx+ 1, src idx,
(Net_state[src_idx]+indx)- >powerin);
else
event-list_storeevent(*time+ (double)fib- >propagation time,
144
baseidx+l, src_idx, power, phase);
}
else 150
{
if (fib->length == 0.0)
simustoreout list(base_idx, src_idx,
(Net state[src idx] +inidx) - >power in);
else
event_liststore event(*time+ (double)fib->propagation_time,
baseidx, srcidx, power, phase);
}
break;
case 1: 160
time-dispersion = (double)fib->factorl * (299792.453/ (double)freq -
(double)fib- >wavelength high) *
(299792.453/ (double)freq -
(double)fib- >wavelength zero disp) +
(double)fib->factor2 * (299792.453/ (double)freq -
(double)fib- >wavelengthzero disp);
if (in idx == baseidx)
{
if (fib->length == 0.0)
simu store_out list(base_idx+1, src_idx, 170
(Net state[src idx] +in idx) - >power in);
else
event_list_storeevent(*time+ (double)fib- >propagationtime+
time_dispersion, baseidx+l, src idx,
power, phase);
}
else
{
if (fib->length == 0.0)
simu_store_out list(baseidx, src_idx, 180
(Net state[src idx] +in idx) - >power in);
else
event_list_store event(*time+ (double)fib->propagationtime+
time_dispersion, base_idx, srcidx,
power, phase);
}
break;
case 2: / * not yet implemented */ break;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n"); 190
exit(1);
break;
}} / k end of function modelfib_simulation() */
modelfib.h
modelfib.h k /
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/** author: Li-Chung Chang May 17, 94 **/
/ * ********* *************** ***** *****/
/ * characteristics of a fiber */
typedef struct
I
int
char
int
int
float
float
float
float
comp_number;
name[4];
modelorder;
port_count;
attenuation;
indexrefraction;
length;
wavelength_low;
float wavelengthhigh;
float dispersion_low;
float dispersion high;
float power loss;
float propagation_time;
/ * sequence number of component */
/ * component ame == FIB */
/ * fib model order */
/ * total number of ports of component */
/* power attenuation (db/km) */
/ * index of refraction of a fib */
/ * fiber length (kinm) */
/ * lowest wavelength in the graph of
dispersion characteristics (nm) */
/ * highest wavelength in the graph of
dispersion characteristics (nm) */
/ * lowest dispersion in the graph of
dispersion charcs. (ps/nm/km) */
/ * highest dispersion in the graph of
dispersion charcs. (ps/nm/km) */
/ * power loss through a fib */
/ * propagation time through a fib with no
dispersion */
float wavelength_zero disp; / * zero dispersion wavelength */
float factorl;
float factor2;
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
) FIB TYPE;
extern
extern
extern
/ * coefficient */
/ * coefficient */
30
int modelfib number_data(int model order, int comp number);
int modelfibcheck data(FIB TYPE *fib);
void modelfibsimulation(int base_idx, FIB_TYPE *fib,
int inidx, double *time,
float freq, int srcidx);
40
modelfbc.c
/ *****************************************/
/ ** modelfbc.c **/
/** author: Li-Chung Chang June 27, 94 **/
/** modified: Steve Finn (long int) May 4, 94 **/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
# include "aoncad.h"
#include "boolen.h"
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/ * characteristics of a fused
typedef struct
{
int compnumber;
char name[4];
int
int
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
model_order;
port_count;
couple_ratio;
lossdb;
reflectivity_db;
biconical coupler */
/* sequence number of component */
/* component name == FBC */
/ * fbc model order */
/ * total number of ports of component */
/ * power coupling ratio */
/* excess loss through fbc in db */
/ * power reflection in db */
loss; / * excess loss */
reflectivity; / * power reflection */
factorl; / * coefficient */
factor2; / * coefficient */
loss_timesreflectivity; /* coefficient */
data9;
datalO;
datall1;
datal2;
datal3;
datal4;
float datal5;
) FBC_TYPE;
/* external pointers' declaration */
/ ** it was defined in input. c **/
extern Network state **Netstate;
/ * external function */
extern void simu_storeout_list(int index_store, int source store,
double power);
/**************************************************************/
/ * function modelfbc number data(): check number of data of fused */
/ * biconical coupler model */
/ ****************************************************
int modelfbc nuinberdata(int model_order, int comp_number)
{
switch(model order)
{
case : return 6;
case 1: return 7;
case 2: return FALSE; / * model order #2 not defined yet */
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order for component %d\n", comp_number);
return FALSE;
}
} / * end of function modelfbc_number data() */
/ ***************************************** ******* ******* /
/ * function modelfbc_checkdata(): check parameters of fused */
/ * biconical coupler model */
/int modelfbccheckdataFBCTYPE *fb***********************************
int modelfbccheckdata(FBC_TYPE *fbc)
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if (fbc->port_count != 4)
{
printf(" ERROR: fused biconical coupler is a four-port component\n"); 70
return FALSE;
}
if (fbc->couple_ratio > 1 fbc->couple ratio < 0)
{
printf(" ERROR: power coupling ratio is between 0 and l\n");
return FALSE;
}
switch(fbc- >model order) 80
{
case 0: break;
case 1:
if (fbc->loss_db > 1.0 1I fbc->loss_db < 0)
{
printf(" WARNING: loss(dB) value is not typical\n");
return TRUE;
if (fbc->reflectivity_db > 0)
{ 90
printf(" ERROR: reflectivity(dB) value is not typical\n");
return FALSE;
}
break;
case 2: return FALSE;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
return FALSE;
100
/* pre- calculate some fbc parameters */
fbc->loss = pow(10.0, -fbc->loss_db/10.0);
if (fbc->model_order == 1)
{
fbc->reflectivity = pow(10.0, fbc->reflectivity_db/10.0);
fbc->factorl = (1- 2*fbc->reflectivity)*(1- fbc->couplejratio) * fbc->loss;
fbc->factor2 = (1- 2*fbc->reflectivity)* fbc->coupleratio * fbc->loss;;
fbc->loss_timesreflectivity = fbc->loss * fbc->reflectivity;
return TRUE; 110
} / * end of function modelfbc_ check_data() */
/ * function modelfbc simulation(): calculate output power */
void modelfbc_simulation(int base_idx, /* base index of fbc */
FBC_TYPE *fbc, / * ptr to fbc data structure */
int inidx, / * input port index */
int srcidx) / * source index */ 120
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register int i;
double power[4];
int e, f;
switch(fbc- >model_order)
{
case 0:
if (in idx >= base_idx+2) {e = base_idx + 2; f = base idx;}
else {e = baseidx; f = base_idx + 2;} 130
*power = (1- fbc->couple ratio)*(Net state[srcidx]+e)- >power in
+ fbc- >couple ratio*(Net state[src idx]+e+ 1)- >power in;
*(power+1)= (1- fbc->coupleratio)*(Net state[src idx]+e+1)->powerin
+ fbc- >couple ratio*(Net state[src idx]+e)- >power in;
for (i=O; i<2; i++)
simustore_out_list(f+i, src idx, *(power+i) * fbc->loss);
break;
case 1:
*power= fbc->factorl * (Net_state[src idx]+base_idx+2)->power in +
fbc- >factor2 * (Net state[srcidx]+base idx+3)- >power-in + 140
fbc->losstimesreflectivity * (
(Net state[src idx]+baseidx) ->powerin+
(Net state[srcidx]+baseidx+l)->powerin);
*(power+l) = fbc- >factorl * (Net state[src idx]+base idx+3)- >powerin+
fbc->factor2 * (Net state[srcidx]+base idx+2)->powerin+
fbc->loss_timesreflectivity * (
(Net state[src idx]+baseidx) - >powerin+
(Net state[srcidx]+baseidx+l)->power in);
*(power+2) = fbc->factorl * (Net state[src idx]+base idx)->powerin+
fbc- >factor2 * (Net state[src idx]+baseidx+1)- >powerin+ 150
fbc->loss_timesreflectivity * (
(Net state[srcidx]+base idx+2)- >powerin+
(Netstate[srcidx]+baseidx+3)->power in);
*(power+3) = fbc- >factorl * (Net_state[src idx]+base idx+l)- >powerin+
fbc->factor2 * (Net state[src idx]+base idx)->power in+
fbc->loss_timesreflectivity * (
(Net state[src idx] +base idx+2) ->power_in+
(Net state[src idx]+baseidx+3)- >power in);
for (i=O; i<4; i++)
simu store out list(base idx+i, src idx, *(power+i)); 160
break;
case 2: / * not yet implemented */ break;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
exit(l);
break;
}
} / * end of function modelfbcsimulation() */
modelfbc.h
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/** author: Li-Chung Chang May 17, 94 **/
/ * characteristics of a fused biconical coupler */
typedef struct
{
int comp number;
char name[4];
modelorder;
portcount;
couple-ratio;
loss_db;
reflectivity_db;
loss;
reflectivity;
factorl;
factor2;
loss_times_refle
data9;
datalO;
datall;
datal2;
datal3;
/ * sequence number of component */
/ * component name == FBC */
/ * fbc model order */
/ * total number of ports of component */
/ * power coupling ratio */
/ * excess loss through fbc in db */
/ * power reflection in db */
/ * excess loss */
/ * power reflection */
/ * coefficient */
/ * coefficient */
ctivity; /* coefficient */
float datal4;
float datal5;
} FBC_TYPE;
extern int modelfbc_number_data(int modelorder, int compnumber);
extern int modelfbc_check_data(FBC TYPE *fbc);
extern void modelfbc_simulation(int base_idx, FBC_TYPE *fbc,
int in idx, int src idx);
modelcup.c
modelcup. c
/** author: Li-Chung Chang May 17, 94 **/
/ ***************************************************************
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "aoncad. h"
#include "boolen. h"
/ * characteristics of a star coupler */
typedef struct
int comp number;
char name[4];
/ * sequence number of component */
/* component name == CUP */
150
int
int
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
10
20
30
I **
{
10
/** modelfbc.h
model order;
port-count;
loss_db;
reflectivity db;
loss;
reflectivity;
port count div 2;
data6;
data7;
data8;
data9;
datal0;
datall;
datal2;
datal3;
datal4;
/ * cup model order */
/ * total number of ports of component */
/* excess loss through cup in db */
/ * power reflection in db */
/ * excess loss */
/ * power reflection */
/ * total number of ports divided by two */
float datal5;
} CUP TYPE;
/* external pointers' declaration */
/ ** they were defined in input.c **/
extern Network state **Net state;
extern Syscpars SYS_PARAM;
/ * external function */
extern void simu_storeout list(int indexstore, int source_store,
double power);
/ ************************************************************
/ * function modelcup_numberdata(): check number of data of coupler model *// *** ***********************************************************/
int modelcup number data(int model-order, int comp number)
{
switch(model order)
{
case : return 5;
case 1: return 6;
case 2: return FALSE; /* model order # 2 not defined yet */
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order for component %d\n", comp number);
return FALSE;
}} / * end of function modelcupnumber data() */
/**********************************************************************/
/ * function modelcup_checkdata(): check parameters of coupler model *//************************************************ ***  /
int modelcupcheck data(CUPTYPE *cup) / * ptr to cup data structure */
{
if (cup->port_count > 30)
{ printf(" ERROR: too many ports for a star coupler\n"); return FALSE;}
if (cup->loss db < 0)
{ printf(" ERROR: loss(dB) value is not typical\n"); return FALSE;}
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int
int
float
float
float
float
int
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
20
30
40
50
60
70
switch(cup->model order)
{
case 0: break;
case 1:
if (cup- >reflectivitydb > -5)
{
printf(" ERROR: reflectivity value isn't typical\n");
return FALSE;
so80
break;
case 2: return FALSE;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
return FALSE;
/ * pre-calculate some Coupler parameters */
cup->loss = pow(10.0, -cup->loss_db/10.0);
cup->portcount_div_2 = cup->portcount/2; 90
if (cup->modelorder == 1)
cup- >reflectivity = pow (10.0, cup->reflectivity_db/10.0);
return TRUE;
} / * end of function modelcupcheck data() */
/ ***************************************************************************
/* function modelcup_simulation(): calculate output power */
/ ***************************************************************************/
void modelcup simulation(int base idx, /* base index of combiner */ 1oo
CUPTYPE *cup, / * ptr to coupler data structure */
int in_idx, / * input port index */
int srcidx) / * source index */
register int i;
double powerl = 0.0, power2 = 0.0;
int f, g;
switch(cup- >modelorder) { 110
case 0:
if (in idx >= base idx+cup->port_count_div_2)
{f= cup->portcountdiv_2; g = 0;}
else {f = 0; g = cup->port countdiv2;}
for (i=O; i< cup->port_count_div_2; i++)
powerl += (Net_state[srcidx]+baseidx+f+i)->powerrin/
cup->portcountdiv_2;
powerl = powerl* cup->loss;
for (i=O; i< cup->port_count_div2; i++)
simustoreoutlist(baseidx+g+i, srcidx, power1); 120
break;
case 1:
for (i=O; i< cup->port_count_div_2; i++)
{
152
powerl += (Netstate[src idx]+baseidx+i)->powerin/
cup->port count_div_2 * cup->reflectivity;
power2 += (Netstate[srcidx]+baseidx+i)- >powerin/
cup->portcount_div_2 * (1- cup->reflectivity);
}
for (i= cup->port_countdiv 2; i< cup->portcount; i++)
{
powerl += (Net state[srcidx]+base idx+i)->power in/
cup->port countdiv_2 * (1- cup->reflectivity);
power2 += (Net_state[srcjidx]+basejidx+i)- >power in/
cup->port count div 2 * cup->reflectivity;
}
power1 = powerl* cup->loss;
power2 = power2* cup->loss;
for (i=O; i< cup->portcount div 2; i++)
simu_store_out_list(base_idx+i, srcjidx, powerl);
for (i=cup->port_count_div_2; i< cup->portcount; i++)
simu_store out_list(base_idx+i, srcidx, power2);
break;
case 2: /* not yet implemented */ break;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
exit(l);
break;
}} / * end of function modelcupsimulation() */
modelcup.h
/ ***************** ********************/
/ ** modelcup.h */
/** author: Li- Chung Chang May 17, 94 **// **** *************************** **/
/ * characteristics of a star coupler */
typedef struct
{
int
char
int
int
float
float
float
float
int
float
float
float
float
float
compnumber;
name[4];
model order;
port_count;
loss_db;
reflectivitydb;
loss;
reflectivity;
portcount_div_2;
data6;
data7;
data8;
data9;
datal0;
/ * sequence number of component */
/ * component ame == CUP */
/ * cup model order */
/ * total number of ports of component */
/ * excess loss through cup in db */
/ * power reflection in db */
/ * excess loss */
/ * power reflection */
/ * total number of ports divided by two */
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float datall;
float datal2;
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
) CUP TYPE;
extern int modelcup_number data(int model_order, int comp number);
extern int modelcup check data(CUP TYPE *cup);
extern void modelcup simulation(int baseidx, CUPTYPE *cup,
int in idx, int src idx);
modelamp.c
/ ** modelamp. c
/ ** author: Li- Chung Chang May 24, 94 **/
/** modified: Steve Finn May 27, 94 **/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "aoncad .h"
# include "boolen.h"
#include "event .h"
/ * characteristics of an Amplifier */
typedef struct
{
int comp number;
char
int
int
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
name[4];
model_order;
port_count;
maxpower gaindb
sat_powerdbm;
noise figure_db;
max_power_gain;
satpower;
noise;
asejfigure;
lastgain reference;
data9;
datalO;
datall;
datal2;
datal3;
/ * sequence number of component */
/ * component name == AMP */
/* amp model order */
/ * total number of ports of component */
/ * input AMP max power gain in db
/ * input AMP saturation power level db
/ * input AMP noise figure in db */
/ * max power gain */
/  saturation power */
/ * noise */
/ * ase noise power/gain */
/ 1 + sum of Pin / Psat */
float datal4;
float datal5;
} AMP TYPE;
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30
/ external pointers' declaration */
/** they were defined in input.c **/
extern Network state **Net_state; 40
extern Sysc pars SYS PARAM;
extern Source table *Src table;
extern int *map;
/ * external function */
extern void simustoreout list(int portindex, int source_index,
double power);
/ * function modelamp_numberdata(): check number of data of amplifier model / 50
int modelamp_number data(int model-order, int comp number)
{
switch(model order)
{
case 0: return 5;
case 1: return 7;
case 2: return FALSE; / * model order # 2 not defined yet */
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order for component %d\n", compnumber); 60
return FALSE;
}
} / * end of function modelamp_number_data() */
/ ************************************************************************/
/* function modelamp_check_data(): check parameters of amplifier model */
int modelamp_check data(AMP TYPE *amp) / * ptr to amp data structure */
{
float bandwidth; 70
if (amp->port_count != 2)
{ printf(" ERROR: amplifier is a two-port component\n"); return FALSE;}
switch (amp- >modelorder)
{
case 0: break;
case 1:
if (amp->max power gain db < 10)
{ so80
printf(" ERROR: maximum power gain should be > 10 db \n");
return FALSE;
}
if (amp->noise figure db > 20)
{
printf(" ERROR: noise figure(dB) is not typical\n");
return FALSE;
}
break;
case 2: return FALSE; 90
default:
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printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
return FALSE;
}
/ * pre- calculate some Amplifier parameters */
amp->max-power-gain = pow(10.0, amp->max power gain_db/10.0);
if (amp->model_order == 1)
{
amp->sat power = pow(10.0, amp->sat powerdbm/10.0) * 1000.0; / * dbm -> u-watts */
amp->noise = pow(10.0, amp->noisefiguredb/10.0); 100
bandwidth = (SYS PARAM.high frequency- SYS PARAM.low_frequency) /
(SYS_PARAM.nsegment- 1);
/ ** 6.626e-34: plank constant **/
amp->ase figure = amp->noise * 6.626e-34 * le12* bandwidth * le12 * le6;
amp->last-gainreference = 1.0;
}
return TRUE;
} / * end of function modelamp_check_data() */
/ * * ********~***********~*~*~*~/
/ * function modelamp_simulation(): calculate output power */
void modelamp_simulation(int base_idx, /* base index of amplifier */
AMP_TYPE *amp, / * ptr to amp component data structure */
int in_idx, / * input port index */
int src_cnt, / * total number of sources in network /
int xmtcnt, / * total number of transmitters in network /
int srcidx) / * source index */
register int i;
int source base number;
double inputpower= 0.0;
double powerout, power_gain, power ase[30], gain reference;
int out idx; / * outpout port index */
int src this_amp = FALSE, amp_comp_num, src comp_num;
int smallgainchange = TRUE;
float ase_temp, src freq;
120
130
if (in idx != base idx) return; / * amplifier is a one-direction device */
out idx = base idx + 1;
srcfreq = (Src_table+srcidx)- >frequency;
switch(amp- >model order)
{
case 0:
/ * ideal amplifier */
simustoreout list(out idx, src idx,
(Net state[src idx] +in_idx)- >powerin * amp- >maxpower-gain);
break;
case 1:
/ * calculate total input power */
for (i=O; i<srccnt; i++)
input_power += (Netstate[i]+ in idx)->powerin;
140
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/ * calculate gain reference */
gain-reference = 1.0 + inputpower/amp->sat power;
powergain = amp->maxpowergain / gain reference;
ase_temp = power-gain * amp->ase figure; / * used to calculate ase power */ 150
power-out = (Net state[srcidx]+inlidx)->power in * power-gain;
if (fabs(gainreference-amp- >last gainreference) /amp- >last-gainreference
> SYS PARAM.Pchange)
{ small-gainchange = FALSE;
amp->last-gainreference = gainreference;
}
switch(SYSPARAM.sourcetable class)
160
case 0:
if (smallgainychange)
{
simustoreout list(out idx, srcidx,
power-out + asetemp * src freq );
return;
}
/ * amplifier's gain change is large */
for (i=O; i< src_cnt; i++) 170
{
simu_store_outlist(outidx, i,
asetemp * (Src_table+i)->frequency +
(Net state[i]+in_idx)- >power_in * power-gain);
}
break;
case 1:
if (small-gain-change)
180
if (srcidx > xmtcnt) power out += ase temp * src freq;
simu store out list(out idx, srcidx, power-out);
return;
}
/ * amplifier's gain change is large */
/ * first calculate the ASE powers in differnet bands "/
for (i = xmt cnt; i< srccnt; i++)
*(power ase+i- xmt cnt) = ase temp * (Src table+i)->frequency;
190
/ * put new ase power of this amp in the ase sources,
put new output power in the signal sources */
for (i= O; i< xmt cnt; i++)
simu_store out list(out idx, i,
(Net_state[i]+in idx)- >power_in * power-gain);
for (i= xmt cnt; i<src cnt; i++) simu_store_out_list(outidx, i,
(Net_state[i]+in idx)- >power_in * powergain + *(power_ase+i-xmt cnt));
break;
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case 2:
amp comp num = (Net state[src idx]+in idx)->comp;
srccomp num = (Src table+srcidx)- >comp;
if (amp comp num == src_comp num) src this amp = TRUE;
if (small-gain-change)
{
if (src this amp) powerout += asetemp * src freq;
simustoreoutlist(out idx, src idx, power out);
return;
210
/ * amplifier's gain change is large */
/ * first calculate the ASE powers in differnet bands */
for (i = xmtcnt; i< SYSPARAM.n segment+ xmtcnt ; i++)
*(powerase+i-xmtcnt)= asetemp * (Src_table+i)->frequency;
/ * find the source base number of this amp ase source */
for (i = xmt cnt; i< src_cnt; i += SYS_PARAM.n segment)
if ((Srctable+i)->comp == amp_comp_num) 220
sourcebase_number = i;
break;
}
/ * propagate power through the amp /
for (i = O; i < src cnt; i++)
{
power-out = (Net state[i]+in idx)- >power_in * power-gain; 230
/ * add in ase power for this amp if necessary */
if ( (Srctable+i)->comp == amp comp_num)
power out += *(powerase + i - sourcebasenumber);
simu_storeout_list( outidx, i, power out);
}
break;
default: 240
printf(" ERROR: invalid source table class number\n");
exit (1);
break;
}
break;
case 2: / not yet implemented */ break;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
exit(1);
break; 250
}} / * end of function modelamp_simulation() V
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/ ******* **************/
/ * function modelamp_event_create(): create events for simulation */
int modelamp_event_create(AMP TYPE *amp, int src idx)
register int i;
int d = 0; / * number of events created */
double powerase;
float ase_temp;
ase temp = amp->maxpowergain * amp->ase figure;
switch(amp- >model_order)
case 0: break;
case 1:
for (i=O; i<SYS_PARAM.n_segment; i++)
{
power_ase = asetemp * (Src table+srcidx+i)- >frequency;
event_list_storeevent(O.O, * (map+(amp->compnumber))+1,
src_idx+i, power ase, 0.0);
}
d = SYS_PARAM.nsegment;
break;
case 2: /* not yet implemented */
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
exit(l);
break;
return d;
} / * end of function modelamp_event_create */
modelamp.h
/ ****************************************
/ ** modelamp.h **/
/** author: Li-Chung Chang May 27, 94 **/
/ ** modified: Steve Finn May 11, 94 **/
/ * characteristics of an Amplifier */
typedef struct
{
int compnumber;
char name[4];
int modelorder;
int port_count;
float max power gain_db;
float sat powerdbm;
float noise_figuredb;
/ * sequence number of component */
/ * component ame == AMP */
/ * amp model order */
/ * total number of ports of component */
/ * input AMP max power gain in db
/ * input AMP saturation power level db
/ * input AMP noise figure in db */
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/ * used to calculate ase power */
270
280
10
*/
*/
float max_power_gain;
float sat_power;
float noise;
float asejfigure;
float last-gain_reference;
float data9;
float datalO;
float datall1;
float datal2;
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
) AMP TYPE;
/ * max power gain */
/ * saturation power */
/ * noise */
/ * ase noise power/gain */
/ * 1 + sum of Pin / Psat */
20
30
extern int modelamp_number data(int model_order, int comp number);
extern int modelampcheckdata(AMPTYPE *compptr);
extern void modelamp simulation(int base idx, AMPTYPE *amp,
int in idx, int srccnt, int xmt_cnt,
int src idx);
extern int modelamp event create(AMP_TYPE *amp, int srcidx);
modelfil.c
/ ****** ************l****
modelfil. c
/** author: Li-Chung Chang Aug 14, 94 **/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "aoncad. h"
#include "boolen. h"
/ * characteristics of a filter */
typedef struct
int comp_number;
char name[4];
model order;
portcount;
min_centerfreq;
fsr;
numberfsr;
bandwidth;
loss db;
loss;
extinctionratio;
data8;
data9;
datalO;
datall;
int
int
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
/ * sequence number of component */
/ * component ame == FIL */
/ * fil model order */
/ * total number of ports of component */
/ * minimum center frequency */
/ * free spectral range */
/ * number of free spectral range */
/  filter bandwidth */
/ * excess loss through filter in db */
/  excess loss */
/ * the ratio between max and min */
160
I**
{
10
20
float datal2; 30
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
) FIL_TYPE;
/ * external pointers' declaration */
/** it was defined in input.c **/
extern Networkstate **Net state;
/ * external function */ 40
extern void simustoreoutlist(int indexstore, int sourcestore,
double power);
/ * function modelfilnumberdata(): check number of data of filter model */
int modelfil_number_data(int modelorder, int compnumber)
{
switch(model order)
{ 50
case 0: return 9;
case 1: return 9;
case 2: return FALSE; / * model order # 2 not defined yet */
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order for component %d\n", comp_number);
return FALSE;
) / * end of function modelfilnumber dataO( */
/ ***************************************************************/ 60
/ * function modelfilcheckdata(): check parameters of filter model */
int modelfil_check data(FIL TYPE *fil)
if (fil->port_count != 2)
{ printf(" ERROR: filter is a two-port component\n"); return FALSE;}
if (fil->fsr <= fil->bandwidth)
printf(" ERROR: bandwidth(Q) should be less than FSR\n"); 70
return FALSE;
I
if (fil->loss db > 5.0 11 fil->lossdb < 0)
printf(" ERROR: loss(dB) valus is not typical\n");
return FALSE;
I
switch(fil- >modelorder)
{ 80
case 0: break;
case 1: break;
case 2: return FALSE;
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default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
return FALSE;
}
/ * pre- calculate some filter parameters "/
fil->loss = (float) pow(10.0, -fil->loss db/10.0); 90
if (fil->model_order == 1)
fil->extinction_ratio = 1/ (1+ fil->fsr/ fil->bandwidth);
return TRUE;
) / * end of function modelfilcheck data() */
/ * function modelfil_simulation(): calculate output power /
void modelfilsimulation(int base idx, / * base index of filter */ 1oo
FIL_TYPE *fil,/ * ptr to filter data structure */
int in_idx, / * input port index */
float freq, / * frequency of source through filter */
int srcidx) / * source index /
register int i;
int out_idx;
switch(fil- >model-order)
110
case O:
/ * ideal filter */
if (in idx == base idx) out_idx = base_idx + 1;
else out_idx = base_idx;
for (i=O; i<= fil->number fsr; i++)
if (freq >= fil->min_center_freq+ i*fil->fsr- fil->bandwidth/2 &&
freq <= fil->min_center_freq+ i*fil->fsr+ fil->bandwidth/2)
{
simu_storeout_list (out_idx, srcidx, 120
(Net_state[src_idx] +inidx) - >power_in*fil- >loss);
break;
if (freq > fil->min center freq+ i*fil->fsr+ fil->bandwidth/2 &&
freq < fil- >mincenterfreq+(i+l1)*fil- >fsr- fil- >bandwidth/2)
break;
}
break;
case 1:
/ * fiber fabot perot filter */ 130
if (inidx == baseidx) out_idx = base_idx + 1;
else outidx = base_idx;
for (i=O; i<= fil->numberfsr; i++)
i
if (freq >= fil->min_centerfreq+ i*fil->fsr- fil->bandwidth/2 &&
freq <= fl->mincenter{freq+ i*fil->fsr+ fll->bandwidth/2)
{
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simu_store_out list(out_idx, srcidx,
(Net state[srcidx]+in idx)- >power_in*fil- >loss);
break;
}
if (freq > fil->min center freq+ i*fil->fsr+ fil->bandwidth/2 &&
freq < fil->min_center_freq+(i+l)*fil->fsr- fil->bandwidth/2)
simustore_out list (out idx, src_idx,
(Netstate[src idx] +inidx) - > power_in*fil- >extinctionratio);
break;
break;
case 2: / * not yet implemented */ break;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
exit(l);
break;
}} / * end of function modelfilsimulation() */
modelfil.h
/ l***************************
I** modelfil.h
/ * author: Li-Chung Chang May 17, 94 **/
/ ******************************************************************/
/ * characteristics of a filter */
typedef struct
{
int comp number;
char name[4];
int model_order;
int port-count;
float min_centerjfreq;
float fsr;
float number fsr;
float bandwidth;
float lossdb;
float loss;
float extinction ratio;
float data8;
float data9;
float datal0;
float datall1;
float datal2;
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
) FIL_TYPE;
/ * sequence number of component */
/ * component ame == FIL */
/ * fil model order */
/ * total number of ports of component */
/* input AMP max power gain in db /
/ * free spectral range */
/ * number of free spectral range */
/ * filter bandwidth */
/ * excess loss through filter in db "/
/  excess loss */
/ * the ratio between max and min */
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extern int modelfil_numberdata(int model_order, int comp_number); 30
extern int modelfil_check_data(FIL TYPE *fil);
extern void modelfil_simulation(int base_idx, FIL_TYPE *fil,
int in_idx, float freq, int srcjidx);
modelmzf. c
/ *****************************/
/ ** modelmzf. c **/
/** author: Li-Chung Chang Aug 1, 94 **
include <stdio.h>*****
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "aoncad.h"
#include "boolen. h" 10
/ * characteristics of a Mach Zehnder filter */
typedef struct
{
int comp_number; /* sequence number of component */
char name[4]; /* component name == MZF */
int model order; / * mzf model order */
int portcount; / * total number of ports of component */
float min _center_freq; / * minimum center frequency(THz) */
float fsr; / * free spectral range(THz) */ 20
float loss_db; / * excess loss through mzf in db */
float extinctionratio_db; / * min/max in power transfer function in dB */
float loss; / * excess loss */
float extinction ratio; / * min/max in power transfer function */
float factorl; / * coefficient */
float data8;
float data9; /* min _centerfreq is supposed to */
float datalO; / * pass through from port 2 to */
float datall; / * port 3 or port 1 to port 4 with */
float datal2; / * max power transfer in this model */ 30
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
} MZF_TYPE;
/ * external pointers' declaration */
/** it was defined in input.c **/
extern Network_state **Net_state;
/ * external function */ 40
extern void simu_storeout_list(int index_store, int index_sourcestore,
double power);
/ *****cti****on mo *t*************************************: check number of data of /
/* function modelmzfnumber data: check number of data of */
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/ * Mach-Zehnder filter model *//** * **** ************************** * **************/
int modelmzf number_data(int model_order, int comp_number)
{
switch(model order) 50
{
case 0: return 8;
case 1: return FALSE; /* model order # 1 not defined yet */
case 2: return FALSE; / * model order # 2 not defined yet */
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order for component %d\n", compnumber);
return FALSE;
}
} / * end of function modelmzf number dataO */
60/ **************************** ** ** /
/ * function modelmzfcheck_data(): check parameters of */
/ * Mach-Zehnder model */
int modelmzf check data(MZF TYPE *mzf)
{
if (mzf->port_count != 4)
{
printf(" ERROR: Mach-Zehnder filter is a four-port device\n");
return FALSE; 70
}
if (mzf->lossdb > 5 I1 mzf->lossdb < 0)
{
printf(" ERROR: loss(dB) value is not typical\n");
return FALSE;
}
if (mzf->extinction ratio db > 0)
{
printf(" ERROR: extinction ratio(dB) value is not typical\n");
return FALSE; 80
}
switch(mzf->modelorder)
{
case 0: break;
case 1: return FALSE;
case 2: return FALSE;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
return FALSE;
} 90
/ * pre- calculate some mzf parameters */
mzf- >loss = (float) pow(10.0, -mzf- >lossdb/10.0);
mzf->extinctionratio = (float) pow(10.0, mzf->extinction_ratiodb/10.0);
mzf- >factorl = (1+ mzf- >extinctionratio)*mzf- >loss;
if (mzf->factorl > 1)
{
printf(" ERROR: value of combination of extinction ratio and loss\n");
return FALSE;
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} 100
return TRUE;
} / * end of function modelmzf check_data() */
/ * function modelmzfsimulation(): calculate output power */
void modelmzf simulation(int baseidx, / * base index of mzf */
MZF TYPE *mzf, / * ptr to mzf data structure */
int in_idx, / * input port index */ 110
float freq, / * frequency of source */
int srcidx) / * source index */
register int i;
double gain, power[2];
int inidx begin, out idx;
switch(mzf- >modelorder)
{
case 0: 120
gain = ((1- mzf->extinctionratio) *
pow(sin((freq- mzf- >mincenterfreq)*3.14159/mzf->fsr), 2.0) +
mzf- >extinction ratio) * mzf->loss;
if (in_idx >= base idx+2)
{in idx_begin = baseidx + 2; out idx = baseidx;}
else
{inidx_begin = baseidx; outidx = baseidx + 2;)
*power = gain * (Netstate[src idx]+inidx_begin)->powerin
+(mzf- >factorl- gain) * (Net_state[srcidx]+inidxbegin+l)- >powerin;
*(power+1) = gain * (Netstate[srcidx]+inidx_begin+l)->powerin 130
+ (mzf- >factorl- gain) * (Net state[srcidx] +in idxbegin)- >powerjin;
for (i=0; i<2; i++)
simu_store out list(out idx+i, src idx, *(power+i));
break;
case 1: /* not yet implemented */ break;
case 2: / * not yet implemented */ break;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
exit(l);
break; 140
}
) / * end of function modelmzfsimulation() */
modelmzf. h
/ ************* *****************************/
/ ** modelmzf.h **
/** author: Li-Chung Chang Aug 14, 94 **/
/ * characteristics of a Mach Zehnder filter */
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typedef struct
I
int
char
int
int
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
comp num
name[4];
model ordi
port count
min_centel
fsr;
lossdb;
extinction
loss;
extinction
ber; / * sequence number of component */
/* component name == MZF */
er; / * mzf model order */
t; /* total number of ports of component */
rfreq; /* minimum center frequency */
/ * free spectral range */
/ * excess loss through mzf in db */
_ratio_db; / * min/max in power transfer function in dB */
/ * excess loss */
*ratio; / * min/max in power transfer function */
factorl;
data8;
data9;
datalO;
float datall;
float datal2;
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
) MZF TYPE;
extern
extern
extern
int modelmzf_number data(int model_order, int comp_number);
int modelmzf_check data(MZF TYPE *mzf);
void modelmzf simulation(int base idx, MZF_TYPE *mzf,
int in_idx, float freq, int srcidx);
modelwdm.c
/****************************************/
/ ** modelwdm. c **/
/** author: Li-Chung Chang May 17, 94 **/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "aoncad.h"
#include "boolen.h"
/ * characteristics of a wavelength division (de)multiplexer */
typedef struct
{
int comp number;
char name[4];
int
int
float
float
float
float
modelorder;
port_count;
lossdb;
crosstalkdb;
reflectivity_db;
loss;
/ * sequence number of component */
/ * component name == WDM */
/ * wdm model order */
/ * total number of ports of component */
/ * excess loss through a wdm in db */
/ * crosstalk through a wdm in db */
/ * power reflection in db */
/* excess loss */
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10
20
30
10
20
float crosstalk; / * crosstalk produced */
float reflectivity; / * power reflection */
float data7;
float data8;
float data9;
float datal0;
float datall1;
float datal2; 30
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
WDM_TYPE;
/ * external pointers' declaration */
/ ** it was defined in input.c **/
extern Network_state **Net_state;
/ * external function */ 40
extern void simu_store_out_list(int index_store, int sourcestore,
double power);
/* 220.0, 240.0: (THz) for 1310 nm */
/ * 190.0, 195.0: (THz) for 1550 nm */
/ * function modelwdmnumber dataO: check number of data of */
/ * wavelength division (de)multiplexer model */
/ *****************************************************************/ 50
int modelwdmnumber data(int modelorder, int comp_number)
{
switch(model_order)
{
case 0: return 5;
case 1: return 7;
case 2: return FALSE; / * model order # 2 not defined yet */
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order for component %d\n", comp_number);
return FALSE; 60
}
} / * end of function modelwdm_number_data() */
/ * function modelwdmcheck_data(): check parameters of */
/ * wavelength division multiplexer model */
int modelwdm_check data(WDMTYPE *wdm)
{
if (wdm->portcount != 3) 70
{ printf(" ERROR: WDM is a three-port component\n"); return FALSE;}
if (wdm->loss_db > 5.0 11 wdm->lossdb < 0){printf(" ERROR: loss(dB) value is not typical\n"); return FALSE;}
switch(wdm- >model_order)
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case 0: break;
case 1:
if (wdm->crosstalk db > 0) 80
{printf(" ERROR: crosstalk value is not typical\n"); return FALSE;}
if (wdm->reflectivity db > -20)
{
printf(" ERROR: reflectivity value is not typical\n");
return FALSE;
I
break;
case 2: return FALSE;
default: 90
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
return FALSE;
/ * pre- calculate some parameters of wdm */
wdm->loss = (float) pow(10.0, -wdm->loss_db/10.0);
if (wdm->model_order == 1)
{
wdm->crosstalk = (float) pow(10.0, wdm->crosstalkdb/10.0);
wdm- >reflectivity = (float) pow(10.0, wdm->reflectivity_db/10.0);
} 100
return TRUE;
} / * end of function modelwdmcheck data() */
/ * function modelwdmsimulation(): calculate output power
void modelwdm_simulation(int baseidx, / * base index of wdm */
WDMTYPE *wdm, / * ptr to wdm data structure */
int inidx, /* input port index */ 110
float freq, / * frequency of source through wdm */
int srcidx) / * source index */
register int i;
int out_idx;
double power[3];
switch(wdm- >model_order)
{
case 0: 120
if (freq >= 220.0 && freq <= 240.0)
{
if (in idx == base idx) return;
if (in_idx == base idx+l) outidx = in idx + 1;
if (in_idx == base idx+2) outidx = in_idx - 1;
simustore_out_list(out_idx, src idx,
(Net state[srcidx]+inidx)- >powerin * wdm- >loss);
}
if (freq >= 190.0 && freq <= 195.0)
{ 130
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if (in idx == base_idx+1) return;
if (in idx == base_idx) out_idx = base idx + 2;
if (inidx == base_idx+2) outidx = base_idx;
simustore out list(out_idx, src_idx,
(Net state[srcidx]+in idx)- >powerin * wdm- >loss);
}
break;
case 1:
if (freq >= 220.0 && freq <= 240.0)
{ 140
*power=
((Net state[srcidx] +baseidx)- >power_in *wdm- >reflectivity
+(Netstate[srcidx]+baseidx+l) - >powerin*wdm->reflectivity
+ (Netstate[srcidx] +base idx+2) - >power in*wdm- >crosstalk)
* wdm->loss;
*(power+1)=
((Net_state[srcidx]+base idx)- >powerin *wdm- >reflectivity
+ (Net_state[srcidx] +baseidx+l1) ->power in*wdm->reflectivity
+(Netstate[srcidx]+baseidx+2) ->powerin*
(1-wdm->crosstalk)) * wdm->loss; 150
*(power+2)=
((Netstate[srcidx]+baseidx)->powerin *wdm- >crosstalk
+ (Net state[src idx]+baseidx+1) - >powerin*
(1 -wdm- >crosstalk)
+(Netstate[srcidx]+baseidx+2)- >powerin*
wdm->reflectivity) * wdm->loss;
for (i=0; i < wdm->portcount; i++)
simu_store out_list(base idx+i, src_idx, *(power+i));
}
if (freq >= 190.0 && freq <= 195.0) 160
*power=
((Net state[srcidx]+baseidx)- >powerin *wdm- >reflectivity
+ (Net_state[srcidx]+baseidx+1)- >powerjn*wdm->reflectivity
+ (Net state[src idx]+baseidx+2) - >powerin*
(1 -wdm->crosstalk)) * wdm->loss;
*(power+1)=
((Netstate[srcidx]+baseidx)- >powerin *wdm- >reflectivity
+ (Netstate[srcidx] +base idx+ 1)->powerin*wdm->reflectivity
+(Netstate[srcidx]+baseidx+2)->powerin* wdm->crosstalk) 170
* wdm->loss;
*(power+2)=
((Net state[srcidx] +baseidx) - >power_in* (1 -wdm- >crosstalk)
+ (Net state[srcidx]+baseidx+l ) - >powerin *wdm->crosstalk
+(Net state[src idx]+baseidx+2)- >powerin
* wdm->reflectivity) * wdm->loss;
for (i=0; i < wdm->portcount; i++)
simu_store outlist(baseidx+i, src idx, *(power+i));
}
break; 180
case 2: / not yet implemented */ break;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
exit(l);
170
break;
I
} / * end of function modelwdm_simulation() */
modelwdm.h
/ ** modelwdm.h **/
/** author: Li-Chung Chang May 17, 94 **/
/ ****l****** ****************
/ * characteristics of a wavelength division (de)multiplexer */
typedef struct
{
compnumber;
name[4];
model_order;
portcount;
lossdb;
crosstalk db;
reflectivity_db;
loss;
crosstalk;
reflectivity;
/ * sequence number of component */
/* component name == WDM */
/* wdm model order */
/ * total number of ports of component */
/* excess loss through a wdm in db */
/ * crosstalk through a wdm in db */
/ * power reflection in db */
/* excess loss */
/ * crosstalk produced */
/ * power reflection */
float data7;
float data8;
float data9;
float datalO;
float datall1;
float datal2;
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
} WDM_TYPE;
extern int modelwdm number_data(int modelorder, int compnumber);
extern int modelwdm check_data(WDM_TYPE *wdm);
extern void modelwdmsimulation(int base_idx, WDM_TYPE *wdm,
int in_idx, float freq, int src_idx);
modelrou. c
/ ************************************************** I
modelrou. c
/** author: Li-Chung Chang Aug. 26, 94 **/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
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int
char
int
int
float
float
float
float
float
float
10
20
30
I**
#include "aoncad.h"
#include "boolen. h" 10
/* characteristics of a router */
typedef struct
{
int comp-number; / * sequence number of component */
char name[4]; /* component name == ROU */
int modelorder; / * rou model order */
int port count; / * total number of ports of component */
float min center freq; / * minimum center frequency */
float fsr; /* free spectral range */ 20
float numberfsr; / * number of free spectral range accessed */
float loss_db; / * insertion loss through router in dB */
float extinctionratio_db; / * the ratio between max and min in dB */
float loss; / * excess loss */
float extinctionratio; / * extinction ratio */
float deltaf; /* channel spacing (0-order) */
int port_count_div_2; / * total number of ports divided by two */
float bandwidth_div_2; /* half of bandwidth range */
float factorl; /* coefficient */
float factor2; / * coefficient */ 30
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
) ROU TYPE;
/ * external pointers' declaration */
/** they were defined in input.c **/
extern Network state **Net state;
extern Sysc-pars SYS PARAM;
40
/ * external function */
extern void simu_store_out_list(int index_store, int source_store,
double power);
/ ** *******************************************/
/* function modelrounumberdata(): check number of data of */
/ * wavelength router model *//*** * ************************* /
int modelrou_number_data(int model_order, int compnumber)
{ 50
switch(model order)
{
case 0: return 8;
case 1: return 9;
case 2: return FALSE; /* model order # 2 not defined yet */
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order for component %d\n", compnumber);
return FALSE;
} / * end of function modelrou_numberdata() o 60
/ **I**********r**********************************/
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/ * function modelroucheck data(): check parameters of */
/* wavelength router model */
int modelroucheck data(ROU_TYPE *rou)
{
if (rou->portcount > 30){ printf(" ERROR: too many ports for a router\n"); return FALSE;}
70
if (rou->loss db > 5.0 11 rou->loss db < 0)
{
printf(" ERROR: loss(dB) value is not typical\n");
return FALSE;
}
switch(rou- >model-order)
case 0: break;
case 1: 80
if (rou->extinction ratio_db > -10)
{
printf(" ERROR: extinction ratio (dB) is not typical\n");
return FALSE;
}
break;
case 2: return FALSE;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
return FALSE; 90
}
/ * per- calculate some router parameters */
rou->loss = (float) pow(10.0, -rou->loss db/10.0);
rou->port count_div_2 = rou->portcount/2;
rou- >delta f = rou- >fsr/ rou- >port count div 2;
if (rou->modelorder == 1)
{
rou->extinctionratio = (float) pow(10.0, rou->extinction ratio db/10.0);
rou->factorl = 3.14159 * rou->portcountdiv_2 / rou->fsr; 100
rou->factor2 = 3.14159 / rou->fsr;
}
return TRUE;
) / * end of function modelrou_check data() */
/ * function modelrou_simulation(): calculate output power
void modelrou simulation(int baseidx, / * base index of router */
ROU TYPE *rou, / * ptr to router data structure */ 110
int in idx, / * input port index */
float freq, / * frequency of source through router */
int srcidx) / * source index */
register int i, j;
int outidx, inidx begin, h = FALSE, k;
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double gain[15], power = 0.0, facl, fac2, sum = 0.0;
switch(rou- >model order)
120
case 0:
/ * ideal router */
for (j=O; j < rou->numberfsr; j++)
{
for (i=O; i< rou->portcount div2; i++)
{
if (freq > rou->min_center_freq+ j*rou->fsr+ (i-l1)*rou->delta_f
&&
freq < rou->min_center_freq+ j*rou->fsr+ (i+1)*rou->deltaf)
{ 130
if (inidx < baseidx + rou->port countdiv_2)
{
if (inidx + i >= base_idx + rou->portcountdiv_2)
outidx = in idx + i;
else outjidx = inidx + rou->port_count_div_2 + i;
simu_store_out list(outidx, src_idx,
(Net state[srcidx]+in idx) - >powerin*rou- >loss);
h = TRUE;
break;
140
else
{
if (in idx + i >= baseidx + rou->port count)
out idx = inidx- rou->port count + i;
else out idx = in idx - rou->port count_div 2 + i;
simu_storeout list(out idx, src idx,
(Net state[src idx]+in idx) - >power_in*rou- >loss);
h = TRUE;
break;
150
if (h == TRUE) break;
break;
case 1:
for (i=O; i<rou->port_count_div 2; i++)
{
facl = (freq- (rou->mincenter freq+i*rou->delta f))* rou->factorl;
fac2 = (freq- (rou- >min centerfreq+i*rou- >delta f))* rou- >factor2; 160
if (facl == 0.00 && fac2 == 0.00)
*(gain+i) = rou->loss;
else if (facl == 0.0 && fac2 != 0.0)
*(gain+i) = rou->extinction ratio * rou->loss;
else
{
*(gain+i) = ( (1- rou->extinction ratio)*
pow(fabs(sin(facl)/sin(fac2))/rou- >portcount_div_2,
2) + rou->extinction_ratio ) 170
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*rou->loss;
if (*(gain+i) < rou->extinctionratio * rou->loss)
*(gain+i) = rou->extinctionratio * rou->loss;
if (inidx< baseidx+ rou->port count_div_2)
{ outidx= base_idx+ rou->port count_div_2; inidx begin= base idx;}
else
{ outidx= base_idx; inidx_begin= base_idx+ rou->port_count_div_2;} 180
for (i=O; i< rou->portcount_div 2; i++)
{
k = 0;
for (j=O; j< rou->portcount_div_2; j++)
{
power += (Netstate[src_idx]+in_idx_begin+j)->powerin *
(*(gain+k+i-j));
if (i-j == 0) k = rou->port_count_div_2;
} 190
simu_store_out_list(out idx+i, srcidx, power);
power = 0.0;
}
break;
case 2: / * not implemented yet */ break;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
exit (1);
break;
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} / * end of function modelrou_simulation() */
modelrou.h
/ *********************************************************/
/ ** modelrou.h
/** author: Li-Chung Chang Aug 26, 94 **/
/ * **********************************************************
/ * characteristics of a router */
typedef struct
{
int compnumber; / * sequence number of component */
char name[4]; /* component name == ROU */ 10
int model_order; / * rou model order */
int portcount; / * total number of ports of component */
float min_centerfreq; / * minimum center frequency */
float fsr; / * free spectral range */
float number_fsr; / * number of free spectral range accessed */
float loss_db; /* insertion loss through router in dB */
float extinctionratiodb; / * the ratio between max and min in dB */
float loss; /* excess loss */
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float
float
int
float
float
extinction_ratio;
delta_f;
portcount_div_2;
bandwidth_div_2;
factorl;
float factor2;
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
} ROU TYPE;
/ * extinction ratio */
/ * channel spacing (O-order) */
/ * total number of ports divided by two */
/ * half of bandwidth range */
/  coefficient */
/ * coefficient */
extern int modelrou_numberdata(int model_order, int comp_number);
extern int modelrou check data(ROU TYPE *rou);
extern void modelrou_simulation(int basejidx, ROU_TYPE *rou,
int inidx, float freq, int srcidx);
modelrcv.c
modelrcv. c
/** author: Li-Chung Chang May 17, 94 **/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "aoncad.h"
#include "boolen. h"
/* characteristics of a receiver */
typedef struct
{
int compnumber;
char name[4];
int model order;
int port-count;
float datal;
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
/ * sequence number of component */
/ * component ame == RCV */
/ * rcv model order */
/ * total number of ports of component */
data2;
data3;
data4;
data5;
data6;
data7;
data8;
data9;
datalO;
datall;
datal2;
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
} RCV TYPE;
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30
/**
10
20
30
/ external pointers' declaration */
/ ** it was defined in input.c **/
extern Network state **Net state;
/ * function modelrcv_numberdata(): check number of data of receiver model */ 40I I************* ******************
int modelrcv_number_data(int model_order, int comp_number)
{
switch(model order)
{
case 0: return 4;
case 1: return FALSE; /* model order # 1 not defined yet */
case 2: return FALSE; /* model order # 2 not defined yet */
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order for component %d\n", comp_number); 50
return FALSE;
}) / * end of function modelrcvnumber data() */
/ * function modelrcv_check_dataO: check parameters of receiver model */
int modelrcv_check data(RCV_TYPE *rcv)
if (rcv->port count != 1) 60
{ printf(" ERROR: receiver is a one-port component\n"); return FALSE;)
switch(rcv- >modelorder)
{
case 0: break;
case 1: return FALSE;
case 2: return FALSE;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
return FALSE; 70
}
return TRUE;
) / * end of function modelrcv_checkdata() */
/ * function modelrcv_simulation(): */
void modelrcvsimulation(RCV TYPE *rcv)
{ 80
switch(rcv- >model_order)
{
case 0: break;
case 1: / * not yet implemented */ break;
case 2: / * not yet implemented */ break;
default:
printf(" ERROR: invalid model order\n");
exit(l);
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break;
} / * end of function modelrcvsimulation() */
modelrcv.h
/ ** modelrcv.h **
/** author: Li-Chung Chang May 17, 94 **/
/ *l********* **************
/ * characteristics of a receiver */
typedef struct
{
comp_number;
name[4];
model order;
port count;
datal;
data2;
data3;
data4;
data5;
data6;
data7;
data8;
data9;
datal0;
/ * sequence number of component */
/ * component ame == RCV *// * rv model order */
/ * total number of ports of component */
float datall;
float datal2;
float datal3;
float datal4;
float datal5;
} RCV_TYPE;
extern int modelrcv_numberdata(int modelorder, int comp_number);
extern int modelrcvcheck_data(RCV TYPE *rcv);
extern void modelrcv_simulation(RCV TYPE *rcv);
B.4 Other Codes
Makefile
# Makefile for aoncad
SOURCES = aoncad.c input.c simu.c model.c event.c \
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90
int
char
int
int
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
10
20
30
modelxmt.c modelfib.c modelcup.c modelrcv.c \
modelamp.c modelfbc.c modelfil.c \
modelrou.c modelwdm.c modelmzf.c
TARGET = aoncad
CFLAGS = -O
CC = gcc
OBJS = aoncad.o input.o simu.o model.o event.o \ 10
modelxmt.o modelfib.o modelcup.o modelrcv.o \
modelamp.o modelfbc.o modelfil.o \
modelrou.o modelwdm.o modelmzf.o
LIBS = -lm
aoncad: $OBJS}
${CC} ${CFLAGS} -o ${TARGET} ${OBJS} ${LIBS}
lint:
lint $(SOURCES)
clean: 20
rm $(OBJS)
boolen.h
/ ******************************/
/ ** boolen.h **/
/* author: Li-Chung Chang April 15, 94 **/
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#define EMPTY -1
#define END -5
#define IN 2 10
#define OUT 3
#define MONITOR YES -2
#define MONITOR NO -3
token.h
/ ** token.h **
/** author: Li-Chung Chang June 27, 94 **/
/ ***************************************************** /
#define NUMBER_COMP MODEL 11 /* number of component models */
#define AMP 1 / * amplifier */
#define COM 2 /* combiner(splitter)
#define CUP 3/* star coupler */
#define FBC 4/* fused biconical coupler */ 10
#define FIB 5 /*fiber */
#define FIL 6 / * ase filter & ffpf */
#define RCV 7 /* receiver */
#define ROU 8 /* router */
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#define WDM 9 / * wavelength division (de)multiplier */
#define XMT 10 / * transmitter */
#define MZF 11 / * Mach-Zehnder filter */
180
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